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CONVENING ORDER

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
COMMANDER
NAVY REGION MID-ATLANTIC
1510 GILBERT STREET
NORFOLK, VA 23511-2737

19 Aug 21

GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL AMENDING ORDER lD-21
The following members are excused from participation in the general court-martial convened
by order 1-21, dated 6 January 2021, and amended by order IA-21, dated 30 March 2021, order
lB-21, dated 9 June 2021, and order lC-21, dated 12 August 2021, for the trial of Aviation
Boatswain's Mate (Handling) Sean A. Benton-Harris, U.S. Navy:
Lieutenant Commander
U.S. Navy; and
Aviation Boatswain's Mate (Handling) Second Class

U.S. Navy.

The following new members are detailed:
Lieutenant
U.S. Navy;
Lieutenant Junior Grade
II, U.S. Navy;
Lieutenant Junior Grade
U.S. Navy;
Senior Chief Hospital Corpsman
U.S. Navy;
Yeoman Second Class
U.S. Navy; and
Aviation Boatswain's Mate (Handling) Third Class

U.S. Navy.

The following members are hereby detailed:
Lieutenant Commande
U.S. Navy;
Lieutenant
U.S. Navy;
Lieutenant Junior Grade
U.S. Navy;
Lieutenant Junior Grade
U.S. Navy;
Lieutenant Junior Grade
U.S. Navy;
Senior Chief Hospital Corpsman
U.S. Navy;
Chief Mass Communications Specialist
U.S. Navy;
Chief Operations Specialist
U.S. Navy;
Chief Aviation Boatswain's Mate (Equipment)
U.S. Navy;
Chief Fire Controlman
U.S. Navy;
Hospital Corpsman First Class
U.S. Navy;
Construction Electrician First Class
U.S. Navy;
Aviation Electronics Technician First Class
U.S. Navy;
Machinist's Mate First Class
U.S. Navy;
Electronics Technician First Class
U.S. Navy;
Culinary Specialist First Class
U.S. Navy·
Master-at-Arms Second Class
U.S. Navy;
Yeoman Second Clas
U.S. Navy;
Yeoman Second Class
U.S. Navy;

GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL AMENDING ORDER ID-21
Aviation Boatswain's Mate (Handling) Third Class
Aviation Maintenance Administrationman Third Class

U.S. Navy; and
U.S. Navy.

C.W.ROCK
Rear Admiral, U. S. Navy
Commander, Navy Region Mid-Atlantic
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CHARGE SHEET

0
CHARGE SHEET
I. PERSONAL DATA
1. NAM

F ACCUSED (Las/ Fftst. Ml)

2, SSN

3 RANK/RATE

BENTON-HARRIS, Sean A.

4 . PAYGRAOE

ABHAN

5. UNIT OR ORGANIZATION

E-3

6. CURRENT SERVICE

a. INITIAL DATE

24 S
AYPERMONTH

TURE OF RESTRAINT OF ACCUSED

PTC

b. TERM

2018

3 ears

9. DATE(S) IMPOSED

10 Nov 20 - Present

569.99-II, CHARGES AND SPECIFICATIONS
10.

CHARGE I: VIOLATION OF THE UCMJ, ARTICLE 90
Specification (Willfi,lly Disobeying Superior Commissioned Officer): In that Airman Sean A. BentonHarris, U.S. Navy,
on active duty, having received a lawful
then known by the said
command from Commanding Officer,
accused to be his superior commissioned officer, to refrain from contacting Ms.
or words to that
effect, did, at or near Norfolk, Virginia, from about July 2020 to about November 2020, on divers
occasions, willfully disobey the same.

CHARGE II: VIOLATION OF THE UCMJ, ARTICLE 92
Specification 1 ( Violation ofa lawfi,l General Order): In that Ainnan Sean A. Benton-Harris, U.S.
Navy,
on active duty, did, on board Naval Station Norfolk, on
or about 20 November 2019, fail to obey a lawful general order which was his duty to obey, to wit:
paragraph 4g(5) ofCOMNAVREGMIDLANTINST 5820.2a dtd 15 April 2015, by wrongfully storing a
fireann in an enlisted barracks.

SEE CONTINUATION PAGE

Ill, PREFERRAL
11a NAME OF ACCUSER (L11sr. Finsl, Ml}
d. SIGNATUREOFACCUSER

b GRADE

c. ORGANIZATION OF ACCUSER

LN 1/E-6

Re ion Le al Service Office Mid-Atlantic

,I

0
AF !DAVIT
re me, e un
ed, authorized by law to administer oaths In cases of this character, personalty appeared the
above named accuser this ~ day of December, 20 20 , end signed the foregoing charges and speciflC8lions under oath that
he/she is a person subject to the Uniform Code of MIiitary Justice and that he/she either has personal knowledge of or has Investigated
the matters set forth therein and that the same are true to the best of his/her knowledge and belief.

H. 0. HAINES

Region Legal Service Office Mid-Atlantic

Typed Name of 0tr,cer

Otganlullotl of Offlur

Trial Counsel
0triclal Capacity lo Admlnlslar Oaths
(SH R.C M 307(b)-must be r:ammlsslonlld olricer)

OD FORM 4S8 MAY 2000

PREVIOUS EDITION IS 08SOLETE

0
12. On
9 December
,20 20
. the accused was Informed or the charges against him/he~ and of the name(s) or
the accuser(s) known to me. (See R.C.M. 308(a}). (See R.C.M. 308 ifnotillcallon cannot be made.}

°"1Bnization

RY COURT•MARTIAL CONVENING AUTHORITY

1700

13. The sworn charges were received at

9 December

hours,

20

20

- -De$10natlon ofCommend a,
Otr/Cflr EH1rislng Summa,y Court-Martlllf Jlllfsdic/kltl /SH R. CM. 403J

COMMANDING OFFICER
Typed Harne of Otrtt:er

Ofriclal Capacity of O/flcer SlgnlnQ

EFERRALi SERVICE OF CHARGES

-14LOESiGNATION OF CO

NVENINQ-AUTHOFUTY

-b. PLACE

c. DATE

Norfolk, VA

Navy Region Mid-Atlantic

12 Feb 21

General
court-martial convened by
General Court-Martial Convening Order 1-21

Referred for trial to the

6 January

dated

20

By

'l-'

~

,subject to lhe following lnstructions:2

None.

Of
Command or~,

Commander

C. W . Rock
Typed Name of Off"II'

15. On

·~

febrv~'1

.20

--28-

OmcJal Cllpacity of Ofrl(et Stgn1n9

:2-1
, I (caused to be) served a copy hereof on (each ol) the above named accused.
LT, JAGC, USN

Grade Ot Rank of Trial Counsel

an epprop,tare Commllfldllr signs personally, Inapplicable wonts a111 i/ricl<en.

R.C.M. 601(eJ concfflllng instructions ff none, so stat11.
DD Fom, 458 (BACK), MAY 2000

Q
CONTINUATION OF DD FORM 458 JCO UNITED STATES V. AN SEAN A. BENTON-HARRIS, US
Specification 2 (Violation ofa Law/11/ General Order): In that Ainnan Sean A. Benton-Harris, U.S. Na~...:r
on active duty, did, at or near Norfolk, Virginia, on or ab
pril 2020,
PNAVINST
fail to obey a lawful general order which was his duty to obey, to wit: Paragraph 5.
3120.32D CH-5 dtd 15 May 2017, by failing to immediately advise his i
ate commander that he had been
arrested and criminally charged by civil authorities.
Specification 3 (Violatio11 ofa Law/11/

r er): In that Ainnan Sean A. Benton-Harris, U.S. Navy,
active duty, did, at or near Norfolk, Virginia, on or about 3 June 2020,
fail to obey a lawful ge,n,..,.M"'l'l'rder which was his duty to obey, to wit: Paragraph 5.1.6 of OPNAVINST
3120.32D C 5 May 2017, by failing to immediately advise his immediate commander that he had been
,.,,a.--•~n criminally charged by civil authorities.

CHARGE 111: VIOLATION OF THE UCMJ, ARTICLE 128
Specification I (Aggravated Assar,/t Upon a11 Intimate Partner): In that Ainnan Sean A. Benton-Harris, U.S.
Navy,
on active duty, did, at or near Norfolk, Virginia, on or about 19
November 2019, with the intent to inflict bodily harm, commit an assault upon AOAN
USN, the intimate
partner of the accused, by strangling her with a dangerous weapon: his hand.
Specification 2 (Assault Co11s11mmated by a Batte,y Upon an Immediate Family Member) : In that Ainnan Se
A. Benton-Harris, U.S. Navy,
on active duty, did, at or near 11.~-,;:.,~~,, ~~
Virginia, on or about 7 April 2020, unlawfully strike Ms.
of the accused, on t
aa and neck
with his hands.
Specification 3 (Assault Co11sr,mmaled by a Battery Upon an UIIJIIM'll'TJ
amity Member): In that Ainnan Sean
A. Benton-Harris, U.S. Navy,
on active duty, did, at or near Norfolk,
Virginia, on or about 3 June 2020, unlawfu
torso of and strike the neck of Ms.
of the accused.
Specification 4 (Aggravat
sault Upon 011 Immediate Family Member): In that Airman Sean A. BentonHarris, U.S. Navv
on active duty, did, at or near Norfolk, Virginia, on
or about
o er 2020, with the intent to inflict bodily harm, commit an assault upon Ms.
of
cused, by strangling her with a dangerous weapon: his hand.
Specification 5 (Aggra\Jated Assault Upo11 an Immediate Family Member): In that Airman Sean A. BentonHarris, U.S. Navy,
on active duty, did, at or near Norfolk, Virginia, on
or about 25 October 2020, with the intent to inflict bodily hann, commit an assault upon Ms.
of
the accused, by strangling her with a dangerous weapon: his hand.

AND NO OTHERS.

rj).

TRIAL COURT MOTIONS & RESPONSES

NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
CENTRAL JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

UNITED STATES
v.

DEFENSE MOTION IN LIMINE TO
PRECLUDE 911 CALLS AND AUDIO
FROM BODY CAMERA FOOTAGE

SEAN A. BENTON-HARRIS
ABHAN/E-3
U.S. NAVY

6 APR 21

MOTION
Pursuant to Rule for Courts-Martial [R.C.M.] 906(b)(13), the defense moves this Court in
limine to preclude 911 calls made by Ms.
on or about 7 April 2020, 4 June 2020, 2 October
2020, and 25 October 2020 and furthermore moves to preclude the introduction of audio from
body cameras worn by Norfolk police Officers
on 26 October 2020. This
evidence is inadmissible hearsay without a proper foundation for an excited utterance and lacks
authenticity in some instances that the callers are who the government purports them to be.
BURDEN
The moving party bears the burden of persuasion by a preponderance of the evidence. R.C.M.
905(c)(1-2); Mil. R. Evid. 104.
FACTS
1. Based on multiple allegations of assault by Ms.
ABHAN BentonHarris, the government has referred Specifications 2 through 5 of Charge III relating to
incidences where she called the police on 7 April 2020, 4 June 2020, 2 October 2020, and 25
October 2020. (Charge Sheet, Feb. 12, 2021).
2. For the 7 April 2020 incident, Ms.
told 911 that
(Encl. A).
3. The Norfolk police event log indicates that Ms.
claims the assault happened “today” or
within the past six hours, she is not bleeding, and she is “completely alert.” (Encl. B at B.S. 175,
178).
4. For the 4 June 2020 incident. Ms.
women’s shelter. (Encl. A).

called 911 asking for information about a battered

5. Her alleged assailant, ABHAN Benton-Harris, was not at the residence. (Encl. C).
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6. She later told Trial Counsel that “[n]othing happened in June” and she was only calling for
help about “family support.” (Encl. D).
7. For the 2 October 2020 incident, in the sole track where Ms.
is identified, she only
indicates that she wanted an escort to her apartment because ABHAN Benton-Harris was inside.
(Encl. E).
8. On 25 October 2020, an unidentified woman identified by NCIS as “likely” Ms.
called
911 at 2135 to report
had “slapped her and punched her in the chest.” (Encl. F).
She also stated that he left the apartment before she called and then came back to her apartment
to ask her not to press charges. (Id.).
9. Assuming the time stamps are correct, body camera footage captured by Officers
begins, at the earliest, at 0143. (See Encl. G). Although the officers encounter Ms.
. on camera and she makes several statements about what happened, she does not appear
visibly upset. (See id.).
LAW
Under M.R.E. 801(c), hearsay is a statement that the declarant does not make while testifying
at the current trial and a party offers in evidence to prove the truth of the matter asserted in the
statement. Mil. R. Evid. 801(c). Hearsay is inadmissible unless a federal statute allows its use in
courts-martial or one of the exceptions is met. One of the enumerated exceptions to the rule against
hearsay is for statements made as an excited utterance. Mil. R. Evid. 803(2). Under the excited
utterance exception, a statement is admissible if it relates to a startling event or condition made
while the declarant was under the stress of excitement caused by the event or condition. Mil. R.
Evid. 803(2). To determine whether a hearsay statement qualifies as an excited utterance, it must
pass a three-pronged test: (1) the statement must be spontaneous, excited or impulsive, rather than
the product of reflection and deliberation; (2) the event prompting the utterance must be startling;
and (3) the declarant must be under the stress of excitement caused by the event. United States v.
Bowen, 76 M.J. 83, 88 (C.A.A.F. 2017). The “implicit premise” of an excited utterance is that a
person reacting to a “startling event or condition” while still “under the stress of excitement” by it
will “speak truthfully due to a lack of opportunity to fabricate.” Id. The time element or factor is a
relevant but not dispositive consideration. United States v. Arnold, 25 M.J. 129, 132 (C.M.A.
1987). However, a “lapse of time between the event and the utterance creates a strong presumption
against admissibility.” United States v. Feltham, 58 M.J. 470, 475 (C.A.A.F. 2003).
ARGUMENT
a. Without a witness who can lay an appropriate foundation, statements made by Ms.
to 911 on 7 April 2020 do not meet the standard for an excited utterance and, thus, should
be excluded.
Ms.
statement that her
has hit and choked her “today” are not excited
utterances because, on their face, the statements do not demonstrate that Ms.
was under the
stress of excitement caused by the event or condition. Even assuming arguendo that such a
statement was spontaneous and the predicating event was startling, there is nothing to suggest
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that Ms.
was under the stress of excitement caused by the event without someone with
sufficient knowledge of her who can lay such a foundation. The 911 call on 7 April 2020,
standing alone, does not demonstrate sufficient indicia of reliability to surpass the rule against
hearsay. It should be precluded.
b. Ms.
911 call on 4 June 2020 should be precluded because inquiries about a
battered women’s shelter similarly do not meet the standard for an excited utterance.
911 call on 4 June 2020 to inquire about help
In much the same way as above, Ms.
for “battered women” also does not suggest that she herself was under the stress of excitement
but, furthermore, there is no evidence to suggest that the statement itself was spontaneous or the
predicating event was startling. Rather, an inquiry about a battered women’s shelter on its own
suggests that such a statement was by its very nature a product of reflection and deliberation—it
is a request for a cure to a perceived ailment. It should be precluded.
c. The sole 911 call from Ms.
on 2 October, devoid of any other context, does not meet
the standard for an excited utterance.
As above, there is no indication on the 2 October 2020 911 call, standing alone, that Ms.
made a spontaneous statement, that the predicating event itself was startling, or that she was
under the stress of excitement of such an event. The statement that she wanted an escort back to
her residence also lacks relevance without further support. As a result, the sole track from Ms.
on 2 October 2020 should be precluded.
d. The 25 October 2020 911 call should be precluded for lack of authenticity and for
hearsay purposes.
In the 25 October 2019 911 call, NCIS indicates only that the caller was “likely” Ms.
and, thus, the call lacks sufficient authenticity to support its admissibility at trial. Moreover,
even assuming that is indeed her on the tape, there is no indication from the statements alone that
Ms.
made a spontaneous statement, that the predicating event itself was startling, or that
she was under the stress of excitement of such an event. The 25 October 2019 911 call should
also be precluded.
e. Audio from the body cameras worn by Officer
precluded.

should be

Finally, this Court should preclude the government from playing any audio on the body
cameras worn by Officer
Officer
can, at trial,
effectively describe their investigative steps and discuss their interactions with Ms.
However, her statements on the body camera are hearsay without any plausible theory of
admissibility. By the time the body cameras of Officer
are rolling, it is at
least two hours past when Ms.
first called 911. Although time is not dispositive in an
excited utterance, demeanor should be. And in the tape and in response to questioning by
officers, Ms.
clearly makes several statements that describe her interaction with ABHAN
Benton-Harris. However, there is no indication on the tape that she is still under the stress of the
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event from watching it. As such, the defense moves to preclude all statements by the officers
and Ms.
on the audio as inadmissible hearsay.
RELIEF REQUESTED
The defense moves the Court to preclude 911 calls made by Ms.
on or about 7 April
2020, 4 June 2020, 2 October 2020, and 25 October 2020 and furthermore moves to preclude the
introduction of audio from body cameras worn by Norfolk police Officers
on 26 October 2020.
EVIDENCE & ORAL ARGUMENT
The defense offers the following exhibits as evidence in support of this motion:
A. Results of Receipt and Review of 911 Audio Records (7 Apr and 4 Jun 20)
B. Norfolk Police Department Event Chronology (7 Apr 20)
C. Norfolk Police Department Event Chronology (4 Jun 20)
D. RCM 701 of Ms.

dtd 28 Aug 20

E. Results of Receipt and Review of 911 Audio Recordings from 2 Oct 20 Incident
F. Results of Receipt and Review of 911 Audio Recordings from 25 Oct 20 Incident
G. Body Camera Footage of Officers
If this motion is opposed by the government, and pursuant to R.C.M. 905(h), the defense
requests an Article 39(a) session to present oral argument and evidence.

LT, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 7th day of April, 2021 a copy of this motion was served on Trial
Counsel.

J. M. JANES
LT, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel
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NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
CENTRAL JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL
UNITED STATES
v.
SEAN A. BENTON-HARRIS
ABHAN/E-3
USN

GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO
DEFENSE MOTIONS IN LIMINE TO
PRECLUDE BODY WARM CAMERA,
911 CALLS, AND SANE TESTIMONY
AND REPORT
16 APR 21

MOTION
1. The Government respectfully requests this Court deny Defense’s motions to preclude the
admission of 911 calls, body worn camera footage, and testimony of the nurse examiner
regarding the examination and Ms.
statements during the examination.
SUMMARY
2. Reliant on Ms.
signed declination dated 5 April 2021, Defense seeks to preclude the
Government from admitting several testimonial hearsay statements made by Ms.
along
with the testimony of Ms.
the nurse examiner that conducted Ms.
strangulation examination on 26 October 2020, the day after the Accused’s last assault upon Ms.
Despite Ms.
stated preference not to participate, the Government served her with a
subpoena after listening to a selection of the Accused’s recorded brig phone calls. The sampling
of phone calls established that the Accused obstructed justice by utilizing his mother to pressure
Ms.
before communicating the pressure to her directly on the phone. In so doing, the
Accused forfeited his right to confrontation under the Sixth Amendment, and the Government
seeks to admit otherwise inadmissible testimonial hearsay in the event that Ms.
is
recalcitrant, recants, or otherwise cannot be produced by the Government to testify.
FACTS
3. The Accused is currently charged with violating one specification of Article 90, three
specifications of Article 92, and 5 specifications of Article 128, of the Uniform Code of Military
Justice. The Article 128 violations stem from several instances of domestic violence, including
two victims. One victim, Ms.
Pre-Confinement Assault of Ms.
4. As specified in the charge sheet, the Accused is alleged to have assaulted his
multiple times from April 2020 to October 2020. These incidences prompted the issuance of a
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military protective order (“MPO”) in July, August, and September 2020 by the Accused’s
commanding officer. Encls. 1, 2, and 3.
5. Perhaps the most egregious incident took place on 25 October 2020, when the Accused
arrived at the
despite the existence of an MPO.
6. Outside the apartment complex, the Accused grabbed
by the neck and walked her
back inside in the apartment. Filed as Enclosure A, Defense MIL to Preclude Nurse Exam
Report and Statements Made to Nurse Examiner, dtd 7 April 2021 at BS #422.
7. Once inside, he continued to assault her by strangulating her and hitting her with his hands
and a cat scratching post. At one point, the Accused threatened her with a knife. Id.
8. When the Accused demanded her phone and keys from her, Ms.
were at the next door neighbors. Id.

convinced him that they

9. The couple walked next door. While there, Ms.
was able to call the police from her
neighbor’s phone. The Accused fled the scene before police arrived. Id.
10. Ms.
provided a statement to the responding police officers, documented by their body
worn cameras. Since she alleged strangulation, the investigation was elevated and Ms.
made a subsequent statement to Detective
Id. at BS #427.
11. On 26 October 2020, Ms.
arrived at Chesapeake Forensic Specialists where she
underwent a strangulation examination. The nurse examiner took an oral narrative from Ms.
as well as noted Ms.
mannequin demonstration of her assault. Filed as Enclosure C,
Defense MIL to Preclude Nurse Exam Report and Statements Made to Nurse Examiner, dtd 7
April 2021 at BS#532-538, 548.
12. During the exam, Ms.
disclosed to the nurse examiner that the Accused said the
following during the assault: “What did I tell you about threatening to call the police on me?”
“If you want to fight back, fight back, it’s just going to be easier for me.” “I should just kill you
now, I’m this close to killing you.” Id.
13. Ms.
further disclosed to the nurse examiner that she “thought she was going to die”
during the assault. Id.
14. From the mannequin demonstration, the nurse examiner noted that Ms.
“demonstrated
smothering, two hand anterior strangulation, rear chokehold, and one hand on her face with
forearm on her neck.” Id.
15. On 26 October 2020, the Accused turned himself into Norfolk Police Department and he
made a self-serving statement that corroborated the assault. He was subsequently arrested and
placed into custody at the Norfolk City Jail. When he was released on 10 November 2020, the
Accused was ordered into pre-trial confinement by his commanding officer.
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Post-Confinement Misconduct
16. The Accused was arraigned on 26 February 2021. Trial dates were set for the week of 10
May 2021 at Naval Station Norfolk pursuant to a trial management order signed by the military
judge on 16 March 2021.
17. Also on 26 February, Ms.
established an attorney client relationship with LT Jere’l
Hough, JAGC, USN, Victim’s Legal Counsel.
18. On 29 March 2021, the FAP-VAP accompanied Ms.
to a court hearing for Ms.
own domestic violence charges. Filed as Enclosure 1, Government Motion to Continue dtd 14
Apr 21.
19. On 29 March 2021, the Government received an email from FAP VAP explaining that at the
court hearing Ms.
stated that she no longer wanted to testify against the Accused at courtmartial. Ms.
further stated that Ms.
told her that the Accused’s command lied to Ms.
about the Accused refusing to help with the financial debt. Id.
20. On 30 March 2021, Ms.
terminated her attorney-client relationship with her Victim’s
Legal Counsel, LT Jere’l Hough, by signing a release from representation. Filed as Enclosure 2,
Government Motion to Continue dtd 14 Apr 21.
21. The Government was generally aware of Ms.
financial situation. Consequently, Ms.
actions and statements to the FAP victim advocate prompted an investigation; one
investigative step taken by the Government was to request the Accused’s recorded brig calls.
22. On 5 April 2021, Ms.
signed a letter stating that she, “wish[es] to decline further
participation in this court-martial.” Ms.
signed this letter at the Accused’s civilian defense
counsel’s office. Filed as Enclosure 3, Government Motion to Continue dtd 14 Apr 21.
23. On 7 April 2021, the Government received approximately 30 brig calls that spanned from 17
December 2020 to 4 April 2021. The initial grouping of calls were predominantly between the
Accused and Ms.
In total, the Accused made 700 calls to various people while in
confinement.
24. In the initial set of calls, the Accused and Ms.
discussed Ms.
willingness to
participate. Eventually, Ms.
facilitated direct communication between the Accused and
Ms.
from Ms.
phone number. The following is a sampling of what the
Government has learned:
a. On 17 December 2020, in a phone call with Ms.
the Accused expresses
suspicions that Ms.
has been unfaithful. Expressing anger, the Accused made a series of
statements implying that he intends to financially cut off
Ms.
stated, “Sean, we
still need this letter…I need to get stuff from her before you cut her off,” or words to that effect.
Filed as Enclosure 4, Government Motion to Continue dtd 14 Apr 21.
b. On 19 December 2020, after several more phone calls with Ms.
the Accused
told Ms.
“Express it to [Ms.
like this. If she don’t write the letter by Monday, I’m
3
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going to continue still not going to get paid, and basically she’s going to have to pay everything
by herself. She off today? Speak with her and let her know that. She got all day.” Ms.
stated that she keeps asking Ms.
about the letter. Filed as Enclosure 5, Government Motion
to Continue dtd 14 Apr 21.
c. In a later call on 19 December 2020, the Accused explained to Ms.
that a
majority of the charge sheet relates to Ms.
the implication being that his case depends on
Ms.
decision to participate. Ms.
replied, “She know the ball is in her court…She
can do what the fuck she wanna do right now.” Filed as Enclosure 6, Government Motion to
Continue dtd 14 Apr 21.
d. On 10 March 2021, the Accused and Ms.
had a vague conversation about
bribery. At one point, Ms.
stated, “I’m going for anything that will make things turn
around on our side, Sean,” or words to that effect. The Accused replied, “Well that is going to
make it worse… if she end up doing it. Now she going to be like ‘well, his mom tried to bribe
me.’ So, just making it worse for me now.” Filed as Enclosure 7, Government Motion to
Continue dtd 14 Apr 21.
e. The following day, on 11 March 2021, the Accused stated to Ms.
“I can’t stop
whatever you do. If you understand that. That means that anything you say or do to her…do
anything. I can’t stop you. I can’t control what you do. I just can’t participate in it,” or words to
that effect. Filed as Enclosure 8, Government Motion to Continue dtd 14 Apr 21.
f. On 13 March 2021, Ms.
on the phone with the Accused from Ms.
phone number for the first time, to the Government’s knowledge. Ms.
told the
Accused that she has been receiving legal help, particularly with her lease. The Accused told
Ms.
“I need you to realize at the same time that the military is truly not on your side. I
mean I’m not trying to talk you out of anything that you’re trying to do…But I need you to
realize that the military is not on your side, and in two more months, they will truly
be outta here. They will have no reason to speak you.” Filed as Enclosure 9, Government
Motion to Continue dtd 14 Apr 21.
g. On 27 March 2021, a few days before Ms.
released her VLC, Ms.
asked the
Accused what he wanted her to do. The Accused subsequently instructed her to take a day off
work that week and contact his attorneys. He said, “I need you to contact him today and let him
know who you are. And let him know what you want to do. Testifying not testifying…you’re
going to have to put it down on paper. Like you have to put it down on paper, but like, type it
out and print it out and sign it.” After encouraging her to contact his attorney, the Accused
stated, “I can’t tell you to fire your lawyer, but you really don’t need him. The reason I’m saying
that is because one he’s not on your side, and two he cannot do anything for you.” Regarding
Government counsel, the Accused stated, “As far as the prosecution, you just don’t have to pick
up for them no more. The prosecution can’t force you to do anything.” Filed as Enclosure 10,
Government Motion to Continue dtd 14 Apr 21.
h. In the same phone call, the Accused told Ms.
that transitional compensation
benefits do not exist, specifically he stated “[transitional compensation] is a fucking
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lie.” Finally, Ms.
told the Accused, “I’ll get that squared away. I’ll call him,” or words to
that effect, in reference to contacting the Accused’s defense counsel. Id.
i. On 30 March 2021, the same day Ms.
released her VLC from representation,
Ms.
stated to the Accused, “I have something that I hope will cheer you up…She talked
to Mr.
today.” The Government interprets “she” to reference Ms.
and Mr.
to the Accused’s civilian defense counsel. The Accused instructs his
to not provide him
additional information because, “[he] knows they be listening to these phone calls.” Filed as
Enclosure 11, Government Motion to Continue dtd 14 Apr 21.
j. Also on 30 March 2021, the Accused told his mother that he learned that the MPO
expired in November 2020, so he is allowed to contact her. When his mother asked whether he
could put Ms.
on his call list, he explained that the brig would not allow it since Ms.
is
a named victim. He further stated that he can only speak to Ms.
was there to
facilitate communication. Enclosure 4.
k. On 2 April 2021, in a recorded call between the Accused and Ms.
informed the Accused that she talked to Mr.
“before Wednesday.” When asked whether
Mr.
“told [her] what to do,” Ms.
stated, “He didn’t tell me anything at all. He just
asked me a bunch of questions.” Filed as Enclosure 12, Government Motion to Continue dtd 14
Apr 21.
25. On 12 April 2021, the Government discovered the initial set of calls to Defense. It also
provided notice to Defense that the Government intends to admit the evidence pursuant to
M.R.E. 304 and utilize its evidentiary value pursuant to M.R.E. 404b.
26. On 13 April 2021, the Government received another set of brig calls. There are 700 calls
total, a majority of which the Government has yet to review.
27. On 14 April 2021, SA
and SA
Investigative Service served a subpoena on Ms.

of the Naval Criminal
in person. Enclosure 5.

BURDEN
28. The burden of proof and persuasion rests on the Government for this motion. The standard
as to any factual issue necessary to resolve this motion is to a preponderance of the evidence.
R.C.M. 905(c).
LAW
29. Confrontation Clause. The Sixth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution provides that an
accused shall have the right “to be confronted with the witnesses against him.” Per Crawford v.
Washington, statements considered “testimonial” are inadmissible unless the declarant is
unavailable to testify as a witness and the accused had the opportunity for cross-examination.
541 U.S. 36 (2004). Testimonial hearsay statements are those that consist of a primary purpose
is to establish facts relevant to a criminal prosecution. United States v. Becker, No. 201900342,
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2021 CCA LEXIS 76, *10 (N-M Ct. Crim. App. Feb. 25, 2021) (citing Davis v. Washington, 547
U.S. 813, 822 (2006)). Under the general doctrine of hearsay and the Confrontation Clause, such
statements must be subject to cross-examination to ensure their credibility and the Accused’s
right to a fair trial.
30. The Doctrine of Forfeiture by Wrongdoing. While the Confrontation Clause is a stalwart
of American jurisprudence, the right is not absolute, such that an Accused shall enjoy the ability
to demand confrontation and deprive the fact finder of valuable evidence necessary to determine
guilt or innocence. “[O]ne who obtains the absence of a witness by wrongdoing forfeits the
constitutional right to confrontation.” Davis v. Washington, 541 U.S. 36 (2004). This exception
“extinguishes confrontation claims on essentially equitable grounds.” Crawford, 541 U.S. at 62.
In a recent opinion, the N.M.C.C.A. described the exception as, “woven into the constitutional
fabric because its absence ‘would create an intolerable incentive for defendants to bribe,
intimidate, or even kill witnesses against them.” United States v. Becker, No. 201900342, 2021
CCA LEXIS 76, *10 (N-M Ct. Crim. App. Feb. 25, 2021) (citing Giles v. California, 554 U.S.
353, 365 (2008)).
31. Military Rules of Evidence 804(b)(6). The doctrine of forfeiture by wrongdoing is deeply
rooted in the common law, and is now codified into the Federal Rules. M.R.E. 804(b)(6) by
contrast closely matches its federal counterpart, permitting the introduction of, “A statement
offered against a party that wrongfully caused or acquiesced in wrongfully causing the
declarant’s unavailability as a witness, and did so intending the result.” The exception carries a
two-part analysis, one in which the Government need only prove by a preponderance standard1:
(1) the accused wrongfully caused the declarant’s unavailability, and (2) the party’s conduct was
intended or “designed” to produce that result. Giles, 554 U.S. at 360-61. Wrongful acts include
witness intimidation, coercion, undue influence, threats of future retribution, bribery, and
persuasion and control by the Accused. United States v. Marchesano, 67 M.J. 535 (A.C.C.A.
2008)2. Regarding intent, the N.M.C.C.A. discusses at length the multi-faceted nature of the
second prong of the Giles analysis. Particularly, it notes that the law recognizes multiple intents
in a single, wrongful action; Giles makes no mention that the defendant’s desire to silence the
witness shall be the sole motivation for his misconduct. United States v. Becker, No. 201900342,
2021 CCA LEXIS 76, *10 (N-M Ct. Crim. App. Feb. 25, 2021). Additionally, of note, the
wrongdoer’s intent need only be subjective, so the focus is on the wrongdoer, not the declarant.
Even if the declarant had no intention to testify or participate, but the wrongdoer intended to
preclude her from doing so, the hearsay exception would be triggered. Id.
ARGUMENT

1

nd
See United
v.-Dhinsa,
- - -States
---- - - -243 F.3d 635, 653-54 (2 Cir. 2001).
Before United States v. Becker discussed above, military appellate case law regarding the hearsay exception was
limited. The one prior reported military appellate case on M.R.E. 804(b)(6) is distinguishable from the case at bar.
In United States v. Marchesano, the Accused was charged with indecent liberties with a child, his minor daughter
and daughter’s friend. The appellate court found that the Accused did not partake in his wife’s refusal to obey a
subpoena to produce his daughter to testify, nor did it find that the Accused’s wife committed a wrongful act in light
of German law. 67 M.J. 535 (A.C.C.A. 2008).
2
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32. As a preliminary matter, the Government has served subpoena on Ms.
thus requiring
her in-person testimony. However, the Accused has forfeited his Sixth Amendment right to
confront his victim by his own intentional wrongdoing.
33. In the event that Ms.
recants during her testimony, becomes recalcitrant, or otherwise
cannot be produced by the Government on the ordered trial date, the Government seeks to admit
the following on the merits under the doctrine of forfeiture by wrongdoing as argued below: (1)
all of Ms.
prior testimonial hearsay statements, including statements made to law
enforcement, statements made to the nurse examiner on 26 October 2020 about the assault as
well as the Accused’s statements during the assault, and the corresponding SANE report.
34. The Accused knowingly and wrongfully procured Ms.

unavailability.

The Accused worked first in tandem with his
and then in direct
communications with Ms.
to pressure her not to testify against him. Though the
Government’s investigation is ongoing, the available body of evidence the Government admits
with this motion establishes by a preponderance of the evidence that the Accused committed the
obstruction of justice by orchestrating his
written declination. While the Government has
subpoenaed her in person presence at trial, the Accused’s pressure exerted upon her may result in
her recantation or recalcitrance, thereby making her testimony unavailable.
While the Accused’s conspiracy with his
is significant, his direct communication with
Ms.
highlights his wrongful procurement. The wrongful nature of his conduct is twofold:
(1) that he exerted improper influence on a named victim not to testify against him, and (2) that
he did so by direct contact, in violation of brig policy. Due to the recorded nature of the calls,
the Government can meet by a preponderance that:


On 27 March 2021, the Accused directly communicated with Ms
phone number. On this call, he instructed his
to do a number of things, to include
contacting his own attorneys and scheduling a time to meet with them that week. He
informed her that she “did not need” her attorney and made several other statements
implying that she would not qualify for continued benefits, such as transitional
compensation, should he be convicted at court-martial.



On 30 March 2021, the Accused informed his
that he learned that day that the
MPO against him precluding his contact with Ms.
expired in November 2020.
Despite that, he explained that the brig will not authorize Ms.
as a phone call contact
because she is a “victim.” Then, he articulates to his
that he can talk to Ms.
while his
is there to facilitate the call, thereby definitively acknowledging his
circumvention of brig policy.

While the Accused’s actions over the course of the five months he’s been in pre-trial
confinement has been much more expansive, the above alone establishes but-for causation of
Ms.
declination. The Government suspects that the Accused’s more expansive enterprises
constitutes the obstruction of justice, examples of which include, “wrongfully influencing,
intimidating, impeding, or injuring a witness…by means of bribery intimidation,
7
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misrepresentation…” Article 131b, UCMJ. The Accused’s direction to Ms.
to contact his
attorneys, suggestion that she did not need her own lawyer, and his monologue about the
implication of his conviction and available benefits to her post trial constitute influence and
misrepresentation as envisioned by Article 131b.
More importantly, the Accused’s actions established the but-for causation of Ms.
declination. Three days after the Accused’s 27 March 2021 phone call with Ms.
she
released her VLC from representation, just as the Accused told her that she did not need a
lawyer. Also, on the same day, she spoke directly with Mr.
according to Ms.
recorded phone call with the Accused later that day. The only information the Government has
regarding that conversation is that,
did not tell [Ms.
anything. He just
asked [Ms.
a bunch of questions.” Ms.
did exactly as the Accused instructed her, and
the result was the deprivation of a pivotal Government witness.
35. The Accused intended to prevent Ms.

from testifying.

Prior to speaking to Ms.
directly, the Accused established his intent to secure Ms.
choice not to testify. The Government can also establish by a preponderance that the Accused
demonstrated his intent to preclude Ms.
participation in tandem with his mother based on
the following facts:


On 19 December 2020, the Accused explained at length to his
that a majority of
the charge sheet (7 out of the 9 specifications) requires Ms.
testimony. Ms.
response acknowledged the significance of Ms.
leverage behind her choice
to testify. Prior discussions involve Ms.
advising the Accused that, “we still need
this letter” before the Accused financially cuts her off.



Later on the same day, the Accused instructs his
to tell Ms.
letter, he will continue to not get paid, a factual misrepresentation.



Multiple recorded phone calls evidence Ms.
about the case.



In March 2021, Ms.
told the Accused she was “going for anything that will make
things turn around on her side,” during a vague conversation about bribery.3



In subsequent direct conversations between the Accused and Ms.
the Accused
expressed to Ms.
that he did not want to force her to do something she did not want
to do, but then explains at length the implications to his life before ultimately giving her
specific directions.

that if there is no

continued contact with Ms.

In light of these facts, the Accused’s post-preferral actions from the brig fit squarely into the
concerns expressed by Giles – “the intolerable incentive for defendants to bribe, intimidate, or
3

The Government’s investigation is ongoing. Specifically, the Government is ascertaining whether additional
evidence supports that Ms.
bribed Ms.
on behalf of the Accused or otherwise used financial pressure to
influence Ms.
ultimate declination.
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even kill witnesses against them.” Giles, 554 U.S. at 365 (2008). Certainly, the Accused did not
murder his victim in this case, but he did exert influence over her so that he may benefit from her
declination. In United States v. Becker, a recent decision put forth by the NMCCA regarding
forfeiture by wrongdoing, the appellate court discusses at length the multiple categories of intent
that may trigger the evidentiary doctrine. No. 201900342, 2021 CCA LEXIS 76, *11-15 (N-M
Ct. Crim. App. Feb. 25, 2021). Most significantly, “…the focus of the assessment is on the
wrongdoer, not the declarant. Even if the declarant had no present intention of reporting abuse to
the authorities or testifying at a future civil or criminal proceeding that was not then pending, but
the wrongdoer’s actions were nevertheless intended or designed to prevent her from doing so,
this would trigger forfeiture by wrongdoing.” Id. at *13. Therefore, Ms.
actions
following the 27 March 2021 call are not probative alone; it is the Accused’s actions prior to that
declination that support a finding that he intended to procure her unavailability and lessen his
ultimate criminal liability.
36. The Accused’s wrongful procurement and intent to prevent Ms.
should be analyzed within the context of domestic violence.

from testifying

In the context of domestic violence, the Supreme Court asserts, “[a]cts of domestic violence
often are intended to dissuade a victim from resorting to outside help,… the evidence may
support a finding that the crime expressed the intent to isolate the victim and to stop her from
reporting abuse to the authorities or cooperating with a criminal prosecution – rendering her
statements admissible under the forfeiture doctrine.” United States v. Becker, 2021 CCA LEXIS
76, *12 (N-M Ct. Crim. App. Feb. 25, 2021) (quoting Giles, 554 U.S. at 377, emphasis added).
In the case at bar, the Government believes the forfeiture doctrine should be analyzed from a
totality of the couple’s relationship. At the time of this filing, Ms.
is
As
evidenced by several phone calls between the Accused and his
but specifically one on 17
December 2020, the Accused was aware that Ms.
struggled financially – to pay her rent and
the phone bill. He expressed to his
the desire to further cut her off rather than support his
own
Before the Accused was confined, Ms.
had experienced physical abuse by the
Accused since the outset of their
reporting multiple instances of strangulation.
In the most recent episode of violence she experienced, she disclosed to the nurse examiner on
26 October 2020 that during the assault the night before, the Accused made statements to her
such as, “What did I tell you about threatening or call the police on me?” or words to that effect.
This statement serves to show that the Accused has attempted to isolate her and stop her from
reporting abuse in the past, a poignant concern articulated by the Supreme Court in Giles. Now
in confinement, the Accused employs less severe threats to coax Ms.
declination, but the
implication of his statements is the same: if Ms.
participates in this prosecution, she will be
worse off.
RELIEF REQUESTED
37. The Government respectfully requests this Court to deny Defense’s motions to preclude the
911 calls, body worn camera footage, SANE testimony, and SANE reports. The Government
further requests this Court to find by a preponderance of the evidence that the Accused
intentionally and wrongfully procured Ms.
unavailability by declination and that he
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intended to do so. In the event of such finding, the Government seeks to admit all of Ms.
prior testimonial statements and nurse examiner report.
38. The Government requests oral argument. In addition to enclosures previously filed as noted
in the fact section, the Government also submits the following enclosures in support of this
motion response:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Encl (1): MPO dtd 8 Jul 20
Encl (2): MPO dtd 6 Aug 20
Encl (3): MPO dtd 6 Sep 20
Encl (4): Ms.
-Accused Phone Call dated 30 March 2021 (10174-191999)
Encl (5): Subpoena Served on Ms.
on 14 Apr 21
Respectfully submitted,

H. O. HAINES
LT, JAGC, USN
Trial Counsel
********************************************************************
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that I have served a true copy (via e-mail) of the above on Judge Donald Ostrom, CDR,
JAGC, USN and Defense Counsel Mr. David Johnson and Jared Janes, LT, JAGC, USN on 16
April 2021.

H. O. HAINES
LT, JAGC, USN
Trial Counsel
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NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
CENTRAL JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

UNITED STATES
v.

DEFENSE RESPONSE TO
GOVERNMENT MOTION IN LIMINE
UNDER M.R.E. 804(b)(6)

SEAN A. BENTON-HARRIS
ABHAN/E-E
U.S. NAVY

4 MAY 21

MOTION
Pursuant to Rule for Courts-Martial [R.C.M.] 906(b)(13) and Military Rule of Evidence
[M.R.E.] 804(b)(6), the defense moves this Court in limine to preclude the admission of any
statements made by Ms.
under a theory of forfeiture by wrongdoing because (1) the
Government has not proven that MS.
is, in fact, unavailable to testify under M.R.E. 804(a)
and (2) the Government has not met its burden under M.R.E. 804(b)(6) in proving that ABHAN
Benton-Harris caused Ms.
unavailability as a witness, nor that whatever actions he took
in recorded jail calls intended to cause her unavailability. Furthermore, in the event that the
government secures Ms.
presence at trial by process or other reasonable means, the
defense moves the government to preclude introduction of Ms.
hearsay statements if she
“recants” or is “recalcitrant.” Although the government is free to take any steps it deems
necessary under the 600 series of the Military Rules of Evidence in those instances, a recalcitrant
or recanting witness is not “unavailable” under the meaning of M.R.E. 804(a).
BURDEN
As the proponent of the evidence, the moving party bears the burden of persuasion by a
preponderance of the evidence. R.C.M. 905(c)(1-2); Mil. R. Evid. 104.
FACTS
1. Based on multiple allegations of assault by Ms.
ABHAN BentonHarris, the government has referred Specifications 2 through 5 of Charge III relating to
incidences where she called the police on four different occasions. (Charge Sheet, Feb. 12,
2021).
2. On 5 April 2021, Ms.
signed a victim declination letter where she indicated that she
“wish[ed] to decline further participation in this court-martial” and that “[n]o one has forced me
to make this decision.” (Enclosure 3, Government Motion for Appropriate Relief (Continuance)
dtd 14 April 21).
3. On 6 April 2021, the defense filed two motions in limine to preclude Ms.

statements
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that were purportedly made to a Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner [SANE], to 911 call operators,
and to responding Norfolk Police Department officers on 25 October 2019 under theories that the
statements were not made for the purpose of medical diagnosis under M.R.E. 803(4), in the case
of statements made to the SANE, and that the statements were not excited utterances under
M.R.E. 803(2), in the case of the audio and video recordings maintained by the City of Norfolk.
4. On 16 April 2021, the government responded to both defense motions in tandem by arguing
that statements made to the SANE, 911 operators, and Norfolk Police Department were
admissible under M.R.E. 804(b)(6), commonly known as the forfeiture by wrongdoing
exception. (Government Response to Defense Motions in Limine to Preclude Body Camera, 911
Calls, and SANE Testimony and Report dtd 16 Apr 21.)
5. As its basis for proving both that ABHAN Benton-Harris caused Ms.
unavailability
and that he intended to do so, the government cites to approximately 700 brig calls made by
ABHAN Benton-Harris during his pre-trial confinement at Naval Consolidated Brig,
Chesapeake. (Id.)
6. Of those 700 calls, the government cited to only three phone calls where it specifically
identified ABHAN Benton-Harris having a conversation with his
—13 March, 27
March, and 2 April. (Id.)
7. In the 13 March 2021 conversation between Ms.
and ABHAN Benton-Harris, most of
the conversation has to do with their
what she plans to do with his personal
belongings, and the status of the apartment lease they have together. (See Enclosure 9,
Government Motion to Continue dtd 14 Apr 21).
8. ABHAN Benton-Harris tells Ms.
that, due to a password-related issue, he has been
locked out of his mobile banking account and has no way to reset the account from inside the
brig. (Id. at 5 Minutes, 34 Seconds).
9. Ms.
tells him that she has been working with the landlord to get overdue rent down to a
zero balance and, once that occurs, she’ll be able to get out of the lease and into her own
apartment. (Id. at 6 Minutes, 20 Seconds).
10. When ABHAN Benton-Harris asks what she intends to do with his personal belongings, she
tells him “I have a decent job where I make enough on my own, just taking care of debt” and that
she has talked to a “lady that’s finding me a house out in
and that’s really my plan.” (Id.
at 7 Minutes, 7 Seconds).
11. They also discuss payments on a Dodge Charger, with Ms.
asking whether he wants
her to return the car to the dealership but ABHAN Benton-Harris tells her that they can just
allow the lender to repossess it. (Id.).
12. Although Ms.
and ABHAN Benton-Harris do eventually turn to a discussion about her
participation with government authorities, he also tells her that “I’m not trying to talk you out of
anything that you’re trying to do.” (See Government Response to Defense Motions in Limine to
Preclude Body Camera, 911 Calls, and SANE Testimony and Report at 24.f.).
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13. In the 27 March 2021 telephone call, ABHAN Benton-Harris spends portions of the call
apparently joking with other brig inmates about a game of cards. (See Enclosure 9, Government
Motion to Continue dtd 14 Apr 21).
14. In between the cracks he makes with the other inmates, ABHAN Benton-Harris has the
following conversation, or words to this effect, with Ms.
about contacting his civilian
lawyer’s office: “So I need you to contact him today. Let him know who you are and let him
know what you want to do, like you’re testifying or you’re not testifying. Along with that, if you
don’t want to testify and I mean truly and honestly—hold on [background noises]—but you got
to let him know whether you want to testify or not.” (Id. at 2 Minutes, 15 Seconds).
15. Although ABHAN Benton-Harris does inform Ms
that she has the option to fire her
Victim’s Legal Counsel, in the same breath he tells her that Fleet and Family Services can “help
you with everything” that she needs without the support of the VLC. (Id. at 6 Minutes, 30
Seconds).
16. While the conversation does eventually turn to Trial Counsel, Ms.
is the first to bring
them up, asking “The prosecuting side, what do I do about them?” In reference to prosecutors,
Ms.
tells ABHAN-Benton Harris that “I don’t want to get summoned and have to speak.”
(Id. at 9 Minutes, 20 Seconds).
17. Nor were those 700 calls the only telephone conversations obtained throughout the duration
of the government’s investigation. In reviewing almost 100 telephone calls between ABHAN
Benton-Harris and Ms.
when he was in civilian confinement from 26 October to 2
November 2020, ABHAN Benton-Harris expressed concern that she did not stay home from
work when she did not feel well and talked generally about the rent and car payments. (Encl. A).
NCIS deemed that none of the conversations between ABHAN Benton-Harris and Ms.
“appear to be threatening or harassing.” (Id.).
18. At the outset of the NCIS investigation during an 8 July 2020 interview, NCIS agents asked
Ms.
directly what outcome she wanted from the criminal investigation and she told them
that “if it happens, it happens” but “I don’t want him to go to jail.” (Encl. B at 1408 Time
Stamp).
19. She had also told Trial Counsel in a 28 August 2020 interview that she “felt pressured by the
civilian prosecutors” on the state charges that were eventually dropped, the Commonwealth
prosecutor said she would have to testify about a June incident even though Ms.
said
“[n]othing happened in June,”1 and that the June 911 call was just an inquiry about a women’s
shelter. (Encl. C).
20. On 14 April 2021, the government served Ms.
a subpoena to testify in person for 10
May trial dates that have since been continued. (Enclosure 5, Government Response to Defense
Motions in Limine to Preclude Body Camera, 911 Calls, and SANE Testimony and Report.)

1

The June incident is on the Charge Sheet as Specification 3 of Charge III. Although Ms.
in August 2020 that nothing happened just two months prior, the charge was still referred.

told the government
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LAW
Hearsay is a statement that the declarant does not make while testifying at the current trial and
a party offers in evidence to prove the truth of the matter asserted in the statement. Mil. R. Evid.
801(c). Hearsay is inadmissible unless a federal statute allows its use in courts-martial or one of
the exceptions is met. Mil. R. Evid. 802. Unlike its counterpart in M.R.E. 803 that also provides
certain exceptions to the rule against hearsay that are independent of the declarant’s availability as
a witness, M.R.E. 804 sets a threshold determination for whether any of its exceptions are operable
as the declarant being deemed “unavailable.” The six established criteria for a declarant being
deemed unavailable are: (1) privilege; (2) refusal to testify about a subject matter despite the
military judge ordering the witness to do so; (3) testimony that the witness does not remember the
subject matter; (4) unavailability due to death or a then-existing infirmity, physical illness, or
mental illness; (5) lack of amenability to process; and (6) prior testimony. Mil. R. Evid. 804(a).
Although forfeiture by wrongdoing is offered under subparagraph (a) as a potential exception to
the threshold question of whether a witness is unavailable, the forfeiture by wrongdoing exception
does not apply if the “statement’s proponent procured or wrongfully caused the declarant’s
unavailability.” Id. (emphasis added).
Furthermore, a witness cannot be deemed unavailable unless the “prosecutorial authorities
have made a good-faith effort to obtain his presence at trial.” Barber v. Page, 390 U.S. 719, 724725 (1968). Under that standard, it is not merely sufficient for the government to say a witness is
unavailable or that it is unlikely that efforts to procure the witness would be futile; rather, the
government must demonstrate “affirmative measures” that might produce the declarant under a
reasonableness test. Ohio v. Roberts, 448 U.S. 56, 74 (1980). Indeed, a U.S. Army Court of
Military Review decision reveals the extent to which Trial Counsel may be required to go to secure
a witness’s presence at trial. United States v. Hubbard, 18 M.J. 678 (A.C.M.R. 1984). In that
case, after a military witness failed to report for duty in Hawaii, his company commander notified
law enforcement authorities, ordered searches of local establishments where AWOL soldiers often
congregated, and contacted the airlines to see if they had any record of the witness’s departure
from the island. Id. at 681. Although the efforts to locate the witness were futile, the Army court
still found that such extensive efforts were “reasonable” in their execution. Id. at 682.
Once a declarant is deemed unavailable, the proponent of the evidence under M.R.E. 804(b)(6)
must still prove under a preponderance of the evidence that (1) the accused caused the witness’s
unavailability and (2) that the accused intended to cause the witness’s unavailability. Mil. R. Evid.
804(b)(6). Under the second prong, the proponent must prove the specific intent to cause the
declarant’s unavailability at trial. Giles v. California, 554 U.S. 353, 377 (2008). In Giles, the
seminal case on the common law-era doctrine in the Crawford era, Justice Scalia wrote that an
accused’s constitutional rights cannot be overcome without a showing that the accused’s actions
were specifically intended to prevent the witness’s testimony. Id. In Giles, the Court found that
the government had not met its burden when it just offered proof that the accused had murdered
his wife, not that the murder itself was specifically intended to cause her unavailability at trial. Id.
at 362. In other words, merely causing a witness’s availability is not enough to admit hearsay
statements against the accused—the government must also prove that an accused took the causal
step intending such a result. Id. In United States v. Becker, No. 201900342, 2021 CCA LEXIS
76, at *11 (N-M Ct. Crim. App. Feb. 25, 2021), our parent court found that “motive and intent are
rarely proven by direct evidence and often ‘must be inferred from conduct and surrounding
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circumstances.’” Id. Although both direct and circumstantial evidence may be used in laying the
predicate for an M.R.E. 804(b)(6) exception, the “Government’s burden is to establish by a
preponderance of the evidence that an accused wrongfully caused or acquiesced in wrongfully
causing the declarant’s unavailability as a witness and did so intending that result.” Id.
ARGUMENT
a. There is not sufficient evidence, at this early stage, that Ms.
is unavailable
at trial, nor that the government has made a good-faith effort to ensure her presence.
At the outset of its motion, the government dispenses of the threshold requirement under
M.R.E. 804(a) by noting in two brief paragraphs that it has served a subpoena upon Ms.
to
require her in-person testimony, but it then commences two pages of argument on any
involvement ABHAN Benton-Harris had in procuring unavailability that has, to date, not been
established. Put simply: Even under a forfeiture by wrongdoing theory, the government must
still prove unavailability. When Ms.
expressed a desire to not participate, the government
had two choices: (1) comply with her written desires and build a case without her; or (2)
subpoena her over her express desires. By serving her the subpoena on 14 April, it established its
intent to go the first route, but this Court should not allow it to do so halfheartedly. If a witness
is still absent at trial despite good-faith efforts to acquire that witness’s presence, the witness’s
absence could lead a court to deem that witness as being unavailable. But sending an outdated
subpoena—with nothing more—should not be enough.2 Indeed, Roberts and Hubbard
demonstrate that the government must take affirmative steps toward procuring the witness’s
presence, all under a reasonableness test. And while unavailability is not a consideration in some
instances under the forfeiture by wrongdoing exception, that rare instance only occurs when the
statement’s proponent is the same person or entity that caused the declarant’s unavailability.
Here, because the government is the proponent of the statements, it must still prove Ms.
unavailability under a reasonableness standard—something it has not done so yet. Although this
issue may become ripe at a later date, it has not proven actual unavailability yet nearly two
months before trial.
b. In the event that Ms.
is present at trial for testimony, she is not unavailable if she is
“recalcitrant” or “recants.”
Although it only briefly notes this argument in introductory clauses to two sentences, the
government also argues that Ms.
is unavailable if she is “recalcitrant” or “recants.” While
the government’s motion cites no case law for this novel theory, this Court should still preclude
the government from introducing hearsay statements under the forfeiture by wrongdoing
exception simply because the government does not like the statements Ms.
provides on the
stand. There is, under M.R.E. 804(a), no criteria for a witness being deemed unavailable because
they are recalcitrant or recanting.3 Indeed, long before the brig calls between Ms.
and
The defense notes that, at the moment, the government’s filings have indicated that Ms.
was served a
subpoena on 14 April for May trial dates that have shifted to June as of 16 April. As an initial matter, the defense’s
position is that the government should at the very least be required to serve additional process upon Ms.
informing her of the proper date her presence at trial will be required.
3
Perhaps the closest corollary that M.R.E 804(a) offers is when a witness testifies to not remembering the subject
matter at issue. However, even there, impeachment is often a better remedy.
2
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ABHAN Benton-Harris, Ms
had already recanted that at least the June 2020 incident did
not occur. While the government may be able to impeach Ms.
if she is recalcitrant or
recants, she is still available under M.R.E. 804(a) even if she provides statements inconsistent
with the government’s theory of criminal liability.
c. The government has not met its burden of proving that ABHAN Benton-Harris caused
Ms.
unavailability.
Even if Ms.
is later deemed unavailable, there is no indication that ABHAN BentonHarris caused her to be unavailable. The government’s primary justification for this causal
factor being met is that he exerted improper influence upon her and that he violated brig policy.
Turning to the latter justification first, assuming arguendo that such a brig policy even exists, a
violation of brig policy by itself is irrelevant in determining whether he caused Ms.
to be
unavailable. It is results—not improper means—that matter in the analysis. Instead, the
government’s only remaining justification for the causal factor is that he told her a VLC was
pointless, told her she did not have to answer Trial Counsel phone calls, and made disparaging
comments about transitional assistance. These comments may be improper but they are, on their
face, not intended to cause her to be unavailable. In fact, as the government’s evidence alone
indicates, Ms.
has been reluctant to participate in the criminal justice from the beginning,
telling NCIS that she did not want ABHAN Benton-Harris to go to jail and the Trial Counsel that
she had “felt pressured” by Commonwealth attorneys into pursuing state charges against him.
Yet in her letter expressing that she did not wish to participate, Ms.
stated that no one had
forced her to make the decision to not participate.
Moreover, despite allusions to it in the government’s motion, there is not concrete evidence
that ABHAN Benton-Harris’s mother, Ms.
conspired with ABHAN Benton-Harris to
prevent her testimony by interfering with Ms.
finances. As a starting point, the
government has no record of any conversations between Ms.
and Ms.
and thus does
not have any knowledge of the tenor or content of those conversations. Additionally, Ms.
makes clear in her statements to ABHAN Benton-Harris that she makes enough money to cover
her bills on her own, plans to get her own lease, and generally just wants him to decide what to
do with his personal effects. Moreover, while ABHAN Benton-Harris and Ms.
do have
conversations about the marital finances, it is a tenuous argument to suggest that he is lording his
E-3 salary over her when a substantial portion of their conversation in civilian jail—weeks
before this court-martial even exists—covers what to do about rent and car payments in a manner
that NCIS itself deems is non-threatening or harassing. To read the government’s motion,
ABHAN Benton-Harris is a mafia boss running the family crime syndicate from jail, rather than
a
determining that it is best to have the family Dodge Charger get repossessed rather
than return it to the dealership. Instead, a more accurate description of the collective
conversations between Ms.
and ABHAN Benton-Harris is that they reflect a young
marriage that is slowly unwinding with both parties trying to figure out what to do with both the
marital estate and their respective futures. In sum, assuming that Ms.
is deemed
unavailable, ABHAN Benton-Harris did not and could not cause Ms.
to reach a decision
that she had already made herself that she did not “want him to go to jail”—the exact place she
would speak to him months into the future on the brig calls in question. Because the government
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has not proven that ABHAN Benton-Harris caused her unavailability, M.R.E. 804(b)(6) is
inapplicable.
d. Nor can the government prove, based on the evidence it has provided to date, that
ABHAN Benton-Harris had the specific intent of causing Ms.
unavailability.
Here is where the government’s evidence of wrongdoing falls the furthest short. Assuming
that the government can prove that ABHAN Benton-Harris’s meandering conversations with Ms.
on topics such as the relative merits of a VLC and transitional compensation caused her
unavailability, the government still cannot clear a threshold of proving that ABHAN BentonHarris specifically intended her unavailability. Indeed, the clearest indication of intent is a
person’s own words. Yet, by even the government’s own motion, ABHAN Benton-Harris does
not tell her what to do. In one instance cited by the government, ABHAN Benton-Harris asks
him to contact his civilian attorney’s law office and “let him know what you want to do, like
you’re testifying or you’re not testifying.” In another instance, he tells her that “I’m not trying to
talk you out of anything that you’re trying to do.” The clear implication from the conversations
with Ms.
is that ABHAN Benton-Harris is telling her that she can make her own decisions.
And contrary to government claims about conspiracy, the conversations about finances do not
indicate anything other than that the family is going through a hard financial time, a situation that
appeared to be ongoing at least as far as back as when they discussed similar topics during his
civilian confinement in October 2020. Using either direct evidence of their conversations or
circumstantial evidence of their finances, the government cannot evince any mindset from
ABHAN Benton-Harris that he had the specific intent of making Ms.
unavailable. By his
own words, he left it to her to make such a decision. As such, the statements are not admissible
under M.R.E. 804(b)(6).
RELIEF REQUESTED
The defense moves to preclude any statements made by Ms.
under a theory of
forfeiture by wrongdoing because (1), at this point in the proceedings, the government has not
proven that MS.
is unavailable to testify under M.R.E. 804(a) and (2) the government has
not met its burden under M.R.E. 804(b)(6) in proving that ABHAN Benton-Harris caused Ms.
unavailability as a witness, nor that whatever actions he took in recorded jail calls intended
to cause her unavailability. In the event that Ms.
is amenable to process and is called to the
stand, the defense moves this Court to preclude the government from introducing any of her prior
statements under M.R.E. 804(b)(6) if she becomes recalcitrant or recants.
EVIDENCE & ORAL ARGUMENT
The defense offers the following exhibits as evidence in support of this motion:
A. Results of Review of Jail Phone Calls
B. Interview of Ms.

dtd 8 July 20

C. R.C.M. 701 Disclosure dtd 28 August 20
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If this motion is opposed by the government, and pursuant to R.C.M. 905(h), the defense
requests an Article 39(a) session to present oral argument and evidence.

J. M. JANES
LT, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 4th day of May, 2021 a copy of this motion was served on Trial
Counsel.

J. M. JANES
LT, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel
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NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
CENTRAL JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

UNITED STATES
v.
SEAN A. BENTON-HARRIS
ABHAN/E-3
U.S. NAVY

DEFENSE MOTION IN LIMINE TO
PRECLUDE NURSE EXAM REPORT
AND STATEMENTS MADE TO
NURSE EXAMINER
6 APR 21

MOTION
Pursuant to Rule for Courts-Martial [R.C.M.] 906(b)(13), the defense moves this Court in
limine to preclude introduction of the forensic nurse exam conducted on the complainantwitness, Ms.
as inadmissible hearsay under M.R.E. 802. Specifically, the defense seeks to
preclude the government from introducing any evidence of the report, including the examiner’s
own observations, because the exam was done for purely law enforcement purposes at the
request of law enforcement and not Ms.
Any underlying statements from Ms.
contained in the report were not made for the purpose of medical diagnosis or treatment and are
therefore inadmissible.
BURDEN
The moving party bears the burden of persuasion by a preponderance of the evidence. R.C.M.
905(c)(1-2); Mil. R. Evid. 104.
FACTS
1. ABHAN Benton-Harris is accused, in Specification 5 of Charge III, of strangling his
Ms.
on 25 October 2020. (Charge Sheet, Feb. 12, 2021).
2. Ms.

reported the incident occurred at 2000 on 25 October 2020. (Encl. A at B.S. 422).

3. She claimed that she came home to her apartment complex when ABHAN Benton-Harris
walked up behind her, grabbed her by the back of her neck, and forced her inside the apartment.
(Id.).
4. Inside the bedroom of their apartment, he choked and hit her with his hands and a cat
scratching post. (Id.).
5. Once ABHAN Benton-Harris demanded her keys and phone from her, she told him she left
those personal belongings with a next-door neighbor. (Id.).
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6. After they walked over to that apartment, Ms.
7. Ms.
B.S. 427).

was interviewed by Detective

was able to slip away and call 911. (Id.).
at the police station on 26 October. (Id. at

8. Although Detective
later visited Ms.
residence to photograph the scene,
Detective
left by 0506. (Encl. B at B.S. 436).
8. Ms.

was referred to Chesapeake Forensic Specialists for a forensic exam by Detective
(Encl. C at B.S. 531).

9. She did not arrive for the appointment until 1956 on 26 October 2020. (Id. at B.S. 532).
10. Before beginning the evidence collection, the nurse examiner checked boxes indicating that
she informed Ms.
that its purpose was to “discover and preserve evidence of the assault”
and that, once conducted, the evidence would be released to “law enforcement authorities.” (Id.
at B.S. 540).
11. The completed report includes sections for the types of weapons used and descriptions for
the physical blows, including whether there was any “hair pulling” or “physical restraints.” (Id.
at B.S. 541).
12. The report includes a section for the alleged victim to describe what was said by her alleged
assailant. (Id.).
13. Chesapeake Forensic Specialists submitted the report to Norfolk Police Department using a
standard chain of custody document. (Id. at B.S. 530).
LAW
Under M.R.E. 801(c), hearsay is a statement that the declarant does not make while testifying
at the current trial and a party offers in evidence to prove the truth of the matter asserted in the
statement. Mil. R. Evid. 801(c). Hearsay is inadmissible unless a federal statute allows its use in
courts-martial or one of the exceptions to the rule against hearsay applies. Mil. R. Evid. 802. One
of the enumerated exceptions to the rule against hearsay is for statements made for medical
diagnosis or treatment. Mil. R. Evid. 803(4). Under that exception, statements “made for” and
“reasonably pertinent to” medical diagnosis or treatment are admissible if the statement
“describes medical history; past or present symptoms or sensations; their inception; or their
general cause.” Id. “This exception to the hearsay rule is premised on the theory that the
declarant has an incentive to be truthful because he or she believes that disclosure will enable a
medical professional to provide treatment or promote the declarant’s own well-being.” United
States v. Cucuzzella, 66 M.J. 57, 59 (C.A.A.F. 2008).
Although the determination of whether the medical exception applies may “hinge on
appropriate and fair inferences drawn from the context presented,” the rule should also not be
“applied in a rote or mechanical” manner. Id. at 60. Instead, as it relates to the second prong of
the exception in whether the statements were made in expectation of treatment, the “subjective
state of mind of the declarant” is a key factor. Id. If a statement is made in response to
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questioning, the questioning must be a “necessary part of the examination.” United States v.
Haner, 49 M.J. 72 (1998).
ARGUMENT
The report and the examiner’s testimony should be excluded because they are both based
entirely on hearsay that has no exception. The report is, at base, a compilation of statements
made by Ms.
and those statements do not fit the medical diagnosis exception. Specifically,
the statements were not “made for” or “reasonably pertinent to” medical diagnosis or treatment
under M.R.E. 803(4). Instead, as the very name of the firm that conducted the exam suggests,
“Chesapeake Forensic Specialists,” the exam was conducted for the purpose of later criminal
proceedings.1 The overwhelming weight of the evidence collected by the nurse examiner
suggests that there was one purpose of the report: This prosecution. Ms.
was directed to
the examiner by a police detective. Before beginning the evidence collection, the nurse examiner
checked boxes indicating that she informed Ms.
that its purpose was to “discover and
preserve evidence of the assault” and that, once conducted, the evidence would be released to
“law enforcement authorities.” The report includes sections for the types of weapons used and
descriptions for the physical blows, including whether there was any “hair pulling” or “physical
restraints.” It even asks the evidence specimen to describe what was said to her during the
alleged assault. There is no purported medical purpose, even on generous terms, for what was
said during an assault. Even if couched as a medical examination, the report is still sure to
include a chain of custody documentation.
Although the government might argue that this is a medical document, any piercing review
of why this was conducted makes clear that it is, as the name of its originators suggest, a forensic
document. It would defeat standard medical conventional wisdom to send someone for medical
treatment approximately 24 hours after they received any apparent injuries. The statements
made by Ms.
then, for the purpose of the examination were not made for medical purposes
but rather to collect evidence of an alleged crime—just as the forensic nurse examiner asked her
at the beginning of the report. As such, this Court should issue a preliminary ruling that the
entire report and the observations of the nurse examiner are inadmissible hearsay because it was
not made for the purpose of medical diagnosis or treatment.
RELIEF REQUESTED
The defense moves the Court to preclude the government from introducing any evidence
from the nurse examination report conducted by Chesapeake Forensic Specialists on 26 October
2020.
EVIDENCE & ORAL ARGUMENT
The defense offers the following exhibits as evidence in support of this motion:
A. Case Summary and Norfolk Police Department Report dtd 25 Oct 20
B. Detective

Investigator’s Case References Notes from 25 Oct 20

1

Black’s Law Dictionary defines forensic as an adjective used to modify a noun to describe something “used in or
suitable to courts of law or public debate.” Forensic, Black’s Law Dictionary (10th ed. 2014).
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C. Chesapeake Forensic Specialists Examination Report dtd 26 Oct 20
If this motion is opposed by the government, and pursuant to R.C.M. 905(h), the defense
requests an Article 39(a) session to present oral argument and evidence.

J. M. JANES
LT, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 7th day of April, 2021 a copy of this motion was served on Trial
Counsel.

J. M. JANES
LT, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel
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NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
CENTRAL JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

UNITED STATES
DEFENSE MOTION FOR
APPROPRIATE RELIEF
(To Sever Charges)

v.
SEAN A. BENTON-HARRIS
ABHAN/E-3
U.S. NAVY

6 APR 21

MOTION
Pursuant to Rule for Courts-Martial [R.C.M.] 906(b)(10), as well as the Fifth Amendment to
the United States Constitution, the defense moves to sever Specification 1 of Charge II and
Specification 1 of Charge III into a separate court-martial proceeding from all other charges in
order to prevent a manifest injustice and to preserve ABHAN Benton-Harris’s right to due
process and the presumption of innocence.
BURDEN
Pursuant to RCM 905(c) and 906(b)(10), the defense, as the moving party, bears the burden to
establish that a manifest injustice will result from the continued joint trial of charges. See also
United States v. Duncan, 53 M.J. 494, 497 (C.A.A.F. 2000). The burden of proof on any factual
issues the resolution of which are necessary to decide the motion is by a preponderance of the
evidence. R.C.M. 905(c)(1).
FACTS
1. Based on multiple instances of alleged misconduct between November 2019 and October
2020, the government has referred nine Specifications of three Charges against ABHAN BentonHarris (Charge Sheet, Feb. 12, 2021).
2. Charge I, Specifications 2 and 3 of Charge II, and Specifications 2 through 5 of Charge III
most directly relate to Ms.
the spouse of ABHAN Benton-Harris. (See id.).
a. Charge I alleges that ABHAN Benton-Harris violated a Military Protective Order issued
by his Commanding Officer to refrain from contacting Ms.
(Id.)
b. Specification 2 and 3 of Charge II allege that ABHAN Benton-Harris failed to notify an
immediate supervisor that he had been arrested and criminally charged by civil authorities. (Id.;
Encl. A).
c. Specifications 2 through 5 of Charge III relate to various instances of alleged assault
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against Ms.
including two incidents covered by Charge II and two separate incidents in
October 2020 alleging strangulation. (Charge Sheet, Feb. 12, 2021).
3. Specification 1 of Charge II and Specification 1 of Charge III most directly relate to AOAN
a former intimate partner of ABHAN Benton-Harris. (See id.).
a. Specification 1 of Charge II relates to a firearm that was recovered in ABHAN BentonHarris’s barracks room after AOAN
reported to base security that he kept the weapon in his
dresser. (Id.; Encl. B).
b. Specification 1 of Charge III relates to an alleged assault on 19 November 2019 where
AOAN
claims that ABHAN Benton-Harris strangled her by placing his left hand on her
throat and exerted pressure. (Id.; Encl. C).
4. With regard to the strangulation allegations against ABHAN Benton-Harris made by AOAN
and Ms.
ABHAN Benton-Harris gave similar accounts to NCIS.
a. ABHAN Benton-Harris told NCIS in February 2020 that he would have rough sex with
AOAN
and would choke her during consensual sexual intercourse. (Encl. D).
b. ABHAN Benton-Harris told NCIS in July 2020 that he would get drunk, have rough sex
with Ms.
and would sometimes choke her during consensual sexual intercourse. (Encl. E).
5. Based on information and belief, Ms.

has elected to not participate in this case.
LAW

a. Severance of offenses should be granted where a joint trial would result in a manifest
injustice.
Ordinarily, the Convening Authority may exercise discretion in referring all known offenses
by one accused to the same court-martial. R.C.M. 601(e)(2). The military judge, however, has
the specific authority to sever the trial of certain offenses in order to prevent a manifest injustice.
See R.C.M. 906(b)(l0); United States v. Duncan, 53 M.J. 494,497 (C.A.A.F. 2000). Severance
should, therefore, be granted when the judge finds that a manifest injustice will occur if the
charges remain joined. See United States v. Myers, 51 M.J. 570, 579 (N-M. Ct. Crim. App.
1999); United States v. Shabazz, 52 M.J. 585, 589 (N-M. Ct. Crim. App. 1999).
Appellate courts review a Military Judge’s ruling on a motion to sever charges for an abuse
of discretion. United States v. Curry, 31 M.J. 359, 375 (C.M.A. 1990). However, upon a
showing that manifest injustice will result by joint trial of charges, the military judge does not
only have the discretion to grant a timely motion to sever, he has a duty to do so. United States v.
Giles, 59 M.J. 374, 378 (C.A.A.F. 2004).
b. The accused is entitled to the presumption of innocence on each offense charged.
A servicemember accused at court-martial is entitled to the presumption of innocence. See
United States v. Kaiser, 58 M.J. 146, 150 (C.A.A.F. 2003). He may be convicted only on
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relevant evidence, properly admitted against him with respect to any specification. 10 U.S.C. §
851 (c)(1). It is, in fact, “one of the most basic precepts of American jurisprudence that an
accused must be convicted based on evidence of the crime before the court, not on evidence of a
general criminal disposition.” United States v. Hogan, 20 M.J. 71, 73 (C.M.A. 1985). Where
offenses are totally dissimilar, spillover is less likely. See United States v. Haye, 29 M.J. 213,
215 (C.M.A. 1989). “Where the criminal intent is similar (although the offenses themselves are
unrelated) […] there is a serious danger that overwhelming proof on one will “spill over” and
prejudice a legitimate defense to another. Id.
c. Manifest injustice is not otherwise defined, but Appellate Courts assess a Military
Judge’s severance determination based on the three-factored Southworth test.
While our Appellate Courts have not devised a ready definition of manifest injustice, on
appeal, these courts conduct a three-factored analysis of a military judge’s decision on a motion to
sever. United States v. Southworth, 50 M.J. 74, 77 (C.A.A.F 1999). The three factors to be
considered are: 1) Whether the evidence of one offense would have been admissible to prove the
other; 2) Whether the military judge provided a proper limiting instruction, and; 3) Whether the
findings reflect an impermissible cross-over. Id.
Under the first prong, courts should consider whether evidence supporting the severed offenses
would still be admissible as uncharged misconduct for the other but this, alone, is not the “primary
test for severance.” United States v. Foster, 40 M.J. 140, 147 (C.M.A. 1994). And while the
admissibility of uncharged misconduct makes it more difficult to identify “manifest injustice,”
uncharged misconduct must still pass the Reynolds test. Id. Due to the retrospective nature of the
second and third factors, the defense cannot apply them directly—no instructions have been given
and no verdict rendered. As a result, the Court is limited to evaluating instead the potential for
impermissible spillover given the facts of this case and available prophylactic measures. Despite
“proper instruction to prevent the ‘spillover effect,’ there may be circumstances where it would be
impossible for a rational factfinder to separate the evidence relating to different charges.” United
States v. Palacios, 37 M.J. 366, 369 (C.M.A. 1993); see also Haye, 29 M.J. at 214.
ARGUMENT
a. Although evidence supporting the acts alleged by AOAN
may be admissible to prove
acts relating to Ms
and vice-versa, under Mil. R. Evid. 404(b) if the charges are
severed from each other, the charges should fail the test from Reynolds.
The crux of the defense’s position is simple: If Ms.
declines to participate in this courtmartial, the government should not be permitted to prove the charges supporting her accusations
through a Frankenstein-like amalgamation of evidence from AOAN
purported excited
utterances elicited from the absent lips of Ms.
brought forth by Norfolk police officers, and
ABHAN Benton-Harris’s own uncorroborated words. While the defense concedes for the
purpose of this argument that evidence from Ms.
might meet a theory of relevance under
M.R.E. 404(b) to support AOAN
case, it would fail the three-prong test from United States
v. Reynolds, 29 M.J. 105 (C.M.A. 1989): (a) Does the evidence reasonably support a finding that
the appellant committed the prior crimes, wrongs, or acts?; (b) Does the evidence make a fact of
consequence in the case more or less probable?; and (c) Is the probative value of the evidence
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substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice. Id. The test under the first prong is
whether the government could prove to members that the “similar act” was committed by the
accused by a preponderance of the evidence. United States v. Castillo, 29 M.J. 145, 151 (C.M.A.
1989).
Assuming arguendo that the government plans to recognize Ms.
desire and build its
case without Ms.
any effort to marshal Ms.
allegations against ABHAN BentonHarris through uncharged misconduct should fail both the first and third prongs. To the first
prong, the defense avers that the primary evidence supporting Ms.
allegations would be
ABHAN Benton-Harris’s statements that he had choked his
during sexual intercourse and
observations made by Norfolk police officers when called to their residence. However, absent
testimony from Ms.
it is unlikely that members could find, even by a preponderance of the
evidence standard, that he committed the crimes against Ms.
Moreover, such evidence,
when considered solely in the context of AOAN
severed case, should fail a M.R.E. 403
balancing test. In that scenario, the government would attempt to prove the allegations by
AOAN
through uncharged misconduct propped up by an absentee and indeed unwilling
witness. Although such evidence may be conditionally relevant if Ms.
were to participate
in a severed trial, it should not be admissible if she did not. As such, the evidence would not be
admissible to prove the other under the first Southworth factor.
On the flip side, while AOAN
may be admissible as uncharged misconduct if she
chooses to testify in Ms.
case, her charges would not be before the factfinder and, as
such, it is easier for them to set it aside and focus solely on the case before them regarding the
allegations of an absentee witness. Put simply: The members could consider it accurately for
what it is — uncharged misconduct used solely for some non-propensity purposes. Although
AOAN
may be admissible under that scenario, 1 the risk of danger to ABHAN BentonHarris’s right to a fair trial is far less than if the allegations are contained in a joint trial.
b. A joint trial of the charged will inevitably lead to impermissible spillover in findings.
If the government intends to prove the charges against Ms.
without her, a joint trial of
the offenses related to Ms.
and AOAN
would inevitably lead to impermissible
spillover in findings. Although both Ms.
and AOAN
allege similar acts by ABHAN
Benton-Harris, there is no factual nexus between the two women. Neither apparently knew each
other and each raised their allegations to law enforcement independently. In a situation where
Ms.
does not participate in this court-martial, ABHAN Benton-Harris’s culpability
becomes “far less clear” and the risk for spillover becomes far more greater. United States v.
Parker, 71 M.J. 594, 603 (N.M.C.C.A. 2012). In Parker, our parent court considered the
dangers of impermissible spillover in the context of two unrelated killings and determined that
the military judge abused his discretion when allowing the government to proceed with an
“admitted magnitude” of guilt on one charge and the merely “circumstantial nature” of the other
charge. Id. at 603, 605. Since it is far from clear that ABHAN Benton-Harris could be convicted
of crimes alleged by Ms.
without the direct support of her testimony, severance is the only
way to guard against this danger.
1

The defense would, of course, still contest this point, even if conceding that it is a closer call than where the
government attempts to use the allegations from an absent witness for uncharged misconduct.
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c. Limiting instructions in this case, no matter how carefully crafted, will not adequately
protect against the harm to SN Sailor’s presumption of innocence.
While the military justice system has a general preference for joint trials, it should not be the
case here where, absent Ms.
testimony, evidence supporting her allegations is entirely
circumstantial and, worse, only relying on ABHAN Benton-Harris’s statements to NCIS.
Indeed, this is where the real danger to ABHAN Benton-Harris’s right to a fair trial comes in. In
his statements to NCIS in February and July 2020, ABHAN Benton-Harris told investigators that
he placed his hands on the necks of AOAN
and Ms.
during intimate moments. But as
the court in Haye found, where the criminal intent is similar even if the offenses themselves are
unrelated, there is a “serious danger that overwhelming proof” to one offense may prejudice a
legitimate defense to another. In short: If the members discount this defense from ABHAN
Benton-Harris as it relates to AOAN
and find him guilty beyond a reasonable doubt, there is
a serious danger that they find him guilty of similar crimes alleged by Ms.
merely because
he made a similar defense. No limiting instruction can cure this danger.
d. Severance of these charges is required.
In the event that Ms.
does not testify, no prophylactic measure the court can devise
would remedy the danger posed by her absence. If the government does not dismiss the charges
relating to her outright, severance is the only remedy that can prevent a manifest injustice where
ABHAN Benton-Harris is convicted of evidence outside the court—not in front of it. The
charges must be severed.
RELIEF REQUESTED
The defense requests the Court sever Specification 1 of Charge II and Specification 1 of
Charge III into a separate court-martial proceeding from all other charges.
EVIDENCE & ORAL ARGUMENT
The defense offers the following exhibits as evidence in support of this motion:
A. ABHAN Benton-Harris Rap Sheet
B. Voluntary Statement of AOAN

dtd 21 Nov 2019

C. NCIS Results of Interview of AOAN

dtd 22 Nov 2019

D. NCIS Results of Interview of ABHAN Benton-Harris dtd 5 Feb 20
E. NCIS Results of Interview of ABHAN Benton-Harris dtd 30 Jul 20
If this motion is opposed by the government, and pursuant to R.C.M. 905(h), the defense
requests an Article 39(a) session to present oral argument and evidence.

J. M. JANES
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LT, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 7th day of April, 2021 a copy of this motion was served on Trial
Counsel.

J. M. JANES
LT, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel
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NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
CENTRAL JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

UNITED STATES

GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO
DEFENSE MOTION FOR
APPROPRIATE RELIEF
(To Sever Charges)

v.
SEAN A. BENTON-HARRIS
ABHAN/E-3
USN

16 APR 21

MOTION
1. Pursuant to Rule for Court-Martial (R.C.M.) 906(b)(10), the Government respectfully
requests this Court deny the Defense’s motion to sever Charge II (specification 1) and Charge III
(specification 1) as the Defense has not demonstrated that a manifest injustice would result if this
court does not sever the charges.
BURDEN
2. As the moving party, the Defense bears the burden of proof by a preponderance of the
evidence. R.C.M. 905(c)(1)–(2).
SUMMARY
3. The Defense has moved this Court to sever Charge II (specification 1) and Charge III
(specification 1) from the remaining charges arguing that manifest injustice would occur if these
charges were tried at the same court-martial. The Government respectfully requests the Court to
deny that motion as the Defense has not met its burden in showing how manifest injustice would
result if this Court does not sever the charges, pursuant to R.C.M. 906(b)(10).
FACTS
4. For the limited purpose of this response, the Government adopts the Defense’s Facts
numbered 1-3c.
5. On 14 April 2021, The Government served Ms.
with a subpoena to testify at the courtmartial of the Accused in the captioned case. (Enclosure 1)
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LAW
6. Military policy prefers that all known charges be tried at a single court-martial.1 Pursuant to
R.C.M 601(e)(2), convening authorities may refer charges against an accused to the same courtmartial for trial “whether serious or minor offenses or both, regardless whether related.” The
military judge, however, may sever the trial of certain offenses only if required to prevent
manifest injustice.
7. “In general… the defendant [must] show that the denial of a severance caused him actual
prejudice in that it prevented him from receiving a fair trial.” United States v. Simpson, 56 M.J.
462, 464 (C.A.A.F. 2002). Furthermore, “it is not enough that separate trials may have provided
him with a better opportunity for an acquittal.” United States v. Duncan, 53 M.J. 494, 498
(C.A.A.F. 2000)
8. In United States v. Southworth, 50 M.J. 74, 76 (C.A.A.F. 1999), the Court applies three
factors used in determining whether the military judge has abused his or her discretion in
applying the “manifest injustice” test under R.C.M. 906(b)(10): (a) whether the evidence of one
offense would be admissible proof of the other; (b) whether the military judge has provided a
proper limiting instruction; and (c) whether the findings reflect an impermissible crossover.
ARGUMENT
9. Severance is an unnecessary action in this case because the Defense has not demonstrated that
joinder of the offenses will result in manifest injustice, per R.C.M. 906(b)(10). The Defense
must demonstrate to this Court, by a preponderance of the evidence, why failing to sever the
charges creates a manifest injustice that prevents the accused from receiving a fair trial. The
Defense must also overcome the presumption that “all known charges should be tried at a single
court-martial. . . . [because] joinder of minor and major offenses, or of unrelated offenses, is not
alone a sufficient ground to sever offenses.” R.C.M. 906(b)(10), Discussion. This requires a
demonstration that actual prejudice will occur to the accused if the charges remain joined, not
that the accused has a better opportunity for a full acquittal on any offense with severed charges.
Ultimately, the prospective application of the Southworth factors weigh in favor of maintaining
joinder of the offenses.
A. Though Charge II (specification 1) and Charge III (specification 1) Are Not
Admissible to Prove the Other Charges Against the Accused, This Factor, by Itself,
Does Not Warrant Severance
10. A finding that this first factor favors the Defense, alone, does not require severance, because
a proper instruction from the military judge can address this concern. In United States v.
Duncan, the lower court found that evidence of one rape and brutalization charge would not be
admissible to prove a prior rape and brutalization charge, but still did not sever the charges. 53
M.J. at 497. On appeal, C.A.A.F. affirmed the lower court’s decision not to sever the charges
stating “the evidentiary judgment alone did not require that [the military judge] grant the
severance motion.” Id. at 498. If a similar ruling is made by this Court, the Court is not required
1
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to grant the Defense’s severance motion and should consider the remaining factors and policy
arguments, which weigh in favor of joinder of the offenses. Id. at 498 (citing Southworth, 50
M.J. at 77-78).
B. A Proper Limiting Instruction by the Court and Compartmentalization of the
Offenses During Closing Argument Will Alleviate Any Potential Spillover
11. A limiting instruction, per the second Southworth factor, will alleviate the risk of
impermissible spillover—a concern of the third Southworth factor. The Government intends to
request that the Military Judge read Military Judges Benchbook, section 7-17 “Spillover’--Facts
Of One Charged Offense To Prove Another” instruction from the Military Judges Benchbook.2
This instruction will adequately cure any risk of impermissible crossover in the presentation of
the evidence, and the law presumes that the members will follow the Court’s instructions. United
States v. Nash, 71 M.J. 83, 89 (C.A.A.F. 2012) (“Juries are presumed to follow the instructions,
until demonstrated otherwise.”). Any risk of the members using evidence relating to one offense
to prove the other can easily be cured with this standard spillover instruction. In addition to this
spillover instruction, the Government will present and argue its case in a manner that will
compartmentalize each charge and the evidence of that charge.3
12. The Defense, ostensibly, wants to sever the charges of AOAN
from the remainder of the
charges (Charge III, specification 1) out of fear of spillover. However, the Government can
easily compartmentalize its argument and the Court should issue the Spillover Instruction to
accommodate this potential fear. Any motivation to potentially create separate trials in hopes of
having “a better opportunity for an acquittal” is not ground to sever charges, and should not be
done in this case. Duncan, 53 M.J. at 498.
13. The third and final Southworth factor, which considers whether the findings reflect an
impermissible crossover, is untimely and, therefore, is not further discussed in this Government
response.
7-17. “Spillover”--Facts Of One Charged Offense To Prove Another, Electronic Benchbook 2.10.4 (2020) (“An
accused may be convicted based only on evidence before the court (not on evidence of a (general) criminal
disposition). Each offense must stand on its own and you must keep the evidence of each offense separate. Stated
differently, if you find or believe that the accused is guilty of one offense, you may not use that finding or belief as a
basis for inferring, assuming, or proving that (he) (she) committed any other offense. If evidence has been presented
which is relevant to more than one offense, you may consider that evidence with respect to each offense to which it
is relevant. (For example, if a person were charged with stealing a knife and later using that knife to commit another
offense, evidence concerning the knife, such as that person being in possession of it or that person’s fingerprints
being found on it, could be considered with regard to both offenses. But the fact that a person’s guilt of stealing the
knife may have been proven is not evidence that the person is also guilty of any other offense.) The burden is on the
prosecution to prove each and every element of each offense beyond a reasonable doubt. Proof of one offense carries
with it no inference that the accused is guilty of any other offense.”)
2

3

Southworth, 50 M.J. at 77 (finding no manifest injustice by lack of severance of two separate rape charges with
different victims due to adequate instructions by the military judge and the Government’s presentation of evidence
and argument in a way that compartmentalized each charge and its evidence separately.); see also, United States v.
Araujo, No. 201900102, 2020 CCA LEXIS 128, at *7 (N-M Ct. Crim. App. Apr. 21, 2020) (“[The Military Judge]
also required the Government to utilize "signposts" during closing arguments to make it clear to the members they
were to compartmentalize the evidence for each offense.”).
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C. Military Policy Presumes and Favors All Known Offenses be Tried at One CourtMartial
14. There is a general preference in the military for the joinder of all known offenses at one trial.
That preference contemplates judicial economy and often benefits an accused. “[U]nified
sentencing by a court-martial favors joining all known offenses into a single trial, thus exposing
the accused to only one sentence for his criminal misconduct, rather than a series of separate
sentences.” United States v. Haye, 29 M.J. 213, 215 (C.M.A. 1989).
15. If the Court severs these charges, the Accused will face two separate General Courts-Martial
for violations of UCMJ, Article 128. These trials would proceed on different timelines and may
not likely resolve close in time to one another. The Government would also then seek to use
M.R.E. 404(b) evidence from AOAN
and Ms.
from one trial against the Accused in the
second trial. By severing the charges, either AOAN
or Ms.
would be required to testify
twice—once in their own trial and once in the severed trial. Victims have the right to be treated
with fairness and with respect for their dignity and privacy as well as to be reasonably protected
from the accused.4 Forcing a victim, to testify twice about physical abuse they suffered at the
hands of their husband/intimate partner is a policy consideration that must be taken into account
before these charges are severed. Additionally, by keeping the offenses together, the court
preserves judicial economy by streamlining both victims’ testimonies. Accordingly, for the
benefit of the Accused, to satisfy the concerns of judicial economy, and to protect the
enumerated rights of the victims, these charges should not be severed.
RELIEF REQUESTED
16. The Government respectfully requests this Court to deny the Defense’s request to sever
Charge II (specification 1) and Charge III (specification 1) as the Defense has met its burden in
demonstrating that manifest injustice would result if this Court does not sever the charges.
EVIDENCE AND ORAL ARGUMENT
17. The Government requests oral argument. The Government offers the following evidence in
support of its motion:
a. Encl (1): Subpoena to Testify served on Ms.

on 14 April 2021

Respectfully submitted,

D. D. PETROSKY
LT, JAGC, USN
Assistant Trial Counsel

Article 6b, U.C.M.J. (a restatement of the Federal Crime Victims’ Rights Act, 18 U.S.C. § 3771, adopted for the
Armed Forces by the 2014 National Defense Authorization Act).
4
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********************************************************************
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that I have served a true copy (via e-mail) of the above on Judge Donald Ostrom, CDR,
JAGC, USN and Defense Counsel Mr. David Johnson and Jared Janes, LT, JAGC, USN on 16
April 2021.

D. D. PETROSKY
LT, JAGC, USN
Assistant Trial Counsel
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NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
CENTRAL JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

UNITED STATES

GOVERNMENT MOTION FOR
APPROPRIATE RELIEF
(Continuance)

v.
SEAN A. BENTON-HARRIS
ABHAN/E-3
USN

14 APR 21

MOTION
1. Pursuant to Rule for Courts-Martial (R.C.M.) 906(b)(1), the Government moves the Court for
a 60-day continuance of the trial dates. Though filed out of time, the Government has good
cause. The Government, having become aware of possible obstruction of justice by the Accused,
requested the Accused’s brig calls the week of 29 March 2021 for reasons provided below and
received the first set of calls on 7 April 2021, the day initial filings in this case were due.
Subsequent review of the calls revealed grounds for a Government-requested continuance.
SUMMARY
2. The Accused, ABHAN Sean Benton-Harris, faces charges related to various incidences of
domestic violence involving two victims, AN
and Ms.
violations of military protective
orders issued by his Commanding Officer, and violations of Lawful General Orders involving
possession of a firearm in an enlisted barracks and failure to report his arrest for misconduct by
civilian authorities. On 29 March 2021, Ms.
a named victim and an essential witness in the
captioned case, made statements to the Family Advocacy Program – Victim’s Advocacy
Program (hereinafter “FAP-VAP”) regarding her willingness to participate; Ms.
relayed to
the FAP-VAP that the Accused’s
told her that the command lied
about the Accused’s willingness to alleviate the financial debt. Additionally, on 30 March 2021,
Ms.
released her Victim’s Legal Counsel. Ms.
actions and statements prompted an
investigation; one investigative step taken by the Government was to review of the Accused’s
recorded brig calls. Based on its initial review of the Accused’s recorded brig phone calls, the
Government suspects that the Accused has engaged in obstruction of justice and witness
coercion that may implicate the legal principle of forfeiture by wrongdoing. A continuance is
necessary to further investigate these matters for the purpose of admitting additional evidence
under M.R.E. 404(b), contemplating additional charges for obstruction of justice, and
establishing the Government’s case as it relates to Ms.
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FACTS
3. On 10 November 2020, the Accused was placed into pre-trial confinement after committing
several MPO violations.
4. The Government preferred charges against the Accused on 9 December 2020. Charges were
referred on 12 February 2021 after the Accused waived his Article 32 preliminary hearing.
5. The Accused is currently charged with violating one specification of Article 90, three
specifications of Article 92, and 5 specifications of Article 128, of the Uniform Code of Military
Justice. The Article 128 violations stem from several instances of domestic violence, including
two victims. One victim, Ms.
6. The Accused was arraigned on 26 February 2021. Trial dates were set for the week of 10
May 2021 at Naval Station Norfolk pursuant to a trial management order signed by the military
judge on 16 March 2021.
7. Also on 26 February, Ms.
established an attorney client relationship with LT Jere’l
Hough, JAGC, USN, Victim’s Legal Counsel.
8. On 29 March 2021, the FAP-VAP accompanied Ms.
own domestic violence charges. (Enclosure 1).

to a court hearing for Ms.

9. On 29 March 2021, the Government received an email from FAP VAP explaining that at the
court hearing Ms.
stated that she no longer wanted to testify against the Accused at courtmartial. Ms.
further stated that Ms.
told her that the Accused’s command lied to Ms.
about the Accused refusing to help with the financial debt. (Enclosure 1).
10. On 30 March 2021, Ms.
terminated her attorney-client relationship with her Victim’s
Legal Counsel, LT Jere’l Hough. (Enclosure 2).
11. The Government was generally aware of Ms.
financial situation. Consequently, Ms.
actions and statements to the FAP victim advocate prompted an investigation; one
investigative step taken by the Government was to request the Accused’s recorded brig calls.
12. On 5 April 2021, Ms.
signed a letter stating that she, “wish[es] to decline further
participation in this court-martial.” Ms.
signed this letter at the Accused’s civilian defense
counsel’s office. (Enclosure 3)
13. On 7 April 2021, the Government received approximately 30 brig calls that spanned from 17
December 2020 to 4 April 2021. The initial grouping of calls were predominantly between the
Accused and Ms. Benton.
14. In total the accused made more than 700 phone calls to various people during his time in
confinement. These phone calls were to Ms.
as well as other people and during these
phone calls he discusses various aspects of the case against him.

2
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15. In the initial set of calls, the Accused and Ms.
discussed Ms.
willingness to
participate. Eventually, Ms.
facilitated direct communication between the Accused and
Ms.
from Ms.
phone number. The following is a sampling of what the
Government has learned:
a. On 17 December 2020, in a phone call with Ms.
the Accused expresses
suspicions that Ms.
has been unfaithful. Expressing anger, the Accused made a series of
statements implying that he intends to financially cut off his
stated, “Sean, we
still need this letter…I need to get stuff from her before you cut her off,” or words to that effect.
(Enclosure 4).
b. On 19 December 2020, after several more phone calls with Ms.
the Accused
told Ms.
“Express it to [Ms.
like this. If she don’t write the letter by Monday, I’m
going to continue still not going to get paid, and basically she’s going to have to pay everything
by herself. She off today? Speak with her and let her know that. She got all day.” Ms.
stated that she keeps asking Ms.
about the letter. (Enclosure 5)
c. In a later call on 19 December 2020, the Accused explained to Ms.
that a
majority of the charge sheet relates to Ms.
the implication being that his case depends on
Ms.
decision to participate. Ms.
replied, “She know the ball is in her court…She
can do what the fuck she wanna do right now.” (Enclosure 6)
d. On 10 March 2021, the Accused and Ms.
had a vague conversation about
bribery. At one point, Ms.
stated, “I’m going for anything that will make things turn
around on our side,
or words to that effect. The Accused replied, “Well that is going to
make it worse… if she end up doing it. Now she going to be like ‘well, his mom tried to bribe
me.’ So, just making it worse for me now.” (Enclosure 7)
e. The following day, on 11 March 2021, the Accused stated to Ms.
“I can’t stop
whatever you do. If you understand that. That means that anything you say or do to her…do
anything. I can’t stop you. I can’t control what you do. I just can’t participate in it,” or words to
that effect. (Enclosure 8)
f. On 13 March 2021, Ms.
put Ms.
on the phone with the Accused from Ms.
phone number for the first time, to the Government’s knowledge. Ms.
told the
Accused that she has been receiving legal help, particularly with her lease. The Accused told
Ms.
“I need you to realize at the same time that the military is truly not on your side. I
mean I’m not trying to talk you out of anything that you’re trying to do…But I need you to
realize that the military is not on your side, and in two more months, they will truly
be outta here. They will have no reason to speak you.” (Enclosure 9)
g. On 27 March 2021, a few days before Ms.
released her VLC, Ms.
asked the
Accused what he wanted her to do. The Accused subsequently instructed her to take a day off
work that week and contact his attorneys. He said, “I need you to contact him today and let him
know who you are. And let him know what you want to do. Testifying not testifying…you’re
going to have to put it down on paper. Like you have to put it down on paper, but like, type it
out and print it out and sign it.” After encouraging her to contact his attorney, the Accused
3
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stated, “I can’t tell you to fire your lawyer, but you really don’t need him. The reason I’m saying
that is because one he’s not on your side, and two he cannot do anything for you.” Regarding
Government counsel, the Accused stated, “As far as the prosecution, you just don’t have to pick
up for them no more. The prosecution can’t force you to do anything.” (Enclosure 10)
h. In the same phone call, the Accused told Ms.
that transitional compensation
benefits do not exist, specifically he stated “[transitional compensation] is a fucking
lie.” Finally, Ms.
told the Accused, “I’ll get that squared away. I’ll call him,” or words to
that effect, in reference to contacting the Accused’s defense counsel. (Enclosure 10)
i. On 30 March 2021, the same day Ms.
released her VLC from representation,
Ms.
stated to the Accused, “I have something that I hope will cheer you up…She talked
to Mr.
today.” The Government interprets “she” to reference Ms.
and Mr.
to the Accused’s civilian defense counsel. The Accused instructs his
to not provide him
additional information because, “[he] know[s] they be listening to these phone calls.” (Enclosure
11)
j. On 2 April 2021, in a recorded call between the Accused and Ms.
Ms.
informed the Accused that she talked to Mr.
“before Wednesday.” When asked whether
Mr.
“told [her] what to do,” Ms.
stated, “He didn’t tell me anything at all. He just
asked me a bunch of questions.” (Enclosure 12)
15. On 12 April 2021, the Government discovered the initial set of calls to Defense.
16. On 13 April 2021, the Government received another set of brig calls. There are 700 calls
total, a majority of which the Government has yet to review.
BURDEN
17. The burden of proof and persuasion rests on the Government for this motion. The standard
as to any factual issue necessary to resolve this motion is to a preponderance of the evidence.
R.C.M. 905(c).
LAW
18. “A continuance may be granted only the by the military judge.” R.C.M. 906(b)(1). The
Discussion of R.C.M. 906(b)(1) states:
The military judge should, upon a showing of reasonable cause, grant a continuance to
any party for as long and as often as is just. See Article 40. Whether a request for a
continuance should be granted is a matter within the discretion of the military judge.
Reasons for a continuance may include: insufficient opportunity to prepare for trial;
unavailability of an essential witness; the interest of Government in the order of trial of
related cases; and illness of an accused, counsel, military judge, or member.
19. In determining whether to grant or deny a request for a continuance courts consider the
following factors: “surprise, nature of any evidence involved, timeliness of the request, substitute
4
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testimony or evidence, availability of witness or evidence requested, length of continuance,
prejudice to opponent, moving party received prior continuances, good faith of moving party, use
of reasonable diligence by moving party, possible impact on verdict, and prior notice.” United
States v. Wiest, 59 M.J. 276, 279 (C.A.A.F. 2004) (quoting United States v. Miller, 47 M.J. 352
(C.A.A.F. 1997).
20. R.C.M. 804(b)(6) establishes the forfeiture by wrongdoing exception to the rule against
hearsay, R.C.M. 802, which allows “a statement offered against a party that wrongfully caused
or acquiesced in wrongfully causing the declarant’s unavailability as a witness, and did so
intending that result.”
ARGUMENT
21. The Government is asking the Court to grant it adequate opportunity to investigate whether
the Accused has engaged in obstruction of justice and whether the government can determine
whether statements of Ms.
may be admissible under a theory of forfeiture by wrongdoing.
While evidence of additional misconduct by itself may not always warrant a grant of a
continuance, the nature and effect of the Accused’s misconduct in this case does.
22. As early as December 2020, the Accused began directing Ms.
to take actions to
prevent Ms.
from testifying—as a victim and as an essential Government witness—against
him at his own court-martial. The Accused repeatedly directed that Ms.
do this by
managing his finances and directing his mother to contact Ms.
to inquire specifically about
the status of “the letter.” While the Government has not yet determined the full extent of the
Accused’s actions, the effect is clear: Ms.
released her VLC and signed a declination letter
provided by the Defense three days after the Accused told her she did not need an attorney.
However, the Government is still investigating the extent to which the Accused leveraged his
influence from the brig to determine the efficacy of its theory of forfeiture by wrongdoing.
23. Accordingly, the Government has obtained 700 recordings of outgoing phone calls placed by
the Accused. While each of these calls vary in their duration, many last for up to 15 minutes,
and many reveal the Accused’s intent to wrongfully influence Ms.
participation in his
own criminal proceedings and, therefore, obstruct the administration of justice. Based on its
initial review of the Accused’s recorded brig phone calls, the Government suspects that the
Accused has engaged in obstruction of justice and forfeiture by wrongdoing.
24. A continuance is necessary to further investigate these matters for the purpose of admitting
additional evidence under M.R.E. 404(b), contemplating additional charges for obstruction of
justice, and establishing the Government’s case as it relates to Ms.
under a theory of
forfeiture by wrongdoing.
25. Finally, the Government recognizes the Trial Management Order milestone requiring
motions to be filed no later than 7 April 2021. Accordingly, the Government provides this
explanation of good cause: the Government only recently began suspecting the Accused of
obstructing justice. The culmination of events taking place on 29 and 30 March 2021 prompted
the Government to request the Accused’s recorded brig calls, which the Government only
5
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obtained a small sample of on 7 April 2021—the same date that motions were due. The
Government did not anticipate receiving a total of 700 recorded brig calls, the bulk of which it
obtained on 13 April 2021. Notwithstanding its suspicions, the Government could not have
known the recorded brig calls would reveal the Accused’s overt intentions to influence Ms.
and, thereby, make her unavailable as a Government witness. Rather, the Government was
aware that as Ms.
was a named victim on the charge sheet that brig policy would prohibit
the accused from contacting her. In response, the Government has promptly filed this motion.
RELIEF REQUESTED
26. Based on the above, the Government requests a 60-day continuance for the captioned case
currently docketed for 10-24 May 2021, to allow for adequate opportunity to investigate whether
the Accused has engaged in obstruction of justice and forfeiture by wrongdoing. The
Government does not request oral argument. The Government offers the following evidence in
support of its motion:
a. Encl (1): Email from FAP VA dated 29 March 2021
b. Encl (2): Email from VLC dated 14 April 2021
c. Encl (3): Ms.

Declination Letter dated 5 April 2021

d. Encl (4): Ms.

Accused Phone Call dated 17 December 2020 (10174-149047)

e. Encl (5): Ms.

Accused Phone Call dated 19 December 2020 (10174-149675)

f. Encl (6): Ms.

Accused Phone Call dated 19 December 2020 (10174-150317)

g. Encl (7): Ms.

Accused Phone Call dated 10 March 2021 (10174-184007)

h. Encl (8): Ms.

Accused Phone Call dated 11 March 2021 (10174-184349)

i. Encl (9): Ms
j. Encl (10): Ms.
k. Encl (11): Ms.
l. Encl (12): Ms.

Accused Phone Call dated 13 March 2021 (10174-185131)
Accused Phone Call dated 27 March 2021 (10174-190631)
Accused Phone Call dated 30 March 2021 (10174-192167)
Accused Phone Call dated 2 April 2021 (10174-193129)
Respectfully submitted,

D. D. PETROSKY
LT, JAGC, USN
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Assistant Trial Counsel
********************************************************************
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that I have served a true copy (via e-mail) of the above on Judge Donald Ostrom, CDR,
JAGC, USN and Defense Counsel Mr. David Johnson and Jared Janes, LT, JAGC, USN on 14
April 2021.

D. D. PETROSKY
LT, JAGC, USN
Assistant Trial Counsel
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NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
CENTRAL JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

UNITED STATES
v.

DEFENSE MOTION IN LIMINE TO
PRECLUDE REFERENCES TO
POLYGRAPH EXAMINATION

SEAN A. BENTON-HARRIS
ABHAN/E-2
U.S. NAVY

27 APR 21

MOTION
Pursuant to Rule for Courts-Martial [R.C.M.] 906(b)(13) and Military Rule of Evidence
[M.R.E.] 707, the defense moves this Court in limine to preclude the result of a polygraph
examination, the polygraph examiner’s opinion, or any reference to an offer to take, failure to
take, or taking of a polygraph examination in three interrogations conducted of ABHAN BentonHarris on 5 February 2020, 12 February, and 18 February 2020.
BURDEN
The moving party bears the burden of persuasion by a preponderance of the evidence. R.C.M.
905(c)(1-2); Mil. R. Evid. 104.
FACTS
1. Based on an allegation of assault by AOAN
against her then-intimate partner, ABHAN
Benton-Harris, the government has referred Specification 1 of Charge III to General CourtMartial. (Charge Sheet, Feb. 12, 2021).
2. Toward the end of a 5 February 2020 interrogation of ABHAN Benton-Harris, ABHAN
Benton-Harris broaches the possibility of taking a polygraph with NCIS Special Agent
(Encl. A).
3. SA
and ABHAN Benton-Harris make multiple references to a polygraph until the
conclusion of the interrogation. (See Encl. B).
4. On 12 February 2020, ABHAN Benton-Harris sits for a polygraph examination with NCIS
Special Agent
(Encl. C).
5. Over the course of a four-hour interrogation, outside of even the polygraph examination itself
that occurs slightly off camera, ABHAN Benton-Harris and SA
make extensive
references to a polygraph. (See Encl. D).
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6. Beyond direct references to a polygraph examination, there are multiple references to what
can reasonably be inferred as a polygraph, including statements about “that machine,” being
“hooked up,” and that the agent “knows” ABHAN Benton-Harris is lying because of the test
results. (See id.).
7. On 18 February 2020, ABHAN Benton-Harris is interviewed for a third time by NCIS. (Encl.
E).
8. Once again, there are multiple references to a polygraph, including statements that ABHAN
Benton-Harris had “failed a polygraph.” (See Encl. E).
LAW
Under M.R.E. 707, the result of a polygraph examination, the polygraph examiner’s opinion,
or any reference to an offer to take, failure to take, or taking of a polygraph is not admissible. Mil.
R. Evid. 707(a). This includes “evidence that would permit panel members to infer, or otherwise
draw conclusions about, the results of a polygraph examination.” United States v. Kohlbek, 78
M.J. 326, 331 (C.A.A.F. 2019). Although underlying statements are admissible under M.R.E.
707(b), the statements are still subject to a M.R.E. 403 balancing test.
ARGUMENT
As a bright-line rule, due to concerns about the reliability of such diagnostic tests, references
to polygraphs—including reasonable inferences that can be drawn about whether it is a reference
to a polygraph—are not admissible at court-martial. As such, the defense moves this Court to
preclude all references to a polygraph or that one had been taken, including those statements that
can be inferred to reflect a polygraph examination, in ABHAN Benton-Harris’s interrogations
on 5 February, 12 February, and 18 February 2020.
RELIEF REQUESTED
The defense moves this Court in limine to preclude all references to the 12 February 2020
polygraph examination, including statements that could reasonably be taken as an inference to
that subject, from three interrogations of ABHAN Benton-Harris taken on 5 February 2020, 18
February 2020, and the 12 February 2020 polygraph itself and interviews before and afterward.
EVIDENCE & ORAL ARGUMENT
The defense offers the following exhibits as evidence in support of this motion:
A. Results of Interview of ABHAN Benton-Harris dtd 5 Feb 20
B. Interview of ABHAN Benton-Harris dtd 5 Feb 20
C. Results of Polygraph Examination of ABHAN Benton-Harris dtd 12 Feb 20
D. Polygraph Examination of ABHAN Benton-Harris dtd 12 Feb 20
E. Interview of ABHAN Benton-Harris dtd 18 Feb 20
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If this motion is opposed by the government, and pursuant to R.C.M. 905(h), the defense
requests an Article 39(a) session to present oral argument and evidence.

J. M. JANES
LT, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 27th day of April, 2021 a copy of this motion was served on Trial
Counsel.

J. M. JANES
LT, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel
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NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
CENTRAL JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

UNITED STATES
DEFENSE MOTION FOR
APPROPRIATE RELIEF
(Continuance)

v.
SEAN A. BENTON-HARRIS
ABHAN/E-3
U.S. NAVY

11 JUN 21

MOTION
Pursuant to 10 U.S.C. §840, Article 40, Uniform Code of Military Justice [U.C.M.J.], and
Rule for Courts-Martial [R.C.M.] 906(b)(1), the defense moves this Court to continue trial on the
merits in this case to the earliest available trial date beginning in August. A continuance is
necessary to address ABHAN Benton-Harris’s termination of his relationship with his Civilian
Defense Counsel and to provide ABHAN Benton-Harris’s second military defense counsel
sufficient time to prepare for this case.
BURDEN
The moving bears the burden of persuasion and the burden of proof on any factual issue the
resolution of which is necessary to decide the motion by a preponderance of the evidence.
R.C.M. 905(c).
FACTS
1. Trial in this case was previously set for 10 May 2021.
2. On 14 April 2021, the government requested a continuance to investigate jail calls made by
ABHAN Benton-Harris.
3. On 15 April 2021, the defense filed a response that did not object to the government’s motion
for a continuance.
4. Trial in this case is currently ordered for 28 June 2021.
5. ABHAN Benton-Harris’s Civilian Defense Counsel, Mr. David Johnson, filed a request on
25 May 2021 pursuant to R.C.M. 506(c) to withdraw from the case as he has ended his
military justice and civilian criminal defense practice.
6. ABHAN Benton-Harris agreed to his withdrawal.
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7. As a result of his withdrawal, ABHAN Benton-Harris has ended his relationship with the
firm that employed Mr. Johnson and his detailed military counsel has assumed first-chair
responsibilities for the case as of 7 June 2021.
8. Although a second military defense counsel will be detailed to this case, it currently includes
more than 1,700 pages of documentary evidence and more than 10 hours of audio and video
recordings that will likely require more than the two weeks before trial to prepare.
9. While he is in pre-trial confinement, ABHAN Benton-Harris is not raising a speedy-trial
objection and requests a continuance to allow his new detailed defense counsel to
competently join the case.
10. This is the defense’s first request for a continuance in this case.
LAW
Article 40 of the U.C.M.J. provides that the “military judge…may, for reasonable cause, grant
a continuance to any party for such time, and as often, as may appear to be just.” 10 U.S.C. §840.
Consistent with that authority, the military judge is empowered to set the time for each session of
a court-martial, R.C.M. 801(a)(1), and is the only person who may grant a continuance. R.C.M.
906(b)(1); see United States v. Knudson, 4 U.S.C.MA. 587 (1954). Reasons for a continuance
include, but are not limited to: “insufficient opportunity to prepare for trial; unavailability of an
essential witness…and illness of an accused, counsel, military judge, or member.” Discussion,
R.C.M. 906(b)(1), U.S. Manual for Courts-Martial (2019 ed.).
A military judge’s decision to deny a continuance request is reviewed for an abuse of
discretion. Miller, 47 M.J. 352, 358 (C.A.A.F. 1997). The factors applied to whether the military
judge has abused her discretion include:
Surprise, nature of any evidence involved, timeliness of the request, substitute
testimony or evidence, availability of witness or evidence requested, length of
continuance, prejudice to opponent, moving party received prior continuances,
good faith of moving party, use of reasonable diligence by moving party, possible
impact on verdict, and prior notice.
Id. (internal quotation marks and citations omitted). There is an abuse of discretion where the
“reasons or rulings of the military judge are clearly untenable and deprive a party of a substantial
right such as to amount to a denial of justice.” United States v. Weisbeck, 50 M.J. 461, 464
(C.A.A.F. 1999) (internal quotation marks and citations omitted). A reasonable request for a
continuance “should ordinarily be granted.” United States v. James, 14 U.S.C.M.A. 247, 249
(1963) (citing United States v. Nichols, 2 U.S.C.M.A. 27, 36 (1952)). The Court of Appeals for
the Armed Forces has found an abuse of discretion where the military judge denied a continuance
request to accommodate the availability of chosen defense counsel. United States v. Wiest, 59 M.J.
276 (C.A.A.F. 2004).
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ARGUMENT
a. The requested delay of one month should not prejudice the government’s case in any
meaningful way.
Defense moves this court to continue the trial to the earliest available date for all parties
beginning in August when all witnesses the government intends to call may be present. The
defense is not aware of any witnesses whose schedules would not be amenable to the next available
trial date. Additionally, due to the withdrawal of civilian defense counsel one month before the
scheduled trial date, a continuance is necessary to provide sufficient time to prepare for trial.
b. This is the first defense motion for a continuance of trial in this case, and it is made at the
first reasonable opportunity.
ABHAN Benton-Harris has a Sixth Amendment right to counsel of his choosing and has ended
his representation with his Civilian Defense Counsel. Although his detailed defense counsel
remains on the case, it is not unreasonable to see changes in tactical decisions based on that
counsel’s assumption of first-chair responsibilities that may also necessitate a short continuance.
Additionally, while a second military defense counsel will join the case, it is untenable to expect
that counsel to gain competency on the likely evidence at trial with an extensive record of almost
2,000 pages of documentary evidence and more than 10 hours of video recordings. A one-month
continuance to allow a second military defense counsel to join the case and prepare for trial is a
reasonable and just request.
RELIEF REQUESTED
The defense moves this Court to continue trial to the earliest available date beginning in
August.
EVIDENCE & ORAL ARGUMENT
If this motion is opposed by the Government and pursuant to R.C.M. 905(h), the defense
requests an Article 39(a) session to present oral argument and evidence.

J. M. JANES
LT, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 11th day of June, 2021 a copy of this motion was served on Trial
Counsel.

J. M. JANES
LT, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel
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NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
CENTRAL JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

UNITED STATES
DEFENSE MOTION TO COMPEL
WITNESS PRODUCTION

v.
SEAN A. BENTON-HARRIS
ABHAN/E-3
U.S. NAVY

2 JUL 21

MOTION
Pursuant to 10 U.S.C. §846, Article 46, Uniform Code of Military Justice, and Rule for
Courts-Martial 703, as well as the Sixth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, the defense moves
this Court to compel production of an expert consultant in the field of forensic
psychology/psychiatry and nurse examiner. Although the defense’s request for an expert
consultant is still pending a determination by Commander, Navy Region Mid-Atlantic, defense
counsel is filing this motion now for purposes of judicial economy in the event that it is denied
before any Article 39(a) session for this motion.
SUMMARY
The defense moves for an order appointing and producing an expert consultant to the defense
team. Specifically, the defense requests production of an expert consultant in the field of
forensic psychology/psychiatry and nurse examiner. While a request for an expert consultant is
pending, the defense files this motion as a placeholder in the event that litigation over this issue
is required.
BURDEN
As the moving party, the defense bears the burden of persuasion and the burden of proof on
any actual matter by a preponderance of the evidence. R.C.M. 905(c).
FACTS
1. ABHAN Benton-Harris is charged, inter alia, with five specifications of violating Article 128,
UCMJ (Assault).
2. On 19 March 2021, defense counsel submitted a request to the Center for Forensic Behavioral
Science at Walter Reed National Military Medical Center, specifically seeking a violence risk
assessment for ABHAN Benton-Harris for pre-sentencing purposes for trial dates that were
then set for 10-14 May. (Encl. A)
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3. On 26 March 2021, a program specialist for the Center for Forensic Behavioral Science
responded that none of the five forensic psychologists employed there were available to
support but recommended contacting regional providers to seek assistance. (Id.).
4. On 28 March 2021, defense counsel contacted one of the regional providers, CAPT
MC, USN, the Senior Mental Health Executive for MEDFORLANT, to check the
availability for her or anyone at Naval Medical Center, Portsmouth. (Encl. B).
5. Due to counsel’s trial and training schedule and despite follow-up emails on 31 March 2021
and 6 April 2021, counsel was unable to communicate with CAPT
to gauge her
“fairly limited” availability before a summer PCS. (Id.)
6. On 14 April 2021, the government requested a continuance to investigate jail calls made by
ABHAN Benton-Harris. (App. Ex. X).
7. On 15 April 2021, the defense filed a response that did not object to the government’s motion
for a continuance.
8. On 16 April 2021, with new trial dates anticipated in the June/July timeframe, defense
contacted the Center for Forensic Behavioral Science at Walter Reed again to gauge their
availability. (Encl. A).
9. On 26 April 2021, a program specialist for the Center for Forensic Behavioral Science again
responded that none of the five forensic psychologists employed there were available to
support. (Id.).
10. On 25 May 2021, ABHAN Benton-Harris’s Civilian Defense Counsel, Mr. David Johnson,
filed a request pursuant to R.C.M. 506(c) to withdraw from the case.
11. As a result of his withdrawal and ABHAN Benton-Harris consenting to said withdrawal,
ABHAN Benton-Harris’s military defense counsel assumed first-chair responsibilities as of 7
June 2021.
12. On 11 June 2021, due to his withdrawal, ABHAN Benton-Harris’s military defense counsel
filed a continuance to allow a new detailed defense counsel to competently join the case.
(App. Ex. XV).
13. Additionally on 11 June 2021, ABHAN Benton-Harris’s new lead counsel filed a motion
pursuant to Mil. R. Evid. 513 to obtain mental records of a complaining witness.
14. On 14 June 2021, a second military defense counsel was detailed to ABHAN Benton-Harris’s
case.
15. On 14 June 2021, the case was continued.
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16. On 19 June 2021, new trial dates for 26 August-3 September were set.
17. On 25 June 2021, defense counsel requested support for a violence risk assessment and
educational testimony about the effects of
from another regional provider at
Naval Medical Center, Portsmouth. (Encl. C).
18. On 30 June 2021, that provider indicated he was unavailable through September. (Id.).
19. On 1 July 2021, defense counsel again submitted a request for support from a governmentemployed forensic psychologist from the Center for Forensic Behavioral Science at Walter
Reed National Military Medical Center. (Encl. D).
20. On 2 July 2021, defense counsel submitted a request to the Convening Authority for
assistance in producing a government-employed expert from outside the region or producing
a qualified expert from a civilian employer. (Encl. E).
21. Additionally on 2 July 2021, defense counsel received documentation from AOAN
personnel file confirming a medical diagnosis that may require expert consultation and
testimony.
LAW
The Sixth Amendment to the U.S Constitution provides that “[i]n all criminal prosecutions,
the accused shall enjoy the right […] to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his
favor.” U.S. Const. amend. VI, cl. 7. This right is “well established in military law and has been
guarded by [our highest Court].” United States v. Hinton, 21 M.J. 267, 269 (C.M.A. 1986) (citing
united States v. Carpenter, 1 M.J. 384 (C.M.A. 1976; United States v. Iturralde-Aponte, 1 M.J.
196 (C.M.A. 1975)). Consistent with the constitutional mandate, the prosecution and the defense
at a court-martial “shall have equal opportunity to obtain witnesses and evidence, including the
benefit of compulsory process,” R.C.M. 703(a), and “[e]ach party is entitled to the production of
any witness whose testimony on a matter in issue on the merits or on an interlocutory question
would be relevant and necessary.” R.C.M. 703(b)(1) (emphasis added). Additionally, under
R.C.M. 1001(f), a party is entitled to the production of a witness whose testimony on sentencing
as long as certain limitations are met.
In the context of expert assistance, the Sixth Amendment also guarantees all the right to the
effective assistance of counsel and the right to present a defense. The advocacy skills of an
attorney alone do not satisfy this constitutional requirement. Ake v. Oklahoma, 470 U.S. 68, 7683 (1985). Due process sometimes requires appointment of a government-funded expert. UCMJ
Article 46 codifies this precept: “[t]he trial counsel, the defense counsel, and the court-martial
shall have equal opportunity to obtain witnesses and other evidence in accordance with such
regulations as the President may prescribe.” In accordance with this mandate, Rule for CourtMartial 703(d)(2)(A)(ii) authorizes the appointment of expert consultants when they are
necessary for an “adequate defense.” In contrast, experts witnesses may be appointed, at
government expense, when the expert’s testimony would be “relevant and necessary” and, if so,
whether the “Government has provided or will provide an adequate substitute.” R.C.M.
703(d)(2)(A)(i); see also United States v. Ford, 51 M.J. 445, 455 (C.A.A.F. 1999).
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As discussed above, an accused is entitled to an expert witness’s assistance to aid in the
preparation of his defense only upon a demonstration of necessity. But necessity requires more
than the mere possibility of assistance from a requested expert. The accused must show that a
reasonable probability exists “both that an expert would be of assistance to the defense and that
denial of expert assistance would result in a fundamentally unfair trial.” United States v.
Bresnahan, 62 M.J. 137. 143 (C.A.A.F. 2005). For the first prong from Breshnahan, a three-part
test is applied to determine whether expert assistance is necessary. “The defense must show: (1)
why the expert assistance is needed; (2) what the expert assistance would accomplish for the
accused; and (3) why the defense counsel were unable to gather and present the evidence that the
expert would be able to develop.” Id.
ARGUMENT
The defense’s request for the appointment of an expert consultant in the field of forensic
psychology/psychiatry and nurse examiner should be compelled because an expert would be of
assistance to the defense and the denial of an expert would result in a fundamentally unfair trial.
a. The first prong is met because a reasonable probability exists that the expert consultant
would be of assistance to the defense.
(1) Why is the expert assistance needed:
Expert assistance is needed because this case involves interpretation of complex
psychological issues with which the defense counsel is unfamiliar and cannot become adequately
familiar. The defense will draw from the expert’s expertise in presenting a complete and robust
sentencing case in the event ABHAN Benton-Harris is convicted. Specifically, a forensic
psychiatrist/psychologist can conduct a recidivism assessment of ABHAN Benton-Harris and
provide conclusions to defense counsel or the fact finder in support of ABHAN Benton-Harris. A
recidivism assessment from a qualified expert, who can explain to the members whether
ABHAN Benton-Harris presents a high or low risk of re-offending, is essential to preparing and
presenting an adequate sentencing case, especially in a case with two different complainants.
Without an expert’s insights and ability to explain key indicators for re-offending, the panel may
improperly conclude that ABHAN Benton-Harris is at high-risk for re-offending, resulting in an
inordinately harsh sentence that could have been avoided with the assistance of an expert.
Additionally, defense counsel has received evidence of and subsequently filed a motion
regarding both a medical diagnosis and medication by one of the complaining witnesses.
Defense seeks expert support from a forensic psychiatrist/psychologist to determine whether the
complainant fabricated or misunderstood the episode between her and ABHAN Benton-Harris in
the midst of a psychosis associated with the disorder. This theory would be supported by
evidence that the complainant continued to communicate her affection for ABHAN BentonHarris in the days following the alleged assault and did not report the assault until their
relationship ended. Additionally, due to that diagnosis, the forensic psychiatrist/psychologist
could also help explore a defense theory that the complainant is conflating ABHAN BentonHarris with another previous domestic partner who was abusive toward her.
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Finally, the defense seeks expert support from a forensic psychiatrist/psychologist or nurse
examiner (or someone or similar ilk) who can discuss both the cycle of violence and Battered
Woman Syndrome and the effects of strangulation. This expert would specifically be used to
rebut an anticipated government expert in those fields, who is expected to discuss why no visible
signs of injuries on the necks of both complainants may not be dispositive about whether the
assault actually occurred.
(2) What the requested expert would accomplish:
An expert will be able to provide a recidivism score and violence risk assessment of whether
ABHAN Benton-Harris presents a high risk of re-offending. Neither defense counsel can present
this evidence to the panel. In a case involving multiple complainants, it is even more important to
present evidence that the accused poses a low risk for re-offending because the panel could
improperly conclude that ABHAN Benton-Harris accused is unusually violent, resulting in an
improperly harsh sentence.
Similarly, if called to testify on the merits, the expert forensic psychiatrist/psychologist could
also help explain the potential impacts of the medical diagnosis as to one of the complainant’s
credibility and ability to perceive and accurately report events. And as noted above, the expert
forensic psychiatrist/psychologist could also explore whether she could be conflating one
abusive relationship with a typically normal one.
Finally, expert support is required to highlight the symptoms reported by both of the
complainants who allege strangulation. Specifically, although they both reported
lightheadedness and the inability to breathe, neither of the complainants had any visible
markings from the alleged strangulation. This expert is specifically desired to aid the defense in
cross-examination of any government expert witness in this field and the field of Battered
Woman Syndrome, of which the government recently gave notice of its intent to introduce, and
to potentially rebut the government expert witness during the defense case-in-chief.
(3) Why the defense counsel is unable to gather the evidence that the requested expert
would be able to develop:
Forensic psychiatry/psychology and nursing (strangulation and BWS) are highly technical
fields that require years of advanced training and experience. A thorough understanding in these
areas require a level of knowledge that defense counsel cannot gain in the months leading up to
trial. An expert has the training to investigate and gather new information that the defense could
not discover by itself. Defense counsel are also unable to testify to the members on ABHAN
Benton-Harris’s risk of recidivism, the impacts of a diagnosis or medication on a witness’s
credibility, and the visible signs and symptoms of strangulation and the effects of Battered
Woman Syndrome. Only an expert can do that.
b. The second prong is met because denial of the defense expert consultant would result in a
fundamentally unfair trial.
Attempting to understand the intricacies of something as complex as forensic
psychiatry/psychology and nursing without the assistance of an expert is no better than a defense
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attorney visiting a crime scene blindfolded. Without the proper equipment, technology or
training, the defense can only hope to stumble into potentially exonerating information in the
evidence disclosed by the government. Even if defense were to stumble on to this type of
information, without expert assistance, the chances of understanding or knowing what to look for
or in what they have found in the details of statements from witnesses, are extremely low.
Defense counsel do not have an inherent knowledge in the highly technical fields of forensic
psychiatry/psychology and nursing and, more importantly, do not have the technology or training
to conduct our own analysis of the evidence. Weeks of trial preparation by counsel are no
substitute for years of expert experience in these highly technical fields. Without the expert’s
help, the defense is unable to challenge the methods and findings of government witnesses
relating to evidence obtained. This would lead to a fundamentally unfair trial.
RELIEF REQUESTED
In the event that a defense request is denied by Commander, Navy Region Mid-Atlantic, the
defense moves this court for an order producing either a government-employed experts from
outside the region or for an order producing a qualified experts from a civilian employer.
EVIDENCE & ORAL ARGUMENT
The defense offers the following enclosures as evidence in support of this motion:
A. Defense Emails with Program Specialist at the Center for Forensic Behavioral
Sciences at Walter Reed National Military Medical Center
B. Defense Emails with CAPT
C. Defense Emails with CDR

MC, USN
MC, USN

D. Defense Resubmission of Request for Support from the Center for Forensic
Behavioral Sciences at Walter Reed National Military Medical Center dtd 1 Jul 21
E. Defense Request for Production of Expert Forensic Psychologist dtd 2 Jul 21
The defense requests oral argument.

J. M. JANES
LT, JAGC, USN
Defense Counsel

M. D. COLLETT
LCDR, JAGC, USN
Defense Counsel
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I electronically served a true copy of the above motion on the Court, Trial
Counsel, and Victim’s Legal Counsel on 2 July 2021.

J. M. JANES
LT, JAGC, USN
Defense Counsel

M. D. COLLETT
LCDR, JAGC, USN
Defense Counsel
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NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
CENTRAL JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL
UNITED STATES

SUPPLEMENT TO DEFENSE MOTION
TO COMPEL PRODUCTION OF
MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION
(Mil. R. Evid. 513)

v.
SEAN A. BENTON-HARRIS
ABHAN/E-3
U.S. NAVY

2 JUL 2021

MOTION
The defense supplements its motion requesting the Court to compel production of records
reflecting AOAN
or, in the alternative, that
the Court conduct an in camera review of these records. Specifically, the defense argues that,
outside of the potential direct effects of AOAN
on her ability to accurately perceive, remember or relate events, AOAN
could be conflating a prior
with that of
ABHAN Benton-Harris. The defense further seeks a ruling, pursuant to Rule for Courts-Martial
906(b)(13), that evidence of AOAN
be admissible for the
purposes of a defense theory of conflation.
FACTS
1. The defense adopts its summary of facts contained in its original motion. Additionally, the
defense adds the following:
2. AOAN

apparently disclosed the assault by ABHAN Benton-Harris to AOAN
a friend of hers. (Encl. A).

3. Additionally, however, AOAN

also disclosed to AOAN

that AOAN

(Encl. B. at 37 minutes, 10 seconds).
DISCUSSION
The defense adopts its summary of facts and law contained in its original motion with the
following argument. Specifically, it highlights that AOAN
could be conflating her prior
with a civilian with that of ABHAN Benton-Harris. Although trial judges
are afforded “wide latitude” to impose “reasonable limitations” on cross examination, United
States v. Collier, 67 M.J. 347, 353 (C.A.A.F. 2009), this information is relevant under a defense
theory that AOAN
could be misremembering her prior relationship with that of ABHAN
Benton-Harris, especially in light of her
Courts have often
1
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allowed the defense to argue that the victim had confused the acts of a prior assailant with the
acts of the accused. See, e.g., United States v. Buenaventura, 45 M.J. 72 (C.A.A.F. 1996);
United States v. Gober, 43 M.J. 52, 55 (C.A.A.F. 1995). As such, the mental health records
would assist a defense theory that AOAN
is conflating her previous dating relationship with
an
with that of ABHAN Benton-Harris.
RELIEF REQUESTED
The defense moves this Court to order the production of records reflecting AOAN
that she disclosed to NCIS. In the alternative,
the defense requests that the Court conduct an in camera review of these records. The defense
further seeks a ruling, pursuant to Rule for Courts-Martial 906(b)(13), that evidence of AOAN
be admissible for the purposes of a defense theory of conflation.
EVIDENCE & ORAL ARGUMENT
The defense offers the following enclosures in support of this supplement:
A. Results of Interview of AOAN

USN dtd 22 Jan 20

B. Recording of Interview of AOAN
The defense rests on this supplement.

J. M. JANES
LT, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel

M. D. COLLETT
LCDR, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 2nd day of July, 2021 a copy of this motion was served on the Court,
Trial Counsel, and Victim’s Legal Counsel.

J. M. JANES
LT, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel

M. D. COLLETT
LCDR, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel
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NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
CENTRAL JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

UNITED STATES
v.

DEFENSE MOTION IN LIMINE

SEAN A. BENTON-HARRIS
ABHAN/E-3
U.S. NAVY

2 JULY 2021

MOTION
The defense seeks an in limine ruling pursuant to R.C.M. 906(b)(13) on the admissibility of
evidence regarding the complaining witness’s sexual behavior with the accused, evidence of
which is necessary for the accused to present his theory of defense. Specifically, the evidence
will present a defense theory that the allegation in Specification 1 of Charge III were part of
consensual sexual activity, a theory that, if excluded, would substantially deprive ABHAN
Benton-Harris of his right to confront the witness against him and to present a complete defense.
SUMMARY
The defense seeks an in limine ruling that ABHAN Benton-Harris be able to cross-examine
the complaining witness on a defense theory that she previously engaged in rough sex with
ABHAN Benton-Harris that included acts of choking. Since it tangentially touches Mil. R. Evid.
412, the defense files this motion out of an abundance of caution to argue that (1) Mil. R. Evid.
412 is inapplicable because no sexual offense is charged; (2) even if Mil. R. Evid. 412 applies,
the evidence sought for preliminary admissibility is covered by the constitutional exception and
because the complainant’s sexual behavior in question pertains to her relationship with ABHAN
Benton-Harris and is offered by him to prove consent; and (3) the evidence survives scrutiny
under Mil. R. Evid. 401 and 403. Denying ABHAN Benton-Harris the right to cross-examine the
complainant about her prior sexual behavior with him would deprive him of substantial
constitutional rights.
BURDEN
Any facts the resolution of which are necessary to resolve the motion must be proved by a
preponderance of the evidence. R.C.M. 905(c).
FACTS
1. Based on an allegation of assault by his intimate partner, AOAN
the government has
referred Specification 1 of Charge III related to a 19 November 2019 incident. (Charge Sheet,
Feb. 12, 2021)
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2. During a 29 November 2019 interview, AOAN
disclosed that she had had an argument
with ABHAN Benton-Harris over another girlfriend of his on the date in question. (Enclosure
A).
3. The argument occurred while they were lying in bed next to each other. (Id.).
4. During the argument, AOAN

put her head on ABHAN Benton-Harris’s chest. (Id.).

5. At that point, she claims that he put his left hand on her throat and exerted pressure. (Id.).
6. She grabbed his wrist in an attempt to get him to stop. (Id.).
7. During the time his hand was allegedly on her throat, she became lightheaded and felt like she
was going to lose consciousness. (Id.).
8. In his initial interview with NCIS on 5 February 2020, ABHAN Benton-Harris stated that he
was in a “friends with benefits” relationship with AOAN
and would have rough sex with her.
(Enclosure B).
9. During the rough sex, he would playfully choke her. (Id.).
10. Specifically, ABHAN Benton-Harris had the following exchange with NCIS agents:
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(Enclosure C).
11. On 12 February 2020, ABHAN Benton-Harris participated in a polygraph
examination and, in a post-test interview, again stated that their sexual intercourse
often involved “consensual choking” and, additionally, he would choke AOAN
outside of sexual intercourse when she asked him to. (Enclosure D).
12. ABHAN Benton-Harris provided a similar assessment in a written statement,
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saying that, on the night in question, “I grabbed [her neck] how she liked it playfully
but she liked it strong and aggressively over time of her continuously telling me
during sex or in general.” (Enclosure E).
13. Finally, in an 18 February 2020 interview, ABHAN Benton-Harris again
described any choking that occurred as a “really sexual thing” that he had done on
several previous occasions. (Enclosure F).
14. The government has provided notice under Mil. R. Evid. 304 of its intent to offer ABHAN
Benton-Harris’s statements from 5 February 2020, 12 February 2020 (both the recorded
interview and the handwritten statement), and 18 February 2020. (Enclosure G).
15. AOAN
corroborates some these versions of events from ABHAN Benton-Harris, telling
NCIS that he had choked her in a “more playful” manner in the past that she “didn’t like . . .
[but] let it slide.” (Enclosure H at B.S. 1299, Line 18-23).
16. Additionally, AOAN

has the following exchange with NCIS:

(Enclosure I at B.S. 1304, Line 18-25, and B.S. 1305, Line 1-2).
17. These statements are in contrast to earlier in the interview where Special Agent
asked AOAN
directly if ABHAN Benton-Harris had ever choked her during
sexual activity and AOAN
(Id. at B.S.
1264, Line 24).

LAW
In a proceeding involving “an alleged sexual offense,” evidence offered to prove (1) an
alleged victim engaged in other sexual behavior; or (2) an alleged victim’s sexual predisposition
is generally inadmissible. Mil. R. Evid. 412(a). However, the rule makes clear that it only applies
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in the prosecution of “any sexual misconduct punishable under the Uniform Code of Military
Justice, federal law or state law.” The rule also provides for three specific exceptions, including
instances of prior sexual behavior with the person accused if offered by the accused to prove
consent and additionally exempting “evidence the exclusion of which would violate the
accused’s constitutional rights.” Mil. R. Evid. 412(b)(3). In other words, Mil. R. Evid. 412
“cannot limit the introduction of evidence required by the constitution.” United States v. Gaddis,
70 M.J. 248, 256 (C.A.A.F. 2011).
Under the Sixth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, the criminally accused has a right “to
be confronted with the witnesses against him.” U.S. Const. amend. VI. “That right necessarily
includes the right to cross-examine those witnesses.” United States v. Ellerbrock, 70 M.J. 314,
318 (C.A.A.F. 2011) (citing Davis v. Alaska, 415 U.S. 308, 315 (1974) (citing Douglas v.
Alabama, 380 U.S. 415, 418 (1965))). “In particular, the right to cross-examination has
traditionally included the right “‘to impeach, i.e., discredit the witness.’” Id. (quoting Olden v.
Kentucky, 488 U.S. 227, 231 (1988) (quoting Davis, 415 U.S. at 316)). Specifically, the
Confrontation Clause “requires a defendant to have some opportunity to show bias on the part of
a prosecution witness.” United States v. Abel, 469 U.S. 54, 50 (1984). However, the military
judge may limit the scope of cross-examination when its relevance is outweighed by concerns of
harassment, prejudice, or confusion of the issues and the defense does not retain the right to
cross-examine “in whatever way, and to whatever extent, the defense may wish.” Ellerbrock, 70
M.J. at 318. At the same time, “no evidentiary rule can deny an accused of a fair trial or all
opportunities for effective cross-examination.” Id.
“Whether rooted directly in the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment or in the
Compulsory Process or Confrontation Clause of the Sixth Amendment, the Constitution
guarantees criminal defendants a meaningful opportunity to present a complete defense.” Crane
v. Kentucky, 476 U.S. 683, 690 (1986). Indeed, “[f]ew rights are more fundamental than that of
an accused to present witnesses in his own defense.” Chambers v. Mississippi, 410 U.S. 284, 302
(1973) (citations omitted). In cases “where constitutional rights directly affecting the
ascertainment of guilt are implicated” rules of evidence “may not be applied mechanistically to
defeat the ends of justice.” See id. (discussing the hearsay rule). In such cases, the exclusion of
evidence is unconstitutionally arbitrary or disproportionate “when it has infringed upon a
weighty interest of the accused.” United States v. Scheffer, 523 U.S. 303, 308 (1998).
In Ellerbrock, the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces set aside convictions of rape and
forcible sodomy based on the erroneous exclusion of Mil. R. Evid. 412 evidence. 70 M.J. at 315.
The court held that evidence of the alleged victim’s previous extramarital affair tended to show
“her motive to fabricate about whether the sexual intercourse with Appellant was consensual,
namely to protect her marriage.” Id. at 319 (citing United States v. Smith, 68 M.J. 445, 448-49
(C.A.A.F. 2010)). The Ellerbrock court recognized that “a second consensual sexual event
outside a marriage would be more damaging to a marriage than would a single event,” and held
that, “contrary to the military judge’s ruling, evidence of [the victim’s] first affair, including her
husband’s reaction to it, has a direct and substantial link to [the victim’s] credibility, a material
fact at issue.” Id. (citation omitted).
Once the military judge determines that evidence is relevant under Mil. R. Evid. 403, it
conducts a balancing test outlined in United States v. Banker, 60 M.J. 216, 222 (C.A.A.F. 2004).
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The Banker balancing test considers the usual factors under M.R.E. 403 that determine whether
the probative value is substantially outweighed by the competing dangers while adding an
additional test about whether there is any “prejudice to the victim’s legitimate privacy interests.”
Id. However, unlike the other two enumerated exceptions to the Rule, privacy interests are not at
stake in the constitutional exception. Mil. R. Evid. 412(c)(3); see also Gaddis, 70 M.J. at 256.
Where evidence is material to establishing a defense theory, its probative value will ordinarily
outweigh the danger of unfair prejudice. See e.g. Banker, 60 M.J. a 222.
The government has provided timely notice under Mil. R. Evid. 304 of its intent to introduce
several statements made by ABHAN Benton-Harris. Under Mil. R. Evid. 304’s rule of
completeness, if only part of an admission or statement is introduced, the “defense, by crossexamination or otherwise, may introduce the remaining portions of the statement.” Mil. R. Evid.
304(h).
Under the Military Rules of Evidence, unless the United States Constitution, a federal statute,
another rule, or the Manual for Courts-Martial provides otherwise, all relevant evidence is
admissible. Mil. R. Evid. 402. Relevant evidence is defined as evidence that “has any tendency
to make a fact more or less probable than it would be without the evidence” and whether “the
fact is of consequence in determining the action.” Mil. R. Evid. 401. Beyond Mil. R. Evid. 412,
a rule that may exclude otherwise relevant evidence is Mil. R. Evid. 403, which provides that
relevant evidence may be excluded if its probative value is “substantially outweighed” by several
other concerns. Mil. R. Evid. 403. Among the factors in conducting a Mil. R. Evid. 403
balancing test are: “the strength of proof of the prior act(s); the probative weight; the potential
for using less prejudicial evidence; the distracting effect of the prior evidence; the time required
to prove the act(s); temporal proximity of the charged offense to the prior act(s); the frequency of
the prior act(s); intervening circumstances between the prior act(s) and the charged offenses; and
the relationship between the parties.” United States v. Berry, 61 M.J. 91, 95 (C.A.A.F. 2005).
Although the military judge may exclude otherwise relevant evidence when its probative value is
“substantially outweighed” by the accompanying probative dangers, the rule favors admissibility.
United States v. Teeter, 12 M.J. 716 (A.C.M.R. 1981) (stating that striking a balance between
probative value and prejudicial effect is left to the trial judge and that the balance “should be
struck in favor of admission”).
ARGUMENT
The interactions between AOAN
and ABHAN Benton-Harris are inextricably intertwined
with the consensual sex that was central to their relationship, including rough sex that AOAN
may deny on the specific date in question but nonetheless must be confronted on. Such evidence
does not trigger a Mil. R. Evid. 412 analysis, nevertheless denial of ABHAN Benton-Harris’s
right to confront AOAN
about her participation in consensual choking during sexual
intercourse would deny him the right to present a complete defense.
a. By its plain language, Mil. R. Evid. 412 does not apply in this court-martial.
Out of an abundance of caution, the defense files this motion for a preliminary ruling on
admissibility of evidence, through cross-examination questions of AOAN
that could be
considered, in the heat of trial, to implicate Mil. R. Evid. 412. However, as the rule plainly states
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at its outset, Mil. R. Evid. 412 only applies in proceedings involving an alleged sexual offense—
none of which are on the charge sheet. As such, while it could be considered by analogy, Mil. R.
Evid. 412 simply does not apply in the case at bar.
b. In the event that this Court were to apply an analysis similar to Mil. R. Evid. 412 in order
to determine admissibility of evidence regarding consensual sexual behavior between
AOAN
and ABHAN Benton-Harris, the subject matter meets the exceptions under
Mil. R. Evid. 412(b)(2) and (b)(3).
Even if Mil. R. Evid. 412 applies directly or can be analyzed by analogy, it should not deny
ABHAN Benton-Harris of a fair trial or constitutionally protected opportunities for effective
cross-examination and evidence presentation. He retains his constitutional right to confront
AOAN
about her prior participation in “playful” choking and consensual sex that included
strangulation. Two exceptions would apply under Mil. R. Evid. 412 for the proffered line of
cross-examination. Mil. R. Evid. 412(b)(2) allows for evidence of specific instances of a
complainant’s sexual behavior with the accused if it is offered to prove consent. Under this
prong, such evidence would be admissible by the defense to explore a theory that AOAN
consented to the alleged act, as she described consenting to choking during sex. Specifically,
AOAN
told NCIS that the charged strangulation occurred while they were, following a
heated argument over ABHAN Benton-Harris’s infidelity, lying in bed next to each other, with
her head resting on his neck. But she also indicated that he had previously put his hands around
her neck in a playful manner that she did not like but otherwise “let slide” and, more specifically,
that she had previously consented to choking during sex, albeit not as “hard” as the incident in
question. Because the evidence would be instances of sexual behavior offered to prove consent,
it is admissible under Mil. R. Evid. 412(b)(2) even if that rule applies. Additionally, the
evidence is constitutionally admissible under Mil. R. Evid. 412(b)(3) because it goes directly to
ABHAN Benton-Harris’s constitutional rights to fully present a defense theory of the case and to
confront witnesses who present evidence contrary to that theory. Although Mil. R. Evid. 412 is
intended to shield complainants from unnecessary cross-examination, the Court has also held a
rote application of evidentiary rules cannot deny an accused from presenting a complete defense.
AOAN
credibility will be centerfold at trial. During her NCIS interview, she provided two
conflicting stories about consensual choking during sexual intercourse, first with an outright
denial and later countered with an admission. As previously articulated, the substance of her
contradiction is admissible in furtherance of a defense of innocence. However, the contradiction
itself needs to be introduced to the fact finder in order for the fact finder to accurately judge her
credibility. Assuming arguendo that Mil. R. Evid. 412 applies, this Court must issue a
preliminary ruling that the aforementioned evidence is admissible for cross-examination under
(b)(2) and (b)(3).
c. The evidence survives the balancing test outlined by Berry or Banker.
Independent of whether the evidence is covered by Mil. R. Evid. 412, it still survives a
balancing test applied in the context of Mil. R. Evid. 412 (Banker) or strictly under Mil. R. Evid.
403 (Berry). Under a Mil. R. Evid. 403 analysis, the rule itself favors admissibility using the
factors from the balancing test. The strength of proof is high: both ABHAN Benton-Harris and
AOAN
stated that he had engaged in playful choking with her and engaged in consensual
choking during sexual intercourse. The probative weight is high because it would demonstrate
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that the act was not performed with the intent to cause grievous bodily harm. The time required
to prove the act is low: it will only require cross examination of AOAN
of her own words or
the inclusion of that portion of ABHAN Benton-Harris’s own statement. The distracting effect
of the prior evidence is low, considering it will presumably be introduced into evidence by the
government through the form of ABHAN Benton-Harris’s statements. The temporal proximity
of the charged offense to the prior acts is high, with AOAN
and ABHAN Benton-Harris
engaged in consensual sexual activity in the days and weeks leading up the charged acts. And
finally, the relationship of the parties also weighs in favor of the admissibility, considering the
members will already know that ABHAN Benton-Harris and AOAN
were intimate partners
and, by definition, had engaged in intimate acts on previous occasions. In short, the evidence
clearly should survives a Mil. R. Evid. 403 balancing test.
It does the same for the similar Banker test, even with the additional factor for whether there
is any “prejudice to the victim’s legitimate privacy interests.” Id. In the context of the Mil. R.
Evid. 412(b)(2) exception, privacy interests are minimized due to the fact that AOAN
will
likely testify that she had been in an intimate relationship with ABHAN Benton-Harris to prove
that she is, in fact, an intimate partner. But even if those privacy interests prevent unnecessary
intrusion into the nature of their intimate relationship—understanding that it is but one factor in a
multi-factor test—such privacy interests are not at stake in the constitutional exception. And
most importantly, in a case such as this where the evidence is material to establishing a defense
theory, its probative value will ordinarily outweigh the danger of unfair prejudice. It is crucial
that the factfinder understand that, per AOAN
herself, she had previously engaged in play
choking with ABHAN Benton-Harris without obvious objection and had more openly consented
to consensual sexual intercourse that involved choking. Even under the more expansive test
from Banker, the evidence’s probative value outweighs any prejudicial effect to the
government’s case. In sum, denying ABHAN Benton-Harris the ability to confront AOAN
about what she agrees previously happened in their relationship would deny ABHAN BentonHarris a complete defense.
RELIEF REQUESTED
The defense seeks an in limine ruling that evidence of AOAN
prior consensual sexual
activity involve choking is not implicated by Mil. R. Evid. 412, is admissible under Mil R. Evid.
412(b)(3) and (b)(3) assuming it applies, and survives a Mil. R. Evid. 403 balancing test under
either Banker or Berry.
EVIDENCE & ORAL ARGUMENT
The defense offers the following enclosures as evidence in support of this motion:
A. Results of Interview of AOAN

dtd 22 Nov 19

B. Results of Interrogation of ABHAN Benton-Harris dtd 5 Feb 20
C. Excerpt from Transcript of ABHAN Benton-Harris dtd 5 Feb 20
D. Results of Polygraph Examination of ABHAN Benton-Harris dtd 12 Feb 20
E. Handwritten Statement of ABHAN Benton-Harris dtd 12 Feb 20
F. Excerpt from Transcript of ABHAN Benton-Harris dtd 18 Feb 20
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G. Government Disclosures Under Mil. R. Evid. 304 dtd 22 Mar 21
H. Full Transcript of AOAN

Interview dtd 22 Nov 19

If opposed by the government, the defense requests oral argument on this motion.

J. M. JANES
LT, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel

M. D. COLLETT
LCDR , JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 2nd of July, 2021, a copy of this motion was served on the Court,
Trial Counsel, and Victim’s Legal Counsel.

J. M. JANES
LT, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel

M. D. COLLETT
LCDR, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel
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NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
CENTRAL JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

UNITED STATES
v.

BENCH BRIEF: THE DOCTRINE OF
PREEMPTION

SEAN A. BENTON-HARRIS
ABHAN/E-3
USN

4 AUG 21

ISSUES
1. Is aggravated assault (dangerous weapon) preempted by either: (1) aggravated assault
(strangulation), or (2) aggravated assault (infliction of serious/grievous bodily harm)?
2. Can the Court accept the plea as written for Article 128?
SUMMARY
3. The Article 128 specification to which ABHAN Benton-Harris agrees to plead guilty is not
preempted by other variations of Article 128. As such, he may plead to the charge as written.
FACTS
4. ABHAN Benton-Harris is charged with five specifications of violating Article 128, UCMJ.
Of those five specifications, four involve his
One specification involves an
instances of strangulation against AOAN
ABHAN Benton-Harris’s former intimate partner.
5. On 10 July 2021, ABHAN Benton-Harris submitted an offer to plead guilty to several
specifications on the charge sheet, including one specification of Article 128 involving Ms.
6. As written, the specification states, “In that Airman Sean A. Benton-Harris, U.S. Navy,
on active duty, did, at or near Norfolk, Virginia, on or about
25 October 2020, with the intent to inflict bodily harm, commit an assault upon Ms.
the
spouse of the accused, by strangling her with a dangerous weapon: his hand.
7. The facts underlying the specification stemmed from a 25 October 2020 altercation between
the couple where ABHAN Benton-Harris strangled Ms.
at some point during the
altercation, ABHAN Benton-Harris picked up Ms.
by her neck so that her feet left the
ground.
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LAW
8. The Doctrine of Preemption. The rationale for preemption is that if Congress has enacted a
specific punitive article to address a particular kind of misconduct, then it does not intend for the
misconduct to be prosecuted under the general provisions of Article 133 or Article 134. United
States v. Reichenbach, 29 M.J. 128, 136 (CMA 1989). The doctrine was first recognized by the
CMA within the realm of larceny, where it found that the Government was precluded from
prosecuting larceny and wrongful appropriation under Article 134, in light of Article 121. Id. at
136 (citing United States v. Norris, 2 USCMA 236, 8 CMR 36 (1953). Later jurisprudence
included the discussion how preemption precluded the use of the Assimilative Crimes Act – as
included in Article 134 – to prosecute service members when a specific punitive article
addressing the conduct existed. Id. This smaller subset of the preemption raises the issue of
whether federal or state law should address the misconduct. Simply put, Congress does not
intend – and preemption prohibits – the Government from assimilating state law instead of
charging federal crimes for the sole reason of obtaining a more severe sentence.
9. The question of whether a prosecutor may choose among similar federal statutes for the same
misconduct is separate from the question of whether a more precise punitive article exists. The
CMA has additionally noted within the analysis of preemption that there exists the principle that,
where “two Federal penal statutes apply to the same conduct, the prosecutor may choose to
proceed under the statute which authorizes the more severe punishment.” United States v. Irvin,
21 M.J. 184, 188 (C.M.A. 1986) (citing Williams v. United States, 327 U.S. 711 (1946)). See
also United States v. Batchelder, 442 U.S. 114 (1979)).
10. Article 128, UCMJ. The Military Justice Act of 2016 articulated two instances of
aggravated assault under 10 U.S.C. § 928 as anyone who, (1) with the intent to do bodily harm,
offers to do bodily harm with a dangerous weapon, or (2) who, in committing an assault, inflicts
substantial bodily harm or grievous bodily harm on another person. Congress intended to change
the definition of “dangerous weapon” to focus not on the likelihood of the harm but rather the
manner in which the dangerous weapon or instrumentality is being used. Military Justice
Review Group, Report of the Military Justice Review Group, Part I: UCMJ Recommendations at
938-39 (Dec. 22, 2015). Accordingly, “[w]hat constitutes a dangerous weapon depends not on
the nature of the object itself but on its capacity, given the manner of its use, to kill or inflict
grievous bodily harm. . . . Further, under the appropriate circumstances, fists, teeth, feet, elbows,
etc. may be considered a dangerous weapon . . . .” Manual for Courts-Martial, Article 128,
Section c. Explanation (2019 ed.). The National Defense Authorization Act of Fiscal Year 2019
added an additional theory by which to charge aggravated assault under Article 128(b) as
someone who commits an assault by strangulation or suffocation. Yet, Congress specifically
declined to provide definitions regarding “strangulation” and “suffocation”, while also declining
to provide definitions for Article 128b—Domestic Violence terms. John S. McCain National
Defense Authorization Act For Fiscal year 2019, Conference Report, H.R. 5515, 115th Cong.
531, Subtitle D—Military Justice at 1964-65 (2018) available at
https://jsc.defense.gov/Portals/99/Documents/NDAA%20FY%2019.pdf?ver=2018-10-16142058-747. Congress instead determined that such definitions and clarity should be established
through the President’s ability to amend the Manual for Courts-Martial. Id. For this recent
addition for FY19 NDAA, the President has not yet promulgated via Executive Order a
2
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maximum punishment, model specification, or definitions for the terms “strangulation” or
“suffocation.” Rather, the Military Judges’ Benchbook advises all parties to consult the federal
statute at 18 U.S.C. § 113 for definitions and R.C.M. 1003(c)(1)(B) for maximum punishment of
closely related offenses due to the lack of clarity in the law.
DISCUSSION
A. The specification as written is not preempted by other variations of Article 128.
11. As discussed above, the issue of preemption largely concerns whether or not federal law has
preempted state law. In military justice practice, this comes to a head primarily under Article
134 offenses—or other similarly drafted General Articles. The legal question is one of intent –
whether there is a particular punitive article that Congress specifically intended the Government
to charge. In this case, there is no Article 134 specification on the charge sheet. Instead
ABHAN Benton-Harris is charged with several specifications of violating Article 128 involving
a dangerous weapon, to address multiple instances of strangulation ABHAN Benton-Harris
committed against his
and former intimate partner, AOAN
Without an Article 134
specification on the charge sheet, there is no Congressional compulsion to charge a more specific
or enumerated offense as the Government has already charged a specific enumerated offense—
Article 128.
12. The second question is a matter of different federal criminal statutes. Our appellate courts
have long held that when “two federal penal statutes apply to the same conduct, the prosecutor
may choose to proceed under the statute which authorizes the more severe punishment.” Irvin,
21 M.J. at 188. Here, the Government is entitled to choose the charging theory and specifically,
the Government did not choose the theory that authorized the more severe punishment. Rather,
the doctrine of preemption does not apply in these circumstances, and this is simply a matter of
prosecutorial discretion. To force the Government to rely on a new statute that Congress
specifically declined to provide any definitions or guidance is potentially invited appellate error.
B. ABHAN Benton-Harris may plead to the specification as written.
13. Because the doctrine of preemption does not apply, ABHAN Benton-Harris may plead to the
specification as written. Though Congress allowed for a third theory by which to charge
aggravated assault, there is still no additional guidance from Congress or the President on how
this theory should be plead, defined, or sentenced. Accordingly, charting into unknown territory
appears ill advised.

Respectfully submitted,

LCDR, JAGC, USN
Assistant Trial Counsel
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********************************************************************
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that I have served a true copy (via e-mail) of the above on the Military Judge and
Defense Counsel on 4 August 2021.

LCDR, JAGC, USN
Assistant Trial Counsel
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NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
CENTRAL JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

UNITED STATES
LEGAL BRIEF RE: PREEMPTION AND
SUBMITTED PLEA TO CHARGE III,
SPECIFICATION 5

v.
SEAN A. BENTON-HARRIS
ABHAN/E-3
U.S. NAVY

4 AUG 2021

NATURE OF BRIEF
Pursuant to the Court’s request of 30 July 2021, the defense submits this legal brief in response
to the following pertinent legal issues:
(1) Is Aggravated Assault – Dangerous Weapon, preempted by Aggravated Assault –
Strangulation or Aggravated Assault – Infliction of Serious/Grievous Bodily Harm?
(2) Can the Court accept the plea as written for Article 128 in this case?
DISCUSSION
a. There are no applicable preemption concerns in the context of Article 128, Uniform Code
of Military Justice.
As applied to the Uniform Code of Military Justice, the “preemption doctrine” otherwise limits
Article 134’s expansive scope, prohibiting “application of Article 134 conduct to conduct
covered by Articles 80 through 132.”1 Manual for Courts-Martial, United States pt. IV, para
91.c.(5) (2019 ed.) (MCM). As the Executive Order clearly directed, the general article “cannot
be used to create a new kind of … offense” where the elements are clearly prescribed elsewhere.
Id.; see United States v. Wheeler, 77 M.J. 289, 293 (C.A.A.F. 2018) (explaining that the
preemption doctrine is “designed to prevent the government from eliminating elements from …
offenses under the UCMJ, in order to ease [its] evidentiary burden at trial”).2 The Court of
Appeals for the Armed Forces will only find evidence of Congress’s intent to preempt where
Congress has indicated “through direct legislative language or express legislative history that
particular actions or facts are limited to the express language of an enumerated article.” United
States v. Anderson, 68 M.J. 378, 387 (C.A.A.F. 2010). However, the preemption doctrine is
1

Conduct Unbecoming, in violation of 10 U.S.C. § 933, does not include a similar prohibition against preemption,
allowing that article to “include[] acts made punishable by any other article” such that “a commissioned officer who
steals property violates both this article and Article 121.” Manual for Courts-Martial, United States pt. IV, para
90.c.(2) (2019 ed.) (MCM).
2
See also United States v. Wright, 5 M.J. 106 (C.M.A. 1978).
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grounded solely in Article 134’s introductory clause of “[t]hough not specifically mentioned
[elsewhere in the Code]” that creates catch-all language that captures misconduct (limited only
by Article 134’s terminal element that such misconduct be service discrediting or prejudicial to
good order and discipline) that is otherwise not proscribed by other provisions of the Code. In
other words, preemption is strictly a creature of Article 134’s statutory language, intended solely
to prevent ingenious trial counsel from creating a new provision already covered by other
sections of the Code simply to eliminate elements that Congress required the Government prove
beyond a reasonable doubt in those provisions. There is no similar language in other punitive
articles under the Code. See 10 U.S.C. § 877 et seq.
The defense submits that trial counsel is not “creat[ing] a new kind of … offense” by choosing to
charge under one specific provision of the Code in an effort to ease its evidentiary burden (i.e.,
dangerous weapon versus strangulation or dangerous weapon versus domestic violence – as will
be discussed below) but rather is implementing a particular charging decision that is consistent
with the applicable law and pertinent facts – in other words, the Government made a strategic
decision that is presumably not a means by which to circumvent proving an otherwise required
element.3 Although such charging decisions could create concerns under the doctrine of
unreasonable multiplication of charges if the same misconduct is charged in multiple ways, that
is not the case here with each of the individual instances of alleged conduct at issue under
Charge III charged only in one way. Because preemption is generally not applicable outside the
context of Article 134 and there are no other legal issues outside the fundamental question of
whether the United States Government can meet its evidentiary burden for that particular
provision, the defense submits for the Court’s consideration that there are no preemption
concerns.
b. The Court can accept the plea as charged and written under the “dangerous weapon”
theory of Article 128, Uniform Code of Military Justice.
Although the issue of preemption is not applicable, the Court raises an interesting issue as to the
interplay between the charged offense of aggravated assault – dangerous weapon versus
aggravated assault – strangulation,4 and while not specifically posed by the Court, an additional
question as to the relationship between the charged offense of aggravated assault – dangerous
weapon versus domestic violence (Article 128b). As this Court is well aware, FY19 NDAA
added a third theory by which the Government may charge aggravated assault under Article
128(b): strangulation or suffocation. However in doing so, the newly created Article 128(b)
lacked specificity. The parties need look no further than the Military Judges’ Benchbook5 which
states “The President has not yet promulgated definitions for ‘strangling’ and ‘suffocating’ in
Article 128(b)(3). Military Judges should, therefore, consult with counsel to determine the
For example, assault in which substantial or grievous bodily harm is inflicted “…contrasts with the offense of
assault with a dangerous weapon, where the focus of the offense is the accused’s intent to do bodily harm and the
use of a dangerous weapon, regardless of whether any bodily harm results.” Manual for Courts-Martial, United
States pt. IV, para 77.c(5)(b)(i) (2019 ed.) (MCM).
4
The defense does not believe there to be any preemption issue between aggravated assault – dangerous weapon
versus aggravated assault – infliction of serious/grievous bodily harm.
5
Defense recognizes that the Military Judges’ Benchbook is considered a “learned collection of the law” and not
“the law”, however the definitions contained therein do not conflict with the definitions (or lack thereof) listed
within the UCMJ and MCM.
3
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appropriate definitions applicable to those terms. The following definitions for ‘strangling’ and
‘suffocating,’ found in the United States Code (18 USC §113), may be helpful to that
determination.”6 Military Judges’ Electronic Benchbook, 3a-52-11, Aggravated AssaultStrangulation, Suffocation (Article 128). The Benchbook further states that the President has not
established limits on punishment (and to consult R.C.M. 1003(c)(1)(B) to calculate the
maximum punishment), additionally, the President has not yet established a model specification
for this offense. To be clear, the defense’s interpretation of Specification 5 of Charge III (and
Specification 1 of Charge III) is that the Government charged ABHAN Benton-Harris with a
violation of Article 128 by the theory of aggravated assault – dangerous weapon. Thereby the
“strangulation” listed within Specifications 1 and 5 is merely the means by which the bodily
harm was inflicted and ordinarily need not be included within the specification. It is only by
happenstance that FY19 NDAA created an additional theory under aggravated assault that
coincided with the means listed within Specifications 1 and 5. Judging by the Government’s 4
August 2021 filing, the defense’s interpretation is correct in that the Government intentionally
chose to charge aggravated assault – dangerous weapon and not aggravated assault –
strangulation due to the strangulation theory’s ambiguity (either with its elements, definitions,
maximum punishment, or any combination therein). While a colorable argument could be made
that by the Government’s charging scheme, Specification 5 of Charge III (and thereby
Specification 1 of Charge III) is a “Frankenstein” specification that improperly combines two
modalities into one. However, the Government’s 4 August 2021 filing clarifies that the intent
was not to charge under the “new” strangulation theory, thus the incorporation of the
strangulation verbiage is merely surplusage.
As to the second issue implicitly raised by the Court, the relationship between the charged
offense of aggravated assault – dangerous weapon versus domestic violence (Article 128b), the
defense believes that such a charging determination resides within the purview of prosecutorial
discretion. FY19 NDAA confusingly created two Articles by which the Government could
charge the same conduct: the Government could charge a Sailor with aggravated assault –
strangulation with the additional aggravating element listing the status of the alleged victim or
the Government could charge a Sailor with domestic violence – strangulation. Similar to
strangulation under Article 128(b), the Military Judges’ Benchbook states “The President has not
yet established any limits on the punishment which a court-martial may direct for this offense.
See Article 56(a). The offense is also not yet listed in Part IV of the MCM. Under these
circumstances, the maximum punishment should be calculated as prescribed in RCM
1003(c)(1)(B).” Military Judges’ Electronic Benchbook, 3a-52b-1, Domestic Violence (Article
128b). Similarly, the President has not yet established model specifications or definitions for
Article 128b.7 The Government’s decision to charge under Article 128(b) vice Article 128b
6

It should be noted that the while the Benchbook states that the President has not yet promulgated a definition for
“strangling”, the Benchbook does include the following definition: “‘Strangling’ means intentionally, knowingly, or
recklessly impeding the normal breathing or circulation of the blood of a person by applying pressure to the throat or
neck, regardless of whether that conduct results in any visible injury or whether there is any intent to kill or
protractedly injure the victim.”
7
However, the Benchbook does list the elements of assault by strangulation as including “(1) That (state the time
and place alleged), the accused assaulted (state the name of the alleged victim) by (strangling) (suffocating) him/her;
and (2) That, at the time, (state the name of the alleged victim) was a/an (spouse) (intimate partner) (immediate
family member) of the accused.” Additionally, the Benchbook defines “strangling” as “…intentionally, knowingly,
or recklessly impeding the normal breathing or circulation of the blood of a person by applying pressure to the throat
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appears to be rooted in self-preservation as to not venture into an unsettled area of the law,
however such a decision is not to the detriment of ABHAN Benton-Harris based on an
evaluation of the elements, level of intent, and maximum punishment of Specification 5 (and
thus Specification 1) of Charge III.
The baseline requirement for any finding of guilty for any charge and specification is whether
the United States Government has proven the accused guilty of each element of a crime beyond a
reasonable doubt. In re Winship, 397 U.S. 358 (1970). To prove the charge that ABHAN
Benton-Harris used his hands as a dangerous weapon against his spouse, Ms. D.L. (or at trial for
Specification 1 of Charge III pertaining to AOAN J.J.), the Government will have to establish the
following elements beyond a reasonable doubt:
(1) That the accused offered to do bodily harm to a certain person;
(2) That the offer was made with the intent to do bodily harm;
(3) That the accused did so with a dangerous weapon; and
(4) That the person was a spouse of the accused.
Military Judges’ Benchbook, Dept. of the Army Pamphlet 27-9 at 3A-52-8. However, as the
definitions section notes, a weapon is considered dangerous “when used in a manner capable of
inflicting death or grievous bodily harm.” Id. The Manual for Courts-Martial also provides that
“under the appropriate circumstances, fists, teeth, feet, elbows, etc. may be considered a
dangerous weapon when employed in a manner capable of inflicting death or grievous bodily
harm.” Manual for Courts-Martial, United States pt. IV, para 77.c.(5)(a)(iii) (2019 ed.). The
Court may accept the plea to Specification 5 of Charge III as drafted as long as the Court finds
that ABHAN Benton-Harris’s hands were considered a dangerous weapon because they were, in
that instance, “employed in a manner capable of inflicting death or grievous bodily harm.”
Although that is a factual determination before the factfinder, there are no legal issues with
Specification 5 of Charge III as drafted and as anticipated it will be pled.
ORAL ARGUMENT & FURTHER DISCUSSION
To the extent the Court desires an Article 39(a) session to discuss any of the pertinent issues
or desires additional discussion regarding the applicable law, the defense is prepared to
supplement the record. Otherwise, the defense rests on this brief.

J. M. JANES
LT, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel

M. D. COLLETT
LCDR, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel

or neck, regardless of whether that conduct results in any visible injury or whether there is any intent to kill or
protractedly injure the victim.”
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 4th day of August, 2021 a copy of this brief was served on the Court
and Trial Counsel.

J. M. JANES
LT, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel

M. D. COLLETT
LCDR, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
CENTRAL JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

UNITED STATES

GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO
DEFENSE MOTION FOR
PRELIMINARY RULING
ON EVIDENCE PURSUANT
TO MIL. R. EVID. 106 AND 304(h)

v.
SEAN A. BENTON-HARRIS
ABHAN/E-3
USN

26 AUG 21

MOTION
1. The Government respectfully requests the Court deny Defense’s motion to compel the
admission of the third recorded NCIS interview of ABHAN Benton-Harris (“the Accused”) dated
18 February 2020 pursuant to Mil. R. Evid 106 and 304(h).
SUMMARY
2. The purpose of Mil. R. Evid. 106 is to ensure fairness, that if a party introduces any or all part
of a recorded statement, the opposing party may require the introduction of any other part of a
recording that ought to also be considered out of fairness. Mil. R. Evid. 304(h) is In February
2020, the Accused provided three separate and distinct interviews to NCIS. A Foisy factors
analysis weighs in favor denying Defense’s motion to compel the NCIS recorded interview with
ABHAN Benton-Harris on 18 February 2020 interview.
FACTS
3. On 5 February 2020, ABHAN Benton-Harris was interviewed by NCIS Special Agents
(Enclosure 1).
4. Before beginning the 5 February 2020 interview, NCIS advised ABHAN Benton-Harris of his
Article 31(b), UCMJ rights. (Enclosure 2).
5. Over the course of the 5 February 2020 interview, the Accused repeatedly denied assaulting
AOAN
in the manner alleged. Instead, he provided the context of his relationship with
AOAN
explaining that he was still dating
back home and that AOAN
disliked his
continued relationship with
Before the charged incident, the Accused and AOAN
had
repeated conversations about
particularly how AOAN
did not approve of the
Accused’s continued contact with
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6. Also in the 5 February 2020 interview, the Accused explained that “a couple of days before it
happened,” he discovered AOAN
attempted contact with
because he had the
passwords to
social media accounts. (Enclosure 3, BS 1165).
7. After explaining what he discovered, the Accused told agents,

(Enclosure 3, BS 1165 (emphasis added).
8. While showing the agents his text messages and without prompting, ABHAN Benton-Harris
asked whether NCIS could conduct a polygraph examination. When NCIS confirmed that they
did, ABHAN Benton-Harris offered to submit himself to a polygraph examination. (Enclosure 3,
BS 1203-1204).
9. At the conclusion of the 5 February 2020 interview, the Accused signed a Permissive
Authorization for Search and Seizure (“PASS”) and showed a significant portion of his text
messages between himself and AOAN
The agents took pictures of everything the Accused
was willing to show them. (Enclosure 3, BS 1205-1206).
10. On 12 February 2020, ABHAN Benton-Harris was interviewed by NCIS Special Agent
(Enclosure 4).
11. Before beginning the 12 February 2020 interview, NCIS advised ABHAN Benton-Harris of
his Article 31(b), UCMJ rights. (Enclosure 5).
12. At the outset of the interview, the Accused also explained the context for his interaction with
AOAN
that evening – he knew ahead of time she interacted with
and he was “pissed.”
He even considered “putting his hands on her.” (Enclosure 6, BS 1462 and BS 1472 (where the
Accused explains in detail how he was furious)).
13. During the 12 February 2020 interview, ABHAN Benton-Harris insisted that his cell phone
contained text messages that would assist NCIS in their investigation. Accordingly, NCIS
arranged a subsequent interview where ABHAN Benton-Harris provided a Permissive
Authorization for Search and Seizure of his cell phone. (Enclosure 6, BS 1591).
14. On 18 February 2020, ABHAN Benton-Harris was interviewed by NCIS Special Agents
(Enclosure 7).
15. Before beginning the 18 February 2020 interview, NCIS advised ABHAN Benton-Harris of
his Article 31(b), UCMJ rights. (Enclosure 8).
16. As Defense’s final enclosure pertains, the Accused made repeated denials of assaulting
AOAN
as alleged. The agents confronted the Accused with his previous statements from
both previous interviews – that the Accused confronted AOAN
that evening about
He

2
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(Enclosure 9, BS 16301631).
BURDEN
17. As the proponent of the 18 February 2020 interview, the Defense bears the burden of
persuasion by a preponderance of the evidence. R.C.M. 905(c)(1) and (2); Mil. R. Evid 104.
LAW
18. Mil. R. Evid. 106 states, “[i]f a party introduces all or part of a writing or recorded
statement, an adverse party may require the introduction, at that time, of any other part - or any
other writing or recorded statement - that in fairness ought to be considered at the same time.”
When an Accused’s statements are involved, the companion to Mil. R. Evid 106 is Mil. R. Evid
304(h), which allows for Defense’s admission of other parts of the Accused’s statement to
complete what was introduced by the Government. See Mil. R. Evid. 304(h). While related, the
required analyses for both rules differ. Mil. R. Evid. 106 applies to statements made by any
person and is a question of fairness. Mil. R. Evid. 304(h) requires the military judge to first
determine whether the statements offered by Defense are part of the same statement or admission
offered by the prosecution. “The rule of completeness is an evidentiary rule designed to promote
fairness by precluding unfair omissions, not a rule intended to allow an accused to avoid the
“crucible of cross-examination.” United States v. Rodriguez, 56 M.J. 336, 342-43 (C.A.A.F.
2002) (quoting United States v. Stark, 24 M.J. 381, 385 (C.M.A. 1987)). In other words, should
be read to require the admission of additional evidence that explains or places into context the
subject matter, issue, defense, or element of proof contained in the admitted statement.
19. Generally, the rule of completeness has two purposes: (1) to ensure that the court not be
misled because portions of a statement are taken out of context and (2) to avoid the danger that
an out-of-context statement may create such prejudice that it is impossible to repair by
a subsequent presentation of additional material. Id. at 339.
20. “Rule 106 applies only to evidence that ought in fairness to be considered
contemporaneously with the proponent's evidence, and does not necessarily require that the
entire document be admitted into evidence. Rodriguez, 56 M.J. at 340 (citation omitted). “When
a misleading impression might be created by introducing a document without accompanying
documents or related correspondence, Rule 106 requires consideration as to whether the situation
is one in which the proponent should compelled “to offer into evidence the entire correspondence
or all accompanying documents that ought to be considered contemporaneously with the writing
being introduced into evidence.” Rodriguez, 56 M.J. at 340.
21. Additionally, Mil. R. Evid. is designed to protect an accused from the prosecution’s
misleading use of excerpts of an admission or confession. “It does not permit an accused to
engage in a pattern of deception with a variety of persons, and then argue that belated candor ina
different setting justifies the introduction of otherwise inadmissible hearsay.” Id. at 342.
22. Appellate courts review a military judge's decision to admit or exclude evidence for abuse of
discretion. United States v. Ayala, 43 M.J. 296, 298 (1995). And in deciding whether a military
3
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judge abused its discretion, the following non-exhaustive list of factors gleaned from Rodriguez
and specifically articulated in United States v. Foisy, 69 M.J. 562, (N.M.C.C.A. 2010) are
considered:
a. Whether the prosecution attempted to “pick out the incriminating words in the
statement or discussion and put them in evidence while at the same time excluding the remainder
of the statement or conversation, in which the appellant sought to explain the incriminating
passages.”
b. Whether the subsequent statements are separate and unrelated from the subject matter
of the original confession, or are part of or the product of the same transaction or course of
action.
c. The amount of time that has elapsed between the two statements, and were they made
at different places and to a different set of persons.
d. Whether the second statement was made at the specific request of the appellant or the
Government.
e. Whether the defense is invoking the rule of completeness as a matter of fairness, or
merely attempting to present evidence of a defense without subjecting the appellant to crossexamination.
f. Whether the appellant engaged in a “pattern of deception with a variety of persons, and
then argue that belated candor in a different setting justifies the introduction of otherwise
inadmissible hearsay.” United States v. Foisy, 69 M.J. 562, 565, (N.M.C.C.A. 2010).
ARGUMENT
23. Simply stated, neither Mil. R. Evid. 106, nor Mil. R. Evid. 304(h), is intended to allow an
accused to avoid the crucible of cross-examination. At the forefront, the case at bar parallels
Rodriguez. In United States v. Rodriguez, the appellant made seven statements to law
enforcement, of which the prosecution introduced 5 and subsequently objected to Defense’s
attempt to admit the 6th and 7th interviews on the grounds of inadmissible hearsay. See United
States v. Rodriguez, 56 M.J. 336 (C.A.A.F. 2002). After a thorough analysis of both Mil. R.
Evid. 106 and 304(h), the Court held that, “Although the latter statements may rebut, explain, or
modify the content of his earlier statements, they are not admissible under the rule of
completeness because they were not part of the same transaction or course of action.” Id. at 34243.
24. In the case at bar, the facts relevant to the “transaction” or “course of action” fall closely in
line with Rodriguez.1 The Government has disclosed to Defense that it only intends to play the

1

In Rodriguez, the appellant made his statements over a three days, a much shorter period than the case at bar.
Rodriguez made statements to a 911 operator, his mother-in-law, a detective, and a local police officer. Each were
made during a discrete, complete event. The Court held that, he was not precluded from completing the content of

4
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first two recorded statements by the Accused. The Accused is consistent in the first two
interviews that the night in question fell within the context of his on-going argument with AOAN
a former girlfriend. In the third interview, the Accused merely attempts to rebut
and modify earlier statements; its exclusion does not present a danger of misrepresentation or
lack of context. Conversely, the current case differs from Foisy, where the appellate Court
reversed. In Foisy, the Government only introduced the second of two statements by the
Accused, but in that case, the second statement dropped the reader into the middle of the event
without any contextual details provided in the first statement. See United States v. Foisy, 69 M.J.
562, 566, (N.M.C.C.A. 2010). In considering the Foisy factors identified in paragraphs 15(a)
through 15(f) above, each factor weighs in the Government’s favor and are discussed in
corresponding paragraphs below:
a. Of the recorded interviews the Government anticipates introducing at trial, the
Government has made no such attempt to “pick out the incriminating words in the statement or
discussion and put them in evidence while at the same time excluding the remainder of the
statement or conversation, in which the appellant sought to explain the incriminating passages.”
On the contrary, the majority of the Government’s proposed redactions have been endorsed by
the defense—with few exceptions. These exceptions are currently pending before the court and
in each instance the Defense is advocating for additional redactions, while the Government has
presented arguments for fewer.
b. While ABHAN Benton-Harris’s subsequent statements of the third interview relate to
identical subject matter of the first two interview, they are not part of the same transaction.
Thus, NCIS provided separate Article 31(b), UCMJ rights advisements.
c. Approximately, six to seven days elapsed between the each interview. The first
interview occurred on 5 February 2020, the second on 12 February 2020, and the third on 18
February 2020. These periods of time are not insignificant; these intervals leave no room for
confusion. These were three distinct interviews.
d. While the first interview of 5 February 2020 was requested by the Government, the
second and third interviews were initiated by ABHAN Benton-Harris. When the first interview
drew to a close, ABHAN Benton-Harris officer to be subjected to a polygraph examination.
NCIS was happy to arrange the polygraph examination that followed on 12 February 2020, but at
the request of ABHAN Benton-Harris. Similarly, ABHAN Benton-Harris initiated the 18
February 2020 to provide NCIS with the contents of his cell phone—insisting that the text
messages contained therein would assist NCIS in their investigation.
e. Here, Defense is facially invoking the rule of completeness as a matter of fairness;
however, it is clearly an attempt to present evidence of a defense without subjecting the appellant
to cross-examination. The Defense stated this expressly in its motion to the Court.
f. Finally, over the course of his interviews, ABHAN Benton-Harris offered wildly
inconsistent statements to varying special agents. His statements to SA
and SA
his statements. The subsequent statements were made at a different time, at a different place, to a different set of
persons. Rodriguez, 56 M.J. at 342.
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on 5 February 2020 were notably different from the statements made to SA
on 12 February 2020. Likewise, the statements ABHAN Benton-Harris made to SA
and SA
on 18 February 2020 were inconsistent from his original statements to
the same agents during their 5 February 2020 interview and also different from the statements
offered to SA
on 12 February 2020. These inconsistent statements certainly amount
to a pattern of deception.
25. Each factor weighs in favor of the precluding the introduction of the third interview. The
interviews are distinct and conducted at different times. More importantly, applying Rodriguez
and Foisy, the third interview does not constitute a continued transaction. It does not “drop the
reader” into the middle of the story, nor does its exclusion create a misrepresentation of the other
two interviews. As such, the rule of completeness does not require its admission simply to rebut
previous statements or shield the Accused from cross-examination.
REQUESTED RELIEF
26. The Government respectfully requests that the Court deny Defense’s motion.
ORAL ARGUMENT AND EVIDENCE
27. The Government requests oral argument, if necessary.
28. The Government submits the following in support of its motion:
a. Enclosure 1: Results of Interview ABHAN Benton-Harris dtd 5 Feb 20
b. Enclosure 2: ABHAN Benton-Harris Art. 31(b) dtd 5 Feb20
c. Enclosure 3: Excerpt of Transcript of Recorded Interview of 5 Feb 20
d. Enclosure 4: Results of Polygraph Examination ABHAN Benton-Harris dtd 13 Feb 20
e. Enclosure 5: ABHAN Benton-Harris Art. 31(b) dtd 12 Feb 20
f. Enclosure 6: Excerpt of Transcript of Recorded Polygraph Examination of 12 Feb 20
g. Enclosure 7: Results of Cell Phone Extraction ABHAN Benton-Harris dtd 18 Feb 20
h. Enclosure 8: ABHAN Benton-Harris Art. 31(b) dtd 18 Feb 20
i. Enclosure 9: Excerpt of Transcript of Recorded Polygraph Examination of 18 Feb 20
Very respectfully submitted,
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D. D. PETROSKY
LT, JAGC, USN
Trial Counsel

Certificate of Service
I hereby certify that a copy of this motion response was served on the Court and defense counsel
on this 25th day of August 2021.

D. D. PETROSKY
LT, JAGC, USN
Assistant Trial Counsel
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REQUESTS

THERE ARE NO REQUESTS

NOTICES

IN A GENERAL COURT MARTIAL OF THE UNITED STATES
NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY, CENTRAL JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

UNITED STATES
v.
SEAN A. BENTON-HARRIS
ABHAN/E-3
U.S. NAVY

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE
9 MARCH 2021

Pursuant to Rule 5.1 of the Uniform Rules of Practice Before Navy and Marine Corps Courts-Martial and the
Central Judicial Circuit Rules of Practice, I enter my notice of appearance in the above captioned case.
I am familiar with the Uniform Rules and the local rules.
I am currently admitted to practice in all state courts in Virginia and Tennessee, and in the Eastern and Western
Districts of Virginia.
I have not acted in any manner which might tend to disqualify me in this court-martial.
I hereby certify that this document was served on trial counsel via email on 9 March 2021.
Respectfully submitted,

David F. Johnson
Civilian Defense Counsel
Invictus Law
1240 Perimeter Parkway
Suite 404
Virginia Beach, VA 23454

Jared M. Janes
LT, JAGC, USN
Military Defense Counsel
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL
NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
CENTRAL JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
UNITED STATES
v.
SEAN A. BENTON-HARRIS
ABHAN/E-3
USN

)
)
)
)
)
)

VICTIMS’ LEGAL COUNSEL
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE

6 April 2021

1. I, LT Kristen J. Capps, JAGC, USN, Navy Victims’ Legal Counsel Program, Naval Station
Norfolk, Virginia, admitted to practice law and currently in good standing in the State of
California and the District of Columbia and, although not appearing as a defense counsel or trial
counsel, certified in accordance with Article 27(b), UCMJ, hereby enter my appearance in the
above captioned court-martial on behalf of AOAN
USN, a named victim in the charges.
2. I have entered into an attorney-client relationship with AOAN
I have not acted in any
manner which might disqualify me in the above captioned court-martial.
3. I have reviewed the Navy-Marine Corps Trial Judiciary Uniform Rules of Practice and the
Central Judicial Circuit Rules of Court.
4. FCA3
reserves the right to be present throughout the court-martial in accordance with
Military Rule of Evidence 615.
5. To permit a meaningful exercise of AOAN
rights and privileges, I respectfully request
that this Court direct the defense and government to provide me with informational copies of
motions and accompanying papers filed with the Court that implicate Military Rules of Evidence
412, 513, 514, and 615 and/or in which AOAN
rights and privileges are addressed. I also
respectfully request a copy of any case management order and to be notified of all proceedings
throughout the duration of this court-martial.
6. AOAN
has limited standing in this court-martial and reserves the right to make factual
statements and legal arguments herself or through counsel when permitted by law.
7. AOAN
by and through counsel, formally asserts all her rights and privileges as a victim
under the UCMJ, Military Rules of Evidence, and other applicable law.
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8. My current contact information is as follows:
Building U-111, NS Norfolk
1221 Bellinger Blvd.
Norfolk, VA 23511

Respectfully submitted this 6th day of April 2021.

K. J. CAPPS

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that a copy of this Notice of Appearance was served upon the Court, Trial
Counsel, and Defense Counsel on 6 April 2021.

K. J. CAPPS
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL
NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
CENTRAL JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
UNITED STATES
v.
SEAN A. BENTON-HARRIS
ABHAN/E-3
USN

)
)
)
)
)
)

VICTIMS’ LEGAL COUNSEL
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE

1 June 2021

1. I, CDR Katherine Worstell, JAGC, USN, Navy Victims’ Legal Counsel Program, Naval
Station Norfolk, Virginia, admitted to practice law and currently in good standing in the State of
Massachusetts and, although not appearing as a defense counsel or trial counsel, certified in
accordance with Article 27(b) and sworn under Article 42(a), UCMJ, hereby enter my
appearance in the above captioned court-martial on behalf of Ms,
CIV, a named victim in
the charges.
2. I have entered into an attorney-client relationship with Ms
I have not acted in any
manner which might disqualify me in the above captioned court-martial.
3. I have reviewed the Navy-Marine Corps Trial Judiciary Uniform Rules of Practice and the
Central Judicial Circuit Rules of Court.
4. Ms.
reserves the right to be present throughout the court-martial in accordance with
Military Rule of Evidence 615.
5. To permit a meaningful exercise of Ms.
rights and privileges, I respectfully request
that this Court direct the defense and government to provide me with informational copies of
motions and accompanying papers filed with the Court that implicate Military Rules of Evidence
412, 513, 514, and 615 and/or in which Ms.
rights and privileges are addressed. I also
respectfully request a copy of any case management order and to be notified of all proceedings
throughout the duration of this court-martial.
6. Ms
has limited standing in this court-martial and reserves the right to make factual
statements and legal arguments herself or through counsel when permitted by law.
7. Ms.
by and through counsel, formally asserts all her rights and privileges as a victim
under the UCMJ, Military Rules of Evidence, and other applicable law.
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8. My current contact information is as follows:
Building U-111, NS Norfolk
1221 Bellinger Blvd.

Respectfully submitted this 1st day of June 2021.

K. D. WORSTELL
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that a copy of this Notice of Appearance was served upon the Court, Trial
Counsel, and Defense Counsel on 1 June 2021.

K. D. WORSTELL
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL
NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
CENTRAL JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
UNITED STATES
v.
SEAN A. BENTON-HARRIS
ABHAN/E-3 USN

)
)
)
)
)
)

VICTIMS’ LEGAL COUNSEL
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE

28 July 2021

1. I, LCDR Roni Beasley-Ledet, JAGC, USN, Navy Victims’ Legal Counsel Program, Naval
Station Norfolk, Virginia, admitted to practice law and currently in good standing in the State of
Florida, and although not appearing as a defense counsel or trial counsel, certified in accordance
with Article 27(b), UCMJ, hereby enter my appearance in the above captioned court-martial on
behalf of AOAN
USN, a named victim in the charges.
2. I have entered into an attorney-client relationship with AOAN
I have not acted in any
manner which might disqualify me in the above captioned court-martial.
3. I have reviewed the Navy-Marine Corps Trial Judiciary Uniform Rules of Practice and the
Central Judicial Circuit Rules of Court.
4. AOAN
reserves the right to be present throughout the court-martial in accordance with
Military Rule of Evidence 615.
5. To permit a meaningful exercise of AOAN
rights and privileges, I respectfully request
that this Court direct the defense and government to provide me with informational copies of
motions and accompanying papers filed with the Court that implicate Military Rules of Evidence
412, 513, 514, and 615 and/or in which AOAN
rights and privileges are addressed. I also
respectfully request a copy of any case management order and to be notified of all proceedings
throughout the duration of this court-martial.
6. AOAN
has limited standing in this court-martial and reserves the right to make factual
statements and legal arguments herself or through counsel when permitted by law.
7. AOAN
by and through counsel formally asserts all her rights and privileges as a victim
under the UCMJ, Military Rules of Evidence, and other applicable law.

APPELLATE EXHIBIT III(b)
1 of 2

8. My current contact information is as follows:
Building U-111, NS Norfolk
1221 Bellinger Blvd.
Norfolk, VA 23511

Respectfully submitted this 28th day of July 2021.

R. BEASLEY-LEDET
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that a copy of this Notice of Appearance was served upon the Court, Trial
Counsel, and Defense Counsel on 28th July 2021.

R. BEASLEY-LEDET
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NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
CENTRAL JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

UNITED STATES
NOTICE OF ANTICIPATED
PLEAS AND FORUM

V.

SEAN A. BENTON-HARRIS
ABHAN/E-3
U.S. NAVY

7JUN21

ABHAN Sean A. Benton-Harris, USN, through counsel, provides notice of the following
anticipated pleas and forum selection for the charges currently pending before a General CourtMartial onboard Naval Station Norfolk from 28 June-2 July, 2021.
Anticipated pleas to the charges and specifications: NOT GUILTY
Anticipated forum selection: Trial by MEMBERS WITH ENLISTED REPRESENTATION

_____
J. M. JANES
LT, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 7th day of June, 2021, a copy of this Notice was served on Trial
Counsel.

______
J. M. JANES
LT, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel

APPELLATE EXHIBIT XIV
Page 1 of 1

NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
CENTRAL JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL
UNITED STATES
V.

NOTICE OF ANTICIPATED
PLEAS AND FORUM

SEAN A. BENTON-HARRIS
ABHAN/E-3
U.S. NAVY

12AUG21

ABHAN Sean A. Benton-Harris, USN, through counsel, provides notice of the following
anticipated pleas and forum selection for the charges currently pending before this General
Court-Martial onboard Naval Station Norfolk from 26 August-3 September, 2021. This notice is
consistent with the plea agreement signed by Commander, Navy Region Mid-Atlantic dated 28
July 2021.
Anticipated pleas to the charges and specifications:
To the Specification of Charge I: GUILTY, except for the word “on divers occasions from
about July 2020 to about November 2020” and substituting the word “on or about 25
October 2020.” To the excepted words, NOT GUILTY. Of the Specification as excepted
and substituted: GUILTY.
To Charge I as Excepted and as Substituted: GUILTY
To Specification 1 of Charge II: GUILTY
To Specification 2 of Charge II: NOT GUILTY
To Specification 3 of Charge II: NOT GUILTY
To Charge II: GUILTY
To Specification 1 of Charge III: NOT GUILTY
To Specification 2 of Charge III: NOT GUILTY
To Specification 3 of Charge III: NOT GUILTY
To Specification 4 of Charge III: NOT GUILTY
To Specification 5 of Charge III: GUILTY
To Charge III: GUILTY

APPELLATE EXHIBIT XXXI
1 of 2

Anticipated forum selection: trial by MEMBERS WITH ENLISTED REPRESENTATION

J. M. JANES
LT, JAGC, USN
Defense Counsel

M. D. COLLETT
LCDR, JAGC, USN
Defense Counsel

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 12th day of August, 2021, a copy of this notice was served on the
Court and Trial Counsel.

J. M. JANES
LT, JAGC, USN
Defense Counsel

M. D. COLLETT
LCDR, JAGC, USN
Defense Counsel

APPELLATE EXHIBIT XXXI
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COURT RULINGS & ORDERS

STATEMENT OF TRIAL RESULTS

STATEMENT OF TRIAL RESULTS
SECTION A - ADMINISTRATIVE
2. BRANCH

1. NAME OF ACCUSED (last, first, Ml)

I

Benton-Harris, Sean A.

I

IE-3

I INavy

lcommander, Navy Region Mid-Atlantic

I

11

6. TYPE OF COURT-MARTIAL

5. CONVENING COMMAND

4. DoD ID NUMBER

3. PAYGRADE

I

8. DATE SENTENCE ADJUDGED

7. COMPOSITION

!Members w/Judge Senterj lsep 30, 202,

I loeneral

I

SECTION B - FINDINGS
SEE FINDINGS PAGE

SECTION C -ADJUDGED SENTENCE

lsad conduct discharge

I I 12 months

14. REDUCTION 15. DEATH

IE-I

I Yes

r

No

17. HARD LABOR 18. RESTRICTION

I

IIN/A

IIN/A

I.IN/ A

16. REPRIMAND

13. FINE PENALTY

12. FINES

11. FORFEITURES

10. CONFINEMENT

9. DISCHARGE OR DISMISSAL

19. HARD LABOR PERIOD

(e' Yes (' No (e' Yes (' No (e' Yes (' No (e' IN/A

I

20. PERIOD AND LIMITS OF RESTRICTION
1

I

N/A
SECTION D - CONFINEMENT CREDIT

I

339

23. TOTAL DAYS OF CREDIT

22. DAYS OF JUDICIALLY ORDERED CREDIT

21. DAYS OF PRETRIAL CONFINEMENT CREDIT

19

11

358 days

11

I

SECTION E - PLEA AGREEMENT OR PRE-TRIAL AGREEMENT
24. LIMITATIONS ON PUNISHMENT CONTAINED IN THE PLEA AGREEMENT OR PRE-TRIAL AGREEMENT

If found guilty of Charge I (sole spec), Charge II (spec I), and Charge III (spec 5), then confinement range 12-18 months, no greater than
Bad Conduct Discharge, and other punishments as adjudged. lffound guilty of Charge I (sole spec), Charge II (spec
and Charge III (specs

I),

l

& 5), then confinement range

18-24 months, no greater than Bad Conduct Discharge, and other punishments as adjudged.

SECTION F - SUSPENSION OR CLEMENCY RECOMMENDATION
25. DID THE MILITARY JUDGE
RECOMMEND SUSPENSION OF THE
SENTENCE OR CLEMENCY?

27. RECOMMENDED DURATION

26. PORTION TO WHICH IT APPLIES
Yes (' No

r- r

I

I

I

28. FACTS SUPPORTING THE SUSPENSION OR CLEMENCY RECOMMENDATION

I

I
SECTION G - NOTIFICATIONS

r

No

29. ts sex offender registration required in accordance with appendix 4 to endosure 2 of DoDl 1325.07?

Yes

30. Is DNA collection and submission required in accordance with 10 U.S.C. § 1565 and DoOI 5505.14?

Yes (e' No

31. Did this case involve a crime of domestic violence as defined in enclosure 2 of DoDI 6400.06?

Yes

32. Does this case trigger a firearm possession prohibition in accordance with 18 U.S.C. § 922?

Yes (e' No

(e' No

(e'

r
r
r

SECTION H - NOTES AND SIGNATURE
33. NAME OF JUDGE (last, first, Ml)
lostrom, Donald R.

I

34. BRANCH
INavy

35. PAYGRADE

I lo-s

l

lsep 30, 2021

37. NOTES

Jan uary 2020

38. JUDGE'S SIGNATURE

36. DATE SIGNED

PREVIOUS EDITION IS OBSOLETE

I

OSTROM DON Digitallysignedby
'
OSTROM.DONALD.R
ALO.RAYMON AYMOND
Date: 2021.09.30
D.
14:06:02 ·04'00'

STATEMENT OF TRIAL RESULTS - FINDINGS
SECTION I - UST OF FINDINGS

CHARGE

ARTICLE

90
Charge I

92
Charge II

SPECIFICATION

I

Specification:

Guilty by E&S

I

090-B1

Exceptions and
Substitutions

Excepting the words "on divers occasions from about July 2020 to about November 2020" and
substitutmg the words "on or about 25 October 2020"

Specification I:

!Guilty

I louilty

I

COMNAVREGM

092-AO

I

OPNAVNINST 3

092-AO

Offense description

IViolation of a lawful general order
I
I lw/D
Iviolation of a lawful general order

Withdrawn and
D1sm1ssed

Upon plea acceptance, CA agrees to withdraw the specification. Upon sentence
announcement, CA agrees to dismiss the specification without prejudice.

Not Guilty

I

Offense description
Withdrawn and
Dismissed

Upon plea acceptance, CA agrees to withdraw the specification. Upon sentence
announcement, CA agrees to dismiss the specification without prejudice.

Specification 1:

jNotGuilty

Offense description
Specification 2

I INot Guilty

I

I

INot Guilty I lwm
Iviolation ofa lawful general order

Specification 3:

I

l

Will fully disobeying a superior commissioned officer

Specification 2:

Charge III

Ilouilty by E&S

DIBRS

Offense description

Offense description

128

ORDER OR
LIO OR INCHOATE
REGULATION
OFFENSE ARTICLE
VIOLATED

FINDING

PLEA

I OPNAVNINST 3

II

092-AO

I
I

128-01

Aggravated assault upon a child under the age of 16 or spouse or intimate partner or immediate family n
INotGuilty

I lw/D

I

II

128-GI

Offense descnption

Aggravated assault upon a child under the age of 16 or spouse or intimate partner or immediate family n

Withdrawn and
Dismissed

Upon plea acceptance, CA agrees to withdraw the specification. Upon sentence
announcement, CA agrees to dismiss the specification without prejudice.

Specification 3:

INot Guilty

j lw/D

I

128-01

Offense description

Aggravated assault upon a child under the age of 16 or spouse or intimate partner or immediate family n

Withdrawn and
Dismissed

Upon plea acceptance, CA agrees to withdraw the specification. Upon sentence
announcement, CA agrees to dismiss the specification without prejudice.

Specification 4:

INot Guilty

I [w/D

I

II

128-01

Offense descnpuon

Aggravated assault upon a child under the age of 16 or spouse or intimate partner or immediate family n

Withdrawn and
Dismissed

Upon plea acceptance, CA agrees to withdraw the specification. Upon sentence
announcement, CA agrees to dismiss the specification without prejudice.

Specification 5:

!Guilty

Offense description

J

!Guilty

I

I

128-Gt

Aggravated assault upon a child under the age of 16 or spouse or intimate partner or immediate family n

ENCLOSURE (ol)
J
January 2020

PREVIOUS EDITION IS OBSOLETE
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STATEMENT OF TRIAL RESULTS - SENTENCE
SECTION J - SENTl!NCIMG
CHARGt:

I SPECIFICATION

Charge I

Specifieation:

Charge lI

Specifice.oon 1-

lcoNFJNEMBNTI
I moolh

cONCUMEtTWlm

I

COH9£CUTIV6 Wfflf

I

FINE

NIA

Charge JI , Specificahon I; Charge
111, Specificalion S

NIA

Charge 1, Ch3tge Ill. Specifl,auion S NIA

NIA

-~--- - - - - - - - ···································...........................................................................
SpecificatJOll 2;

NIA

NIA

NIA

N.IA

...~ - - - - - - - - -·········································································.···---·-··---· ···········-·... ·Spe<=meinion .l:

Charge 1(1

NIA

NIA

IA

NIA

NIA

NIA

NIA

-·----············· ... ------··-·.- - - - - · · • -·······-························································----1
Specifieation 2 .

NfA

WA

NIA

NIA

············································------------··........---·-·······························-~···········
Specification 3.

NIA

WA

NIA

NIA

············································ - - - -- - - - - - -·-······--··-· ·····························---·••···
Spec:ifiaition 4.

NIA

NIA

NIA

························································•···•·••·········---·-····················-----·- •-·············
Specification ~:

!moow

NIA

Cha,ge l; Charge JI, Spetifiw10i!1 1

NIA

E~~CLOSURE (2)
3

J•nuary 2020

o+ 5
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CONVENING AUTHORITY'S ACTIONS

POST-TRIAL ACTION
SECTION A- STAFF JUDGE ADVOCATE REVIEW
1. NAME OF ACCUSED (LAST, FIRST, Ml)

2. PAYGRADE/RANK 3. DoD ID NUMBER

I IE1

!Benton-Harris, Sean A.

4. UNIT OR ORGANIZATION

5. CURRENT ENLISTMENT
J

7. CONVENING AUTHORITY
(UNIT/ORGANIZATION)
Commander, Navy Region MidAtlantic

I

1

I24 September 2018

8. COURTMARTIAL TYPE
I !General

6. TERM

10. DATE SENTENCE
ADJUDGED

9. COMPOSITION

I

I

113 Years

I

1130 September 2021

!Members

I

Post-Trial Matters to Consider
11. Has the accused made a request for deferment of reduction in grade?

(' Yes

12. Has the accused made a request for deferment of confinement?

C' Yes

<i'No
<iNo

13. Has the accused made a request for deferment of adjudged forfeitures?

C' Yes

(i No

14. Has the accused made a request for deferment of automatic forfeitures?
15. Has the accused made a request for waiver of automatic forfeitures?

r Yes
(' Yes

<i'No
(i No

16. Has the accused submitted necessary information for transferring forfeitures for
Penefit of dependents?

C' Yes

<i'No

Yes
(i Yes

(' No

17. Has the accused submitted matters for convening authority's review?
18. Has the victim(s) submitted matters for convening authority's review?

(i

19. Has the accused submitted any rebuttal matters?

C' Yes

20. Has the military judge made a suspension or clemency recommendation?

C' Yes
21. Has the trial counsel made a recommendation to suspend any part of the sentence? (' Yes
22. Did the court-martial sentence the accused to a reprimand issued by the convening
C' Yes
authority?
23. Summary of Clemency/Deferment Requested by Accused and/or Crime Victim, if applicable.

C' No
Ci'No
<i'No
Ci' No
<i'No

• On 5 October 2021, Defense Counsel requested a twenty day extension to submit clemency.
- On 6 October 2021, Commander, Navy Region Mid-Atlantic approved the request for a twenty day extension.
• On 18 October 2021, Victim Legal Counsel for victim
submitted an email stating her client did not wish to make any submissions to
the Convening Authority for consideration.
- On 1 November 2021, Defense counsel submitted clemency in which they requested the convening authority recommend to the Court
of Criminal Appeals that they exercise its authority and set aside ABHAN Benton-Harris's Bad Conduct Discharge. They also requested
the Convening Authority amend the adjudged reduction to the paygrade of E-2 vice E-1 in recognition of his acceptance of
con't on page 3.

24. Convening Authority Name/Title

25. SJA Name

RADM C. W. ROCK, Commander, Navy Region Mid-Atlantic

CDR, JAGC, USN

27. Date

11

Convening Authority's Action -

30 N<N olO&l

I

Benton-Harris, Sean A.
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SECTION B - CONVENING AUTHORITY ACTION
28. Having reviewed all matters submitted by the accused and the victim(s) pursuant to R.C.M. 1106/1106A, and
after being advised by the staffjudge advocate or legal officer, I take the following action in this case: [If deferring
or waiving any punishment, indicate the date the defennent/waiver will end. Attach signed reprimand if applicable.
Indicate what action, if any, taken on suspension recommendation(s) or clemency recommendations from the judge.)
1. Sentence Adjudged. On 28 August 2021, Aviation Boatswain Mate, Handling, Recruit Sean A. Benton-Harris, USN, was sentenced to 12
months of confinement, reduction to the paygrade of E-1, and a Bad Conduct Discharge.
2. Action. In the case of United Stated v. Airman Recruit Sean Benton-Harris, USN, the sentence is approved.
3. Pretrial Confinement Credit. There were 358 days of pretrial confinement credit awarded in this case.
4. Initial place of confinement. N/A. Member was released from confinement on date of sentencing.
5. Companion Cases. There were no companion cases.
6. Statutory Requirements. DNA collection and submission are required in accordance with 10 U.S.C. 1565 and DoDI 5505.14. Sex
offender registration is not required in accordance with Appendix 4 to Enclosure 2 of DoDI 1325.07. The Gun Control Act, 18 U.S.C. 922
does apply in this case.
7. Requests for deferral and waiver. There have been no requests for deferral and waiver in this case.
8. Matters Considered. In taking this action I have taken into consideration the pretrial agreement of 28 July 2021, the email from both
Victim Legal Counsels of 18 October 2021 and 3 November 2021, defense counsel's clemency request of 1 November 2021. After careful
consideration, I am denying defense counsel's request to make a recommendation to the Court of Criminal Appeals and to reduce the
adjudged reduction In paygrade from E-1 to E-2.

29. Convening authority's written explanation of the reasons for taking action on offenses with mandatory minimum
punishments or offenses for which the maximum sentence to confinement that may be adjudged exceeds two years,
or offenses where the adjudged sentence includes a punitive discharge (Dismissal, DD, BCD) or confinement for
more than six months, or a violation of Art. 120(a) or 120(b) or 120b:

30. Convenin_g Authority's signature

31. Date

32. Date convening authority action was forwarded to PTPD or Review Shop.

Convening Authority's Action -

Benton-Harris, Sean A.
Page 2 of 4

CONTINUATION SHEET-CA'S ACTION AND ENTRY OF JUDGMENT
23. Summary of Clemency/Deferment Requested by Accused and/or Crime Victim, if applicable. (Continued)

Con't from page 1.
- responsibility and challenging upbringing.
-On 3 November 2021, Victim Legal Counsel for victim
submitted an email stating her client would like the victim impact statement
be provided to the convening authority for consideration.
- You may not set aside, disapprove, or take any action in regards to the Findings in this case. Nor may you disapprove, commute, or
suspend, in whole or in part, the sentence to confinement or punitive discharge, except in accordance with the pretrial agreement. You
have the authority to disapprove, commute, or suspend, in whole or in part, the remainder of the sentence, the adjudged reduction in
paygrade to E-1.

Convening Authority s Action Page 3 of 4

Encl. 4

ENTRY OF JUDGMENT

ENTRY OF JUDGMENT
SECTION A-ADMINISTRATIVE

I. NAME OF ACCUSED (LAST, FIRST, MI)
IBENTON-HARRIS, SEAN A

2. PAYGRADE/RANK 3. DoD ID NUMBER
1

I IE3

I

6. TERM

5. CURRENT ENLISTMENT

4. UNIT OR ORGANIZATION

113 years (on legal hold)

1124 September 2018

7. CONVENING AUTHORITY
(UNIT/ORGANIZATION)

8. COURTMARTIAL TYPE

COMMANDER, NAVY REGION
MIDATLANTIC

IGeneral

I

10. DATE COURT-MARTIAL
9. COMPOSITION
ADJOURNED
I IMem w/ MJ Sent.

I I30-Sep-2021

I

SECTION B - ENTRY OF. JUDGMENT
**MUST be signed by the Military Judge (or Circuit Military Judge) within 20 days of receipt**
11. Findings of each charge and specification referred to trial. [Summary of each charge and specification
(include at a minimum the gravamen of the offense), the plea of the accused, the findings or other disposition
accounting for any exceptions and substitutions, any modifications made by the convening authority or any posttrial ruling, order, or other determination by the military judge. R.C.M. 111 l(b)(l)]
CHARGE I (V/UCMJ Art. 90)
Specification (Willfully Disobeying Superior Commissioned Officer): In that Airman Sean A. Benton-Harris, U.S. Navy,
on active duty, having received a lawful command from Commanding Officer,
then
known by the said accused to be his superior commissioned officer, to refrain from contacting Ms.
or words to that effect, did, at or
near Norfolk, Virginia, from about July 2020 to about November 2020, on divers occasions, willfully disobey the same.
Plea: Guilty by E&S, excepting "from about July 2020 to about November 2020, on divers occasions," and substituting "on or about 25
October 2020"; Finding: Guilty by E&S

CHARGE II (V/UCMJ Art. 92)
Specification 1 (Violation of a Lawful General Order): In that Airman Sean A. Benton-Harris, U.S. Navy,
on active duty, did, on board Naval Station Norfolk, on or about 20 November 2019, fail to obey a lawful general order which was his
duty to obey, to wit: paragraph 4g(5) of COMNAVREGMIDLANTINST 5820.2a dtd 15 April 2015, by wrongfully storing a firearm in an
enlisted barracks.
Plea: Guilty; Finding: Guilty
Specification 2 (Violation of a Lawful General Order): In that Airman Sean A. Benton-Harris, U.S. Navy,
on active duty, did, at or near Norfolk, Virginia, on or about 7 April 2020, fail to obey a lawful general order which was his duty to obey, to
wit: Paragraph 5.1.6 of OPNAVINST 3120.32D CH-5 dtd 15 May 2017, by failing to immediately advise his immediate commander that he
had been arrested and criminally charged by civil authorities.
Plea: Not Guilty; Finding: Withdrawn & Dismissed
Specification 3 (Violation of a Lawful General Order): In that Airman Sean A. Benton-Harris, U.S. Navy,
on active duty, did, at or near Norfolk, Virginia, on or about 3 June 2020, fail to obey a lawful general order which was his duty to obey, to
wit: Paragraph 5.1.6 of OPNAVINST 3120.32D CH-5 dtd 15 May 2017, by failing to immediately advise his immediate commander that he
had been arrested and criminally charged by civil authorities.
Plea: Not Guilty; Finding: Withdrawn & Dismissed
[See additional Findings page]

Entry of Judgment -

BENTON-HARRIS, SEAN A
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12. Sentence to be Entered. Account for any modifications made by reason of any post-trial action by the
convening authority (including any action taken based on a suspension recommendation), confinement credit, or any
post-trial rule, order, or other determination by the military judge. R.C.M. 1111 (b)(2). If the sentence was
determined by a military judge, ensure confinement and fines are segmented as well as if a sentence shall run
concurrently or consecutively.
Reduction in Pay Grade to E-1
Separation with a Bad Conduct Discharge
Confinement for a total period of 12 months (includes 1 month for Charge I, 3 months for specification 1 of Charge II, 5 months for
specification 5 of Charge Ill; all confinement to be served consecutively for a total of 12 months)

13. Deferment and Waiver. Include the nature of the request, the CA's Action, the effective date of the defennent,
and date the deferment ended. For waivers, include the effective date and the length of the waiver. RCM 111 l(b)(3)
The convening authority action dated 1 December 2021 noted AN Benton-Harris request to limit the reduction in pay grade and
provide a recommendation to the Court of Criminal Appeals was considered. The convening authority took no action on the findings

or sentence in the case.

14. Action convening authority took on any suspension recommendation from the military judge:

Entry of Judgment -

BENTON-HARRIS, SEAN A
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16. Date judgment entered:

15. Judge's signature:

OSTROM.DONALD.RA
YMOND

Digitally signed by
OSTROM.DONALD.RAYMOND
Date: 2022.01.12 13:31 :45 -05'00'

1,., "· '""

I

17. In accordance with RCM 111 l(c)(l), the military judge who entered a judgment may modify the judgment to
correct computational or clerical errors within 14 days after the judgment was initially entered. Include any
modifications here and resign the Entry of Judgment.

18. Judge's signature:

Entry of Judgment -

19. Date judgment entered:

BENTON-HARRIS, SEAN A
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CONTINUATION SHEET - ENTRY OF JUDGMENT
11. Findings (Continued)
CHARGE Ill (V/UCMJ Art. 128)
Specification 1 (Aggravated Assault Upon an Intimate Partner): In that Airman Sean A. Benton-Harris, U.S. Navy,
on active duty, did, at or near Norfolk, Virginia, on or about 19 November 2019, with the intent to inflict bodily harm, commit
an assault upon AOAN
USN, the intimate partner of the accused, by strangling her with a dangerous weapon: his hand.
Plea: Not Guilty; Finding (by members) Not Guilty
Specification 2 (Assault Consummated by a Battery Upon an Immediate Family Member): In that Airman Sean A. Benton-Harris, U.S.
Navy,
on active duty, did, at or near Norfolk, Virginia, on or about 7 April 2020, unlawfully strike Ms.
on the head and neck with his hands.
Plea: Not Guilty; Finding: Withdrawn & Dismissed
Specification 3 (Assault Consummated by a Battery Upon an Immediate Family Member): In that Airman Sean A. Benton-Harris, U.S.
Navy,
on active duty, did, at or near Norfolk, Virginia, on or about 3 June 2020, unlawfully squeeze the
torso of and strike the neck of Ms.
Plea: Not Guilty; Finding: Withdrawn & Dismissed
Specification 4 (Aggravated Assault Upon an Immediate Family Member): In that Airman Sean A. Benton-Harris, U.S. Navy,
on active duty, did, at or near Norfolk, Virginia, on or about 2 October 2020, with the intent to inflict bodily harm,
commit an assault upon Ms.
by strangling her with a dangerous weapon: his hand.
Plea: Not Guilty; Finding: Withdrawn & Dismissed
Specification 5 (Aggravated Assault Upon an Immediate Family Member): In that Airman Sean A. Benton-Harris, U.S. Navy,
on active duty, did, at or near Norfolk, Virginia, on or about 25 October 2020, with the intent to inflict bodily harm,
commit an assault upon Ms.
by strangling her with a dangerous weapon: his hand.
Plea: Guilty; Finding: Guilty

Entry of Judgment -
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APPELLATE INFORMATION

IN THE UNITED STATES NAVY-MARINE CORPS
COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS

Before Panel No. 3

UNITED STATES
Appellee
v.
Sean Benton-Harris
Aviation Boatswain’s Mate (Handling)
(E-3)
U. S. Navy
Appellant

NMCCA No. 202200027
APPELLANT’S MOTION FOR
FIRST ENLARGEMENT OF
TIME
Tried at Norfolk, VA on 26 August,
27 August, 24 September, and 27-30
September 2021, before a General
Court-Martial convened by
Commander, Navy Region Mid
Atlantic, Commander Donald
Ostrom, JAGC, USN presiding.

TO THE HONORABLE, THE JUDGES OF THE UNITED STATES
NAVY-MARINE CORPS COURTS OF CRIMINAL APPEALS

COMES NOW the undersigned and respectfully moves for a first
enlargement of time to file a brief and assignments of error. The current due date
is April 17, 2022. The number of days requested is thirty. The requested due date
is May 17, 2022.

Status of the case:
1. The Record of Trial was docketed on February 15, 2022.
2. The Moreno III date is August 15, 2023.
3. Appellant is not confined.
4. The record consists of 1160 transcribed pages and 2,953 total pages.
5. Counsel is reviewing the record.
Undersigned counsel respectfully requests this Court grant a first
enlargement of time to review the record, develop a case strategy with client, and
draft a brief.

Jackson M. Beach
LT, JAGC, USN
Appellate Defense Counsel
Navy-Marine Corps Appellate Review Activity
1254 Charles Morris Street, SE
Building 58, Suite 100
Washington, DC 20374

2

CERTIFICATE OF FILING AND SERVICE

I certify the foregoing was electronically delivered to the Court on April 12,
2022, that a copy was uploaded into the Court’s case management system on April
12, 2022, and that a copy of the foregoing was electronically delivered to Director,
Appellate Government Division on April 12, 2022.

Jackson M. Beach
LT, JAGC, USN
Appellate Defense Counsel
Navy-Marine Corps Appellate Review Activity
1254 Charles Morris Street, SE
Building 58, Suite 100
Washington, DC 20374
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Subject:
Date:

RECEIPT - Filing Panel 3 U.S. v. Benton-Harris NMCCA 202200027 D Motion for First Enlargement (Beach)
Tuesday, April 12, 2022 12:20:44 PM

RECEIVED
Apr 12 2022
United States Navy-Marine Corps
Court of Criminal Appeals

Subject: Filing Panel 3 U.S. v. Benton-Harris NMCCA 202200027 D Motion for First Enlargement
(Beach)
To this Honorable Court,
Please find attached the Appellant’s Motion for a First Enlargement of Time in U.S. v. Benton-Harris
NMCCA No. 202200027.
Very respectfully,
Jackson M. Beach
LT, JAGC, USN
Apellate Defense Counsel
Navy-Marine Corps Appellate Defense Division, Code 45
Office of the Judge Advocate General, US Navy

Subject:
Date:

RULING - Filing Panel 3 U.S. v. Benton-Harris NMCCA 202200027 D Motion for First Enlargement (Beach)
Tuesday, April 12, 2022 12:21:12 PM

MOTION GRANTED
12 APR 2022
United States Navy-Marine Corps
Court of Criminal Appeals

Subject: Filing Panel 3 U.S. v. Benton-Harris NMCCA 202200027 D Motion for First Enlargement
(Beach)
To this Honorable Court,
Please find attached the Appellant’s Motion for a First Enlargement of Time in U.S. v. Benton-Harris
NMCCA No. 202200027.
Very respectfully,
Jackson M. Beach
LT, JAGC, USN
Apellate Defense Counsel
Navy-Marine Corps Appellate Defense Division, Code 45
Office of the Judge Advocate General, US Navy

IN THE UNITED STATES NAVY-MARINE CORPS
COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS

Before Panel No. 3

UNITED STATES
Appellee
v.
Sean Benton-Harris
Aviation Boatswain’s Mate (Handling)
(E-3)
U. S. Navy
Appellant

NMCCA No. 202200027
APPELLANT’S MOTION FOR
SECOND ENLARGEMENT OF
TIME
Tried at Norfolk, VA on 26 August,
27 August, 24 September, and 27-30
September 2021, before a General
Court-Martial convened by
Commander, Navy Region Mid
Atlantic, Commander Donald
Ostrom, JAGC, USN presiding.

TO THE HONORABLE, THE JUDGES OF THE UNITED STATES
NAVY-MARINE CORPS COURTS OF CRIMINAL APPEALS

COMES NOW the undersigned and respectfully moves for a second
enlargement of time to file a brief and assignments of error. The current due date
is May 17, 2022. The number of days requested is thirty. The requested due date is
June 16, 2022.

Status of the case:
1. The Record of Trial was docketed on February 15, 2022.
2. The Moreno III date is August 15, 2023.
3. Appellant is not confined.
4. The record consists of 1160 transcribed pages and 2,953 total pages.
5. Counsel is reviewing the record.
6. Appellant consents to this enlargement request.
Undersigned counsel respectfully requests this Court grant a second
enlargement of time to review the record, develop a case strategy with client, and
draft a brief.

Jackson M. Beach
LT, JAGC, USN
Appellate Defense Counsel
Navy-Marine Corps Appellate Review Activity
1254 Charles Morris Street, SE
Building 58, Suite 100
Washington, DC 20374
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CERTIFICATE OF FILING AND SERVICE

I certify the foregoing was electronically delivered to the Court on May 12,
2022, that a copy was uploaded into the Court’s case management system on May
12, 2022, and that a copy of the foregoing was electronically delivered to Director,
Appellate Government Division on May 12, 2022.

Jackson M. Beach
LT, JAGC, USN
Appellate Defense Counsel
Navy-Marine Corps Appellate Review Activity
1254 Charles Morris Street, SE
Building 58, Suite 100
Washington, DC 20374
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a
Subject:
Date:

RECEIPT - Filing Panel 3 U.S. v. Benton-Harris NMCCA No 202200027 D Mtn 2nd EOT (Beach)
Thursday, May 12, 2022 2:50:56 PM

RECEIVED
MAY 12 2022
United States Navy-Marine Corps
Court of Criminal Appeals
v/r,

Panel 3 secretary
OJAG, NMCCA Code 51
1254 Charles Morris Street SE, Bldg 58, Washington Navy Yard, Washington D. C. 20374

Subject: Filing Panel 3 U.S. v. Benton-Harris NMCCA No 202200027 D Mtn 2nd EOT (Beach)
To this Honorable Court,
Please find attached the Appellant’s Motion for a Second Enlargement of Time in U.S. v. Benton
Harris NMCCA No 202200027.
Very respectfully,
Jackson M. Beach

LT, JAGC, USN
Apellate Defense Counsel
Navy-Marine Corps Appellate Defense Division, Code 45
Office of the Judge Advocate General, US Navy

Subject:
Date:

RULING - Filing Panel 3 U.S. v. Benton-Harris NMCCA No 202200027 D Mtn 2nd EOT (Beach)
Thursday, May 12, 2022 2:51:20 PM

MOTION GRANTED
12 MAY 2022
United States Navy-Marine Corps
Court of Criminal Appeals

v/r,

Panel 3 secretary
OJAG, NMCCA Code 51
1254 Charles Morris Street SE, Bldg 58, Washington Navy Yard, Washington D. C. 20374

Subject: Filing Panel 3 U.S. v. Benton-Harris NMCCA No 202200027 D Mtn 2nd EOT (Beach)
To this Honorable Court,
Please find attached the Appellant’s Motion for a Second Enlargement of Time in U.S. v. Benton
Harris NMCCA No 202200027.
Very respectfully,
Jackson M. Beach

LT, JAGC, USN
Apellate Defense Counsel
Navy-Marine Corps Appellate Defense Division, Code 45
Office of the Judge Advocate General, US Navy

IN THE UNITED STATES NAVY-MARINE CORPS
COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS

Before Panel No. 3

UNITED STATES
Appellee
v.
Sean Benton-Harris
Aviation Boatswain’s Mate (Handling)
(E-3)
U. S. Navy
Appellant

NMCCA No. 202200027
APPELLANT’S MOTION FOR
THIRD ENLARGEMENT OF
TIME
Tried at Norfolk, VA on 26 August,
27 August, 24 September, and 27-30
September 2021, before a General
Court-Martial convened by
Commander, Navy Region Mid
Atlantic, Commander Donald
Ostrom, JAGC, USN presiding.

TO THE HONORABLE, THE JUDGES OF THE UNITED STATES
NAVY-MARINE CORPS COURTS OF CRIMINAL APPEALS
COMES NOW the undersigned and respectfully moves for a third
enlargement of time to file a brief and assignments of error. The current due date
is June 16, 2022. The number of days requested is thirty. The requested due date is
July 16, 2022.

Status of the case:
1. The Record of Trial was docketed on February 15, 2022.
2. The Moreno III date is August 15, 2023.
3. Appellant is not confined.
4. The record consists of 1160 transcribed pages and 2,953 total pages.
5. Counsel is reviewing the record.
6. Appellant consents to this enlargement request.
There is good cause due to the length of the record and complexity of the
case. This is a partially contested case in which Appellant pled guilty to charges
under Art. 90, 92, and 128, UCMJ. Appellant was found not guilty by the members
of the final remaining specification under Art. 128, UCMJ. Undersigned counsel
respectfully requests this Court grant a third enlargement of time to review the
record, develop a case strategy with client, and draft a brief.

Jackson M. Beach
LT, JAGC, USN
Appellate Defense Counsel
Navy-Marine Corps Appellate Review Activity
1254 Charles Morris Street, SE
Building 58, Suite 100
Washington, DC 20374
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CERTIFICATE OF FILING AND SERVICE
I certify the foregoing was electronically delivered to the Court on June 10,
2022, that a copy was uploaded into the Court’s case management system on June
10, 2022, and that a copy of the foregoing was electronically delivered to Director,
Appellate Government Division on June 10, 2022.

Jackson M. Beach
LT, JAGC, USN
Appellate Defense Counsel
Navy-Marine Corps Appellate Review Activity
1254 Charles Morris Street, SE
Building 58, Suite 100
Washington, DC 20374
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Subject:
Date:

RULING - Filing Panel 3 U.S. v. Benton Harris NMCCA No 202200027 D Third EOT (Beach)
Thursday, June 16, 2022 8:42:02 AM

MOTION GRANTED
16 JUNE 2022
United States Navy-Marine Corps
Court of Criminal Appeals

v/r,

Panel 3 secretary
OJAG, NMCCA Code 51
1254 Charles Morris Street SE, Bldg 58, Washington Navy Yard, Washington D. C. 20374

Subject: Filing Panel 3 U.S. v. Benton Harris NMCCA No 202200027 D Third EOT (Beach)
To this Honorable Court,
Please find attached Appellant’s Motion for a Third Enlargement of Time in U.S. v. Benton Harris
NMCCA No. 202200027.
Very respectfully,
Jackson M. Beach

LT, JAGC, USN
Apellate Defense Counsel
Navy-Marine Corps Appellate Defense Division, Code 45
Office of the Judge Advocate General, US Navy

IN THE UNITED STATES NAVY-MARINE CORPS
COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS

Before Panel No. 3

UNITED STATES
Appellee
v.
Sean BENTON-HARRIS
Aviation Boatswain’s Mate (Handling)
(E-3)
U. S. Navy
Appellant

NMCCA No. 202200027
APPELLANT’S MOTION TO
WITHDRAW CASE FROM
APPELLATE REVIEW AND
MOTION TO ATTACH
APPELLANT’S DECLARATION
Tried at Norfolk, VA on 26 August,
27 August, 24 September, and 27-30
September 2021, before a General
Court-Martial convened by Commander, Navy Region Mid Atlantic,
Commander Donald Ostrom, JAGC,
USN presiding.

TO THE HONORABLE, THE JUDGES OF THE UNITED STATES
NAVY-MARINE CORPS COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS
COMES NOW Appellant, pursuant to Rule 16 of the Navy-Marine Corps
Court of Criminal Appeals Rules of Appellate Procedure, and respectfully moves
to withdraw this case from appellate review. Appellant’s declaration requesting
withdrawal and acknowledging the consequences thereof is attached as Appendix
A.

Respectfully submitted.

Jackson M. Beach
LT, JAGC, USN
Appellate Defense Counsel

CERTIFICATE OF FILING AND SERVICE
I certify the foregoing was electronically filed to the Court, uploaded into the
Court’s case management system, and sent by electronic means to the Director of
the Appellate Government Division on July 13, 2022.

Jackson M. Beach
LT, JAGC, USN
Appellate Defense Counsel
Navy-Marine Corps Appellate Review Activity
1254 Charles Morris Street, SE
Building 58, Suite 100
Washington, DC 20374

DECLARATION OF AVIATION BOATSWAIN’S MATE (HANDLING)
SEAN A. BENTON-HARRIS, USN
I, Sean A. Benton-Harris, declare that:
1. Lieutenant (LT) Jackson M. Beach, JAGC, USN, is my detailed military appellate defense counsel. LT Beach is an attorney, qualified and certified by the Judge
Advocate General of the Navy to practice before military courts and admitted to
the Bar of the Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals.
2. LT Beach advised me of my right to appellate review and the effect of withdrawal of appellate review at this time. I understand that:
a. If I do not withdraw my case from appellate review:
(1) My court-martial will be reviewed by the Navy-Marine Corps Court of
Criminal Appeals.
(2) The Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals will review my case
to determine whether the findings and sentence are correct in law and fact and
whether the sentence is appropriate.
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Appendix A

(3) After review by the Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals, my
case could be further reviewed for legal error by the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces, on petition by me or on request of the Judge Advocate
General.
(4) If the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces reviews my
case, my case could be further reviewed for legal error by the United States Supreme Court on petition by me or the Government.
(5) I have the right to be represented by military counsel—at no cost to me,
or by civilian counsel—at no expense to the Government, or both, before the
Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals, the Court of Appeals for the
Armed Forces, and the United States Supreme Court.
b. If I do withdraw my case from appellate review:
(1) My court-martial will not be reviewed by the Navy-Marine Corps Court
of Criminal Appeals, or be subject to further review by the Court of Appeals for
the Armed Forces, or the United States Supreme Court.
(2) My withdrawal will prevent the Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal
Appeals and any other appellate court from reviewing my case.
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Appendix A

(3) Once I submit this withdrawal, I cannot revoke it, even if I later change
my mind.
(4) If my sentence included a punitive discharge from the military:
(a) My withdrawal from appellate review will likely result in the expedited approval of my discharge and corresponding termination of my benefits administered by the Department of Defense, the Department of Veteran Affairs, and
State and local veterans agencies.
(b) These include benefits I currently retain, as well as those of any dependents I may have. The termination of military and veterans benefits may include the loss of access to medical care, commissary and military exchanges, loans,
job placement service, and other benefits that require a discharge from the military
under honorable conditions.
(c) However, if I have a prior period of honorable military service, I may
still retain some of my benefits that are linked to my prior service.
(d) My discharge paperwork, including my DD 214, will reflect that I
was discharged from the military pursuant to a court-martial.
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Appendix A

3. After full discussion of the existing case law and application to my case with LT
Beach, I have decided it is in my best interest to withdraw from appellate review in
order to avoid unnecessary stress of the extended wait to finalize my case.
4. I voluntarily submit this withdrawal from appellate review. No one has made
any promises that I would receive any benefits from this withdrawal, and no one
has forced me to make it.
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing information is true and correct.

Sean A. Benton-Harris
ABHAN, USN
_____________________________
(Date)
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Appendix A

I have advised ABHAN Sean A. Benton-Harris concerning his right to appellate
review and the effects withdrawal from appellate review.
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing information is true and correct.

___________
Jackson M. Beach
LT, JAGC, USN
Appellate Defense Counsel
8 July 2022
_____________________________
(Date)
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Appendix A

UNITED STATES

NMCCA NO. 202200027

Appellee

Panel 3

v.
Sean A. BENTON-HARRIS
Aviation Boatswain’s Mate
(Handling) Airman (E-3)
U.S. Navy
Appellant

ORDER
Granting Appellant’s Motion
to Withdraw Case from
Appellate Review

Upon consideration of Appellant’s Motion to Withdraw Case from Appellate Review, filed on 13 July 2022, we have determined that Appellant’s
request was properly executed and submitted, and is in substantial compliance with Article 61, Uniform Code of Military Justice, 10 U.S.C. § 861, and
Rule for Courts-Martial 1115.
Accordingly, it is, by the Court, this 21st day of July 2022,
ORDERED:
(1) That Appellant’s Motion to Withdraw Appellate Review is GRANTED.
(2) That the record of trial is returned to the Judge Advocate General for
appropriate disposition.
FOR THE COURT:

S. TAYLOR JOHNSTON
Interim Clerk of Court
Copy to:
NMCCA; 45 (LT Beach); 46; 02

REMAND

THERE WERE NO REMANDS

NOTICE OF COMPLETION OF APPELLATE REVIEW (NOCAR)

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVY-MARINE CORPS APPELLATE REVIEW ACTIVITY
1254 CHARLES MORRIS STREET SE
WASHINGTON NAVY YARD DC 20374-5214

5814
40/202200027
13 Dec 2022
From: Branch Head, Court-Martial Records Branch (Code 40)
To:
Commanding Officer, Navy and Marine Corps Appellate Leave Activity (NAMALA)
Subj: NOTIFICATION OF COMPLETION OF APPELLATE REVIEW IN THE GENERAL
COURT-MARTIAL OF AVIATION BOATSWAIN’S MATE HANDLING
AIRMAN SEAN A. BENTON-HARRIS, USN – NMCCA 202200027
Ref:

(a) Uniform Code of Military Justice, Article 57 (c)(2) and Article 61
(b) Manual for Courts-Martial, Rule 1209 (a)(1)(A), (2019 Ed.)

Encl: (1) Post Trial Action of 1 Dec 21 and Entry of Judgment of 12 Jan 22
Encl: (2) Naval Clemency & Parole Board Review of 5 Apr 22
(3) NMCCA Order Granting Withdraw for Appellate Review of 21 Jul 22
(4) Article 65 Review of 29 Oct 22
1. Aviation Boatswain’s Mate Handling Airman (ABHAN) Sean A. Benton-Harris, USN – NMCCA
202200027 was arraigned, tried, and convicted at a General Court-Martial convened by the Commander,
Navy Region Mid-Atlantic, Naval Station Norfolk, Virginia. ABHAN Benton-Harris was sentenced on
30 September 2021, to reduction to E-1, 12 months confinement, and to be discharged from the United
States Navy with a Bad Conduct Discharge. (Encl. 1)
2. The 12 month sentence awarded to ABHAN Benton-Harris triggered an automatic review by the Naval
Clemency and Parole Board (NC&PB). ABHAN Benton-Harris was denied clemency by the NC&PB on
9 March 2022. (Encl. 2)
3. In an Order issued 21 July 2022, the United States Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals
(NMCCA), pursuant to Article 61, UCMJ, granted the appellant’s motion to withdraw case from appellate
review. (Encl. 3)
4. An Article 65 Review was conducted on 29 October 2022; the Preliminary Hearing Officers Unit came
to the conclusion that no corrective action is required. (Encl. 4)
5. Accordingly, all appellate review is now complete in the General Court-Martial of Aviation
Boatswain’s Mate Handling Airman Sean A. Benton-Harris, USN – NMCCA 202200027. Article 57
(c)(2), U.C.M.J. and Rule 1209 (a)(1)(A), M.C.M. have been complied with. The Bad Conduct Discharge
awarded to Aviation Boatswain’s Mate Handling Airman Sean A. Benton-Harris may now be executed.

Subj: NOTIFICATION OF COMPLETION OF APPELLATE REVIEW IN THE
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL OF AVIATION BOATSWAIN’S MATE HANDLING
AIRMAN SEAN BENTON-HARRIS USN – NMCCA 202200027

6. Point of contact for this matter is Mr

Branch Head, Court-Martial Records;

Copy to:
Appellant
SJA, NRMA
RLSO Midlant
File
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